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IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS
The attention of the prospective student is directeq to the following
important matters:
1. Please read carefully "Requirements for Admission."
2. Study the College Calendar.
3. An estimate of the expenses may be found under general
expenses.
4. A student will find under the course of study an outline of
work required for graduation.
6. No student is permitted to make a deposit for a diploma until
all other fees have been paid.
6. Old and new students planning to enroll should first write the
Registrar requesting an application blank to make application for entrance before cominl? to the Colle'1'e.

RECOGNITION

.
The Institution is recognized and approved by the followmg accrediting associations: Texas State Department of Education, Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the
Southern States.

7. Stvrl "lt. are required to use the text books adopted by th e
Committee , 'l' ~ · •
•oks. These text book!'\ may be purchased after
wrivnl at the Co'l.

8. To obtain a diploma, a student must satisfactorily complete the
course of study undertaken and must have spent at least a year in residence at the college.
9. All students should bring with them one spread, four sheets,
three pillow cases, one pillow and sufficient bed covers, curtains and
covers for table and dresser. A washable bedside rug is desirable.
10. Parents are earnestly requested to send money for students'
accounts directly to C. W. Lewis, Local Treasurer, Prairie View State
College, Prairie View, Texas. Money should be sent by registered mail,
or express money order, or bank draft. PERSONAL CHECKS WILL
NOT BE ACCEPTED.
11. Students should come to the College with sufficient funds to
pay all fees for one month in advance and with a sufficient additional
amount to cover the cost of books, stationery, and incidentals. The
Board of Directors has established a College Exchange on the west side
of the campus where students can purchase books, stationery, and supplies at reasonable prices. All students should add to necessary expenses for each semester about $12.00 for books.
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COLLEGE CALENDAR
1933-1934

BOARD OF DffiECTORS

First Semester

F. M. LAW, President
BYRD E. WHITE, Vice-President
S. G. BAILEY, Secretary

September 14, 15, 16, .. ....... ... ....... ......... Entrance Examinations
September 19,. ............ ... .......... .... ... .. .
Dining Room Opens
September 20, .. ... ... . ..... ...... .... .. ... ... ...... ...... First Semester Begins
September 20-23,..... .... . ... ...Registration and Payment of Fees
September 25, 7:30 A. M .. .... .. ...... .... .. . Classroom Work Begins
November 11, Armistice Day. ..... ..... . .... . ... .. . .. .... .Holiday
November 30, Thanksgiving Day ... ...... ................ .. Holiday
December 25, Christmas Day... . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. ... .. Holiday
January 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, .... .. ... . First Semester Examinations
January 31, . . .... ..... . .. .. . .. . . .. ..
First Semester Ends
Second Semester

MEMBERS
Terms Expire 1935
F. MARIO LAW, President, First National Bank. ...........----············Houst•rn
BYRD E. WHITE, Lawyer and Banker.........................................................Lancasler
WALTER G. LACY, President, Citizens National Bank......••·-···············Wacc

Terms Expire 1937
HENRY C. SCHUHMACHER, President, Schuhmacher Co ............. Houston

February 1, ...... .. ..... ....... . .... .. ... .... .. ... .. Second Semester Begins
February 22, Washington's Birthday. ... . .. ....... ...... ...Holiday
April 21, ... ... ..... .. ... .. .... .. . .
.. .... San Jacinto Day
May 18, 19, 21, 22,
Examinations for Seniors
May 23, 24, 25, 26, . .. . .. .... .... Secnd Semester Examinations
May 27,
. ... .. .. . ..... ............
Baccalaureate Sermon
•May 28,
. Commencement Day
May 29,
Second Semester Ends

JOSEPII KOPECKY, Publisher........................---·····..································Hailettsville
G. R. WHITE, Banker and Ranchman..........................-············-····..·················Brady

Terms Expire 1939
EDWARD J. KIEST, Owner and Publisher, Dallas Times-Heraid ... Dallas
L. J. WARDLAW, Attorney-at-law...................... ---···················Fort Worth
GUY T. ANDERSON, Planter......................... ----······················ ......... Caivert

Prairie View Committee

Summer School

June 4,
August 7,

... ········ ....... ·· ········
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Summer Term Begins
Summer Term Ends

H. C.

CHUMACHER, Chairman

WALTER G. LACY

NO.' -RESIDENT ADMI ISTRATIVE OFFICERS
T. 0. WALTON, LL. D., President
GEORG'E A. LONG, B. S., Supervising Accountant
J. K. WALKER, B. S., Supervising Engineer
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION

OFFICERS OF I STRUCTION

Office of the Principal
W.R. Banks, A. M., Principal.
N. B. Edward, B. S., Executive Secretary of the College.
Youra J. Qualls, Secretary to the Principal.
Directors and Deans
J. J. Abernethy, B. S., Direct-or, 'Division of Mechanic Arts
J. B. Cade, ~- M., Director, Division of Arts and Sciences.·
~ ~- Franklm, M. ~-, Director, Division of Nursing Education.
· · May, B. S., D1~ector, Division of Home Economics.
L. A. Potts, B. S., Director, Division of Agriculture
E. L. Dabney, Dean of Men.
·
M. E. Suarez, Dean of women.
Office of the Registrar
J. B. Cade, A. M., Registrar.
J. N. Southern, A. B., Assistant Registrar.
R. L. Rus~, B. S., Research and Transcript Clerk.
A. L .. DaV1s, Secretary to the Registrar and to the Director of the Divis10n of Arts and Sciences.
Office of the Local Treasurer
C. W. Lewis, Local Treasurer.
H.AR.RTurner, B.. S. in C. E., Accountant.
I · • eese, Cashier.
C. R. Hall, B. S., Disbursement Clerk
C. L. Wells, Inventory Clerk.
.
L. C. Mosley, B. S., Bookkeeper.
W. J. Ross, A. B., Assistant Cashier
~hnson, Secretary to the Loe~! Treasurer
· · awson, Inventory Clerk
·
~- :· Hilliard, B. . ubsisten~e Manager.
· · Lawrence, B. S., Postmaster.

~- ii

The Library
· · Baker, B. L. ., Librarian
A. J. Fortune B L s A ·
.
' · · ·• ssi st ant to the Librarian.
G
Other Officer and Assistants
ir-:' B~;hGanan, Manager, College :Cxchange.
· · ''• reene, Matron.
G:°rgle_F.BJon~s, lerk, Office of Mechanic Arts
• air urr1 , lerk.
·
I. • Muckelroy,
t
ecre ary to the Director of Agriculture.
0 J

E
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Professors
ABERNETHY, J. J., Business Law; Director of Mechanic Arts Division
B. S., Kansas State College, 1916.
Prairie View State College, 1916r /
BULLOCK, Henry Allen, Jr., Sociology,
A. B., Virginia Union, 1928; A. M., nive»sity of Michigan, 1929.
Professor of History, A. & T. Colleg Greensboro, N. C., 1929-1930;
Prairie View State College, 1930CADE, John B., History, Director of Art ~ - Sfiences Divi~ion,
A. B., Atlanta University, 1921; A. ., . 1:lir:versity of Chicago, Summer, 1928. Teacher of High School subjects and Principal of High
School, Paine College, Augusta, Georgia, 1921-1927; Registrar,
1922-29; Professor of History, 1928-29; Registrar and Director of
Extension, Southern University, 1929-30; Director of Training
School, 1930-31; Registrar, Prairie View State College, 1931;-Director of Arts and Sciences, and Professor of History, Prairie View
State College, 1932CARPE TER, Charles E., French, Head tf Language Department,
B. L., University of California, 1901; M\'1:;:;-University of California,
1907; Advanced Work, University of Kansas, Summer, 1932; Grammar School Teacher, Ponca City, Okla., 1907-1925; Prairie View
State College, 1925FRANKLIN, J.M., Medical Specialties, Director of Nursing Education Division, A. B., Bishop, 1908; M. D., Meharry, 1913; Prairie View State
College, 1919.
HARRISO. , G. Lamar, Educa~d of Education Department, A. B.,
Howard, 1926; A. M., Cincinna~ 1929; One year of Advanced w~rk,
Ohio State, 1931-1932; Acting Head of Department of ~ducation,
Virginia Union, 1927-1928; Associate Professor of Education, WeS t
Virginia State College 1928-31; Prairie View State College, 193 2JACKSON, F. A., Economi~s, Chairman of Social Science Departments,
A. B., Atlanta University, 1924; ,M. B. A., New York University,
193 0; Teacher of High School Sub1~c s and Boys'. Proc~or, Knox
I~stitute, Athens, Georgia, 1924-25; Teacher of Social_ Science an~
Vice-Principal, Peabody Academy, Troy, orth Carolma, 1925-2 ~
Chairman, Departments of Social Sciences and Head of th e Depar
ment of Economics Prairie View State College, 193 u.
1A Y• E · C•, Home Economics
'
•
n·tree t or of Home Economics
Education,
~ivision, B. S., Kansas State College, 1919; Advanced Work, Col~~;:
b1a, Summer 1922· Chicago Si..mmers, }!)29, 1930; Instructor,
.
,
'
'
.
't
19·1 0 1!'12.l'
rida, A. & M. College, 1919-1920; Western Univer:;i Y,
- •
'
Prairie View State College, 1928-

,,
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MORJON, Geo: W.,_ English, Acting Head of ~lish Department1 A. B.
tlanta University, 1927; A. M., Columbia, 192f) · One year of g radu~
aDt e work
t ' C0 Ium b'ia, 1931-1932; Educational 'Organizer for State
epar ment of Education of North Carolina 1927· Head Department of E r h M'1551551
· · ·
'
'
•
Mis . . . ng 15 •
PPI Industrial College, Holly Springs,
515C5h1PP 1, 1927- 192 8; Head, Department of English Avery Instit t
1·
1929 -1930· Associate' Professor of
Eu e, . ar1eston ' South Caroma,
nghsh, Talladega (Alabama) College, i930 - 1931·, p ra1ne
. . v·1ew
1932PERRY, R. Patterson , Chem·is t ry, Ch airman
·
of atural Science Depart~::;s, A. B., Johnson C. Smith, 1925; 1f. S., Iowa University, 1927;
uate work at Iowa University, Summer 1927· 1931-1932· Summer 1932; Prairie View State Oollege, 1927~
'
'
POTTS,
B S L.I A ·• Rural Educ a t·10 n, D"irector of the Agricultural Division,
u·· ·• o;a Sta te College, 1925; M. S. A., Cornell University 1932;
D~~eran ~e_a?her-Trainer, Prairie View State College, 1925-1929;
n ector, D1V1s1on of Agriculture, 1929RANDALL A W M th
t·
S Al ' · ·• a ema ics, Head of Mathematics Department, B.
B~uld c-orn, A. & M. College, 1916; A. M., University of Colorado,
er, Colorado, 1929; Prairie View State College, 1923Associate Professors
ALEXANDER J M A · I I
le e
/
· ·• mma Iusbandry, B. S., Prairie View State Colg ' 192 • M. S., Iowa State College, 1930 · Prairie View State Col
lege, 1922-'
ANDERSON E J Ch"ld
C
H
1
M A
' : A.,
are, ouse, B. S., Kansas State College, 1914;
19 29 , dvanced work Uni·
· ·• H
1929
.
'
vers1·tY of M'mnesota Summer
v· ·.. unnmgton, West Virginia, High School 1917-1922· West
1rg1ma State College, 1922-28; Prairie· View S~te College '1929BOOUKE:R, :'7alter M., Biology, A. B., Morehouse College 1928•· M S
mvers1ty of I
1932
'
'
· ·•
1928-1929· p _o~aV,.
; Instructor in Chemistry, Leland College,
, ra1r1e 1ew State College, 1929_
BRAS

?N, M. S., Superintendent of Nurses R. N. Tuskegee 1923·
'
'
'
.pec1al work ' un·1vers1·ty . 1mnesota
Summer
1930
1931 · • S
Visor and Instructor, Tuskegee 1925-1926; Head' Nurs~, Bre;er ~:;:
;al, Greenwood, South Carolina, 1926-1927; Rural School Teacher
:;~r/ ~~ll•v~labamS a, l9l3-1914; Russell County, Alabama 1916~
19 , ra1r1e 1ew tate College, 1929_
'
CARRAWAY
L
R
I
t
A
B
·
h
' .' ·• _n erne, · •• Clark University, 1926; M. D., Mearry, 1932, Special work, The University of Chica
S
1926 1927· Pr0 f
f
.
go, ummers,
p . '. v· '
essor O Physics, Clark University 1926-1928·
rame iew State College, 1932'
,
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DICKERSON, Harry G., Biolo y 1 B. S., Ohio State University, 1923; M.
S., Iowa University, 1929; ·nerant Teacher Trainer at Prairie View
State College, 1923-1925; A SQciate Professor, Horticulture, 19251927; Associate Professor, Biology, 1927EVANS, E. B., Veterinary Medicene, D. V. M., Iowa State College, 1918;
Associate Professor of Veterinary Medicine, Prairie View State
College, 1918; Assistant Director of Agriculture, 1929FULLER, 0. A. Jr., Music, Head of 1:usic Department, A. B., Bishop,
1924; Student, New England Cone varory of Music, 1926-1927; Director of Music, A. & T .. College ~Greensboro, North Carolina,
1924-1929; Prairie View State Colleg , 929HOUSTON, W. H., English, A. B., University
Redlands, 1930; A. M.,
University of Southern California, 1~; Prairie State College, 1931.
JOHNSON, R. W., Interne, A. B., Lincoln, 1924; M. D., Meharry, 1932;
Athletic Director and Teacher, Virginia Seminary, 1924-25; Samuel
Huston, 1925-1926; Morris Brown University, 1926-1927; Prairie
View State College, 1932-McADAMS, Jay Calvin, Itinerant Teacher Trainer, B. S., Hampton, 1928;
Teacher, Eads, Junior High School, Eads, Tennessee, 1921-1927;
Hardeman County Training School, Whiteville, Tennessee, 1928-29;
Prairie View State College, 1929PETERS, Geneva Crouch, Foods and Nutrition, B. S., Prairie View State
College, 1925; M. S., Iowa State, 1931; Instructor, Jasper, Texas,
1925-1926; Texas College, 1927-1930; Prairie View State College,
1931POWELL, Mayme L., Clothing, B. S., Hampton, 1929; M. S., Cornell,
1931; Extension work, University of Cincinnati, 1931-32; Instructor,
Langston, 1929-1930; Summer, 1931; Acting Head of Home Economics Department at Kentucky State College, 1931-1932; Summer,
1932; Prairie View State College, 1 9 ~
REEVES, George W., Education, A. B.,
nta University, 1924; A. M.,
University of Michigan, 1932; Miles M
ial College, 1924-1929;
Summer School Instructor at Alabama State College, 1925-1930;
Prairie View State College, 1930SMITH, Alvin K., Dentist, A. B., Fisk University, 1922; D. D. S., Meharry, 1928; Instructor, Chemistry and Physics, Kentucky State,
1922-1923; Prairie View State College, 929W ARREN, Samuel Enders, English, A. B.
llegheny College, 1925; A.
M., University of Wisconsin, 1929; Instru
French and English,
Texas College, 1925-1928; Assistant Pr'Ofessor, French and English,
Morehouse College, 1929-1932; Instructor, English; Assistant Professor, Sociology, Assistant Professor, French, Prairie View State
College, Summers, 1928, 1930, 1932; Associate Professor of Social
Science, Prairie View State College, 1932--
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WILSO ' A. Porter, Education A B F.
.
.
consin, 1924; Souther
.' ·. ·, isk University, 1918; A. M., Wis1918
192
1927; Bethune-Cookm:~~v~rsity,
0; Fisk, 1921-1923; 19241932; Prairie View Stat College at Daytona Beach, Florida, 1931State College 19 32- e O ege, Summers, 1928-1932; Prairie View
WIL
'
SON, C. L., Mechanic Arts B S
Prairie View State College,
_· ·, Kansas State Oollege, 1925;
1925
BLOODWORTH E .
A i~tant Profe or
.
' umce, English A B Fis
.
.
Fisk University 1932 . I t '. · -~
.
nivers1ty, 1921; A. M.,
'
,
n
r
uctor
m
Du~
ff
H ope, West Virginia,
.
1gh S ch ooJ at Mt.
1921 _1930 .
1930-1931 ;-Prairie View St te c' Wilson
unt Training School,
HARRISON, v.,_,, R., Rural Sociology
a
Bollege,
s Ho~32- .
.
S., Cornell University 1931 . p '. ,' ·,.
¥ard Umvers1ty, 1930; M.
MIMS, Hortense, Educatlon, A' ;ame View
. e c_ollege, 1931Howard 1930· I t
· ·• H ~vard University 1928· A M
'
, ns ructor in Chemi t
'
' · ·•
Teacher and Assistant p f
. s Y Hampton, 1928-1929; Critic
ro essor m Educ t·
S
.
.
1930-1932; Prairie View tat C
ion, outhern Umvers1ty,
PHILLIP L
.
.
e o 11ege, 1932, ee C., Social Science Colle
Ch
.
State College 1928· B D
•
ge . ap_lam, B. S., Prairie View
11
rd
at Union The~logic~l s·e ''. owa Untversity, 1931; Graduate work
. .
mmary New Yo,·k. c·ty
1 , 1931 -32; Instructor,
P raine
View State Coll
S '
•
lege, 1932ege, ummer, l928; Prairie View State ColRANDALS, Edwyna H., Educatio B
.
.
fornia, 1928; A. M 1929 . Adn, · S., University of Southern CaliE 1.
·•
,
vanced work s
ng 1sh Department at St Philli
. , ummer, 19 30; Head of
Texas, 1929-1930· Prairi
S ps Junior College, San Antonio,
TERRY, J. L. pani;h B Se K iew tate College, 1930.
S., 1931; Teacher i~ K~n~~s ~nsa:. sta te Teacher's College, 1930; M.
1932; Prairie View State C lloca ion~J School, Topeka Kansas, 1931O ege, 19.~2TUR ER L
' · •• Mathematics A B U .
.
M., 1931; Professor of
th ., t·mvers1ty of Michigan, 1930; A.
1emphi ' Tennessee, 1931-1:a2~';a i_c~ at. Roger Williams College,
HITE, D. F., Mechanic A ti
rair1e :71ew_ State College, 1932Prairie View State Colleger ~931. S., Umve1·s1ty of Michigan, 1931;
YOU G, Braxton C., Phy ics '. B S ·• Cornell University ' ' ·. G·, dew Orleans U nivers1ty,
·
·
1927· M
1931
.
'
·
193 1-1932; Instructor 'Ch •, t ra uate Stud Y, c ornell University
'
em1s ry at ew O1·I
.
'
19 30; Prairie View State
Co11 ege, 1932eans University' 19'>7
... BA K
Instructors
• ' C. II., B. S., Hampton Institut 1!)?
Agriculture, High School K di t e, . ~ ; Teacher of Vocational
F
'
en e on Texa
1919
arm • hop, Resident Teacher Tra·
' p . ~•
; Professor of
1929mer, rame View State College,

y·

ii

B
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BLEDSOE, P. E., Education, B. S., Talladega, 1907; Elementary School
Principal, Laredo, Texas, 1887-1892; Instructor of Physical Science
and Education, Prairie View State College, 1892; Principal, Brenham
High School, 1895-1901; Associate Professor of Physical and atural Sciences, Prairie View State College, 1901-1911; Head of atural Science Division, 1911-1923; Acting Dean, 1923-24; Acting Principal, 1925-1926; Registrar, 1926-27; Instructor, Education, 1927BROGWELL, Henrietta E., Critic Teacher, A. B., Pittsburgh, 1930;
Principal of Folly Virginia Rural School, 1930; Demonstration
Teacher, Prairie View State College, 1930-1931; Acting Supervisor,
Practice School, Prairie View State College, 1932BRY ANT, Huldah, Foods and Nutrition, B. S., Howard University, 1927;
Advanced work, University of Chicago, 1931-1932; Instructor at Tuskegee Institute, 1927-1931; Prairie View State College, 1932CAMPBELL, Anna L., English, A. B., Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
1927; Graduate work, ·orthwestern, Summers, 1928, 1932; Instructor, English at Bishop College, 1927-1929; Prairie View State College, 1930JAMES, Lucy F., Clothing, B. S., Columbia University, 1930; Advanced
work, 1930, Summer, 1932; Home Demonstration Agent, 1930, orth
Carolina, 1925-1927; Georgia Normal and Agricultural Institute,
Albany, Georgia, 1930; Home Economics Supervisor, Eastern, orth
Carolina, 1931; Prairie View tate College, 1932RANDALL, Melvin G., Chemistry, A. B., Southern Illinois Teachers
College, 1930; M. S., University of Illinois, 1931; Prairie View State
College, 1932*SETTLER, . H., Agronomy, B. S., Kansas State College, 1926; Graduate student, Kansas State College, 1932; Professor of Agriculture,
Lincoln University, Jefferson City, Missouri, 1927-1928; Professor
of Swine Production, Tuskegee Institute, 1928-1930; Prairie View
State College, 1930MITH, G. L., Fruit Growing, B. S., Hampton Institute, 1929; Principal
and Vocational Teacher, High School, Montezuma, Georgi-a, 1929;
Prairie View State College, 1931THURMA , Madaline M., Music, A. B., Oberlin College, 1929; A. M.,
1932; Public Schools, Port Orange, Florida, 1929-1931; Prairie View
State College, 1932TURNER, D. R., Chemistry, B. S., University of Illinois, 1931; Prairie
Vie,t,, State Colll:!ge, ummer, 1931• on leaYe of absence first semester.

PRAI~-£ VIEW ST ATE
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Other Instructors

BRITTAIN, T. H., Carpentry and Cabinet Making.
Normal Diploma and Certificate in Carpentry, Tuskegee Institute,
1905; Student Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Summers, 1909, 1913,
1919, 1925; Two years study in Architectural Drawing, American
School of Correspondence, 1911-12; Ten years teaching experience,
Dallas City Schools; Prairie View State College, 1930CLEAVER, A. G., Broom and Mattress Making.
Diploma, Prairie View State College, 1911; Certificate in Broom and
Mattress Making and Agriculture, 1911; Student, Tuskegee Institute, Summer, 1922. Deaf, Dumb and Blind Institutt!, Austin, Texas,
1911-1921; Principal of Williamson County Public School, 1921-23;
Prairie View State College, 1926COOK, William, Printing.
Prairie View State Oollege, 1910FARRELL, Henrietta, Laundry.
B. S., Prairie View State College, 1927; Prairie View State College,
1927FITZGERALD', Herman, Pharmacist.
Ph. C., Meharry, 1931; Teacher, Rosenwald School, Summers, 1927,
1928, 1929; Prairie View State College, 1931J ACQUET, I. L., Brickmasonry.
Certificate in Brickmasonry, Tuskegee Institute, 1923; Prairie View
State College, 1929JOHNSON, R. F., Shoemaking.
Certificate in Shoemaking, St. Louis Trade School, 1902; Diploma,
Prairie View State College, 1904; Public School at Windon, Texas,
1904-1906; Prairie View State College, 1907JOHNSON, Sadie Allen, Printing.
Normal Diploma and Certificate in Printing, Prairie View State College, 1918; Certificate in Printing, Mergenthler Linotype School,
1926; Prairie View State College, 1918JONES, N. A., Auto-Mechanics and Machine Shop Practice.
Certificate in Machine Shop Practice, Langston University, 1908;
Normal diploma, 1910; Instructor in Machine Shop Practice, Langston University, 1910-1918; Chief Engineer, Prairie View State College, 1920-1929; Instructor in Auto Mechanics and Machine Shop
Practice, 1929JONES, W. M., Medical Supervisor.
Diploma, Nursing Education, Prairie View State College, 1931;
Prairie View State College, 1931MARTIN, D. W., Electricity.
B. S., in Mechanic Arts, Prairie View State College, 1928; Assistant

N. AND I. COLLEGE

IS

or in Elec1919-27; Ins t ruet
. . View State College,
Engineer, Pra1ne
tricity, 1927.
· ·
OY, L. P., Plumbmg. . .
College, 1930; Pra1r1e
MUCKELR
. Pl bing Pra1r1e View State
Certifica te m
um
'
View State College, 1931W H Horticulture.
View State College, 1932NICKE Ns , · ·• I t·tute 1932; Prairie
B S Tu!:kegee ns 1
'
· ·•
p · t'ng
·
State College,
OLER, Charles G., nn l .
e 1923-25; Prairie View
.
.
v1·ew
State
Colleg
'
P ra1ne
1927t·
.
State ColSASSER, Annie G., Educa ion. .
cial work, Prairie View
. a
B S Shaw Univers:ty, 1927' Spe .. t,t. l Collecre, r orth Carolm8,
. ., S mmer 1\J32; Instructor, K.t rel . h ., orth Carolina, 192 l ege, u
'
H" h School Ra e1g '
1!)27-1928; Washington ig
19,32. . v· w State College,
1929; Prame ie
.
Athletic Coach.
.
V'
TAYLOR, S. B., Mathematics_; IIe~d 1924· Director of Athletics'. irrthwestern University, . .' . 1924-1925; Direction of
B. s.. N o
b g V1rg1an1a,
·
·ty
. . St te College Peters ur '
at Clark Un1vers1 '
gm1a
a
•
f
r of Commerce
C
h
Athletics and Assistant Pro esso
t
Clerk and Athletic oac '
Atlanta, Georgia, 1925-1930; In19v;;_;;rl; Mathematics Department
. . v1·ew State Oollege,
P rair1e
and Athletic Coac~, 1931. tendent of Nurses.
.
. . v·
State College, 1932,
WATSON • M. A. ' Ass1s,ant Superm
t·
Pra1ne iew
Diploma, Nursing Educa ion,
. . V1'ew State College,
. 1932P rairte
WHITING, Mattie B., Educ~t.10;..
State College, 1932.
B S in Education, Prairie iew
P~ai;ie View State College, ~932-.
WILLIAMS, B. K., Night Super~1s~r. chool· Loma Linda Medical Colhite Memorial Trammg S
' Prl' te School, Oklahoma
R. N ., W
T
her Beaulah
va
. 1 19281928·
Elementary
eac
'
C
ty Negro Hosp1ta,
1ege,
'
·
Jefferson oun •
o p •rie
City 1930-1931; Supervisor
'tal Dallas 1929-193 ; ra1
'
D
t
St
Paul
Hosp1
'
'
l929; Private u Y,
•
View State College, 1932.
·1
.
WILSON J M., T al·1onng.
titute 1927; Ins t ruetor m Tai Certifi;,_te in Tailoring, Tus~egeeI I~~tute Austin, Texas, 1928-1930;
.
D f Dumb and Blmd ns t
'
ormg,
ea '
I
1931Prairie View State Col ege,
·
· ·
and
DENT, D S. Home Eco1::>m1cs.
. Di loma in SuperV1s1on
.
B. s.·, 1932, M. A., 1933, c;ur;:1a,191S:1923, Clothing I~tru;:~
Household Arts. Bluefield, 924-1925, Direct.or; Prairie View
A. C. M., Pine Bluffi9t:~92~ 1929-1930, 1932-College, 1923-1924,
'
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JOHNSON, Rosa B., English Instructor.

B. S., Langston, 1926; Certificate, Social Welfare, U. S. C., 1932;
M. A.,1932-U. S. C., 1933. Instructor, English, Prairie View State College,
JONES, Odessa, Art Instructor.

B. A., Colorado State Teachers' College, 1932; Art Instructor, Prairie View State College, 1932EXTENSIO

SCHOOLS

F. A. Jackson, Director.
A. B., Atlanta; M. B. A., New York University.
Eugene S. Richards, Instructor, Beaum'Ont and Galveston.
A. B., New Orleans; A. M., University of Southern California.
Theodore Griffith, Instructor, Nacogdoches.
A. B., New Orleans; A. M., University of Iowa.
STATE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
C. H. Waller, State Leader.
B. S., Pennsylvania State.
I. W. Rowan, State Home Demonstration Agent.
B. S., Prairie View State College.
H. S. Estelle, District Agent.
B. S., Prairie View State College.
Mrs. J. 0. Conner, Assistant District Home Demonstration Agent.
Mr. John Williams, Club Boy Adviser.
E. W. H. Gilmore, Stenographer.
COMMITTEES
College Catalog
Registrar. J. B. Cade, Chairman;
Treasurer C. W. Lewis;
Director L. A. Potts;
D'irector J. M. Franklin;
Director J. J. Abernethy;
Director E. C. May.
Discipline-Student Relations
Prof. C. E. Carpenter, Chairman
Chaplain L. C. Phillip;
Professor J. M. Alexander;
Director J. B. Cade.
Professor H. G. Dickerson;
Executive
Principal Willette R. Banks, Chr.;
Local Treasurer Charles W. Lewis
Director Joseph J. Abernethy
Director L. A. J>.otts
Director Elizabeth C. May

Cabinet
Associate Director E. B. Evans
Dean Edward L. Dabney
Dean M. E. Suarez
State Leader C. H. Waller
Manager G. W. Buchanan

Executive Secretary apoleon
Director John M. Franklin
B. Edward.
Director John B. Cade
Extension Schools
Professor F · A. J ac kson ' Chairman
H A Bullock
Professor
· · C. W. Lewis
Local Treasurer
.
d Classification
Graduation an
Director J. M. Franklin
Dr. E. B. Evans, Chairman
Director E. C. May
Director L. A. Potts
Director J. J. Abernethy
Director J. B. Cade
LilJrary Committee
H A Bullock Chairman
Professor · ·
. A' T Fortune
Miss
• C. May
Librarian 0. J. Baker
Director. •E.

Director L. A. Potts
Director J. B. Cade

Director J. J. Abernethy

Director J. B. Cade
Director L. A. Potts
Director J. M. Franklin

Other Faculty Members
FRYE, F. G., hiei Engmeer,
Agricultural College, 1920; Chief En.
. E E Kamias Slate
B.

s.
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TERRELL, W. ., St t College 1904; S. B.,
a_ . View 1906-1921;
B · •8 ·• Kansas l!l06
a e Director' of Industry,
Pra1r1e
•
· ·
of Technology, · · . . l931.
t Teacher-Trame1' .
I
Itmcran
A
t
Mechanics,
.
1!)1!)• Assistant
nu o Mechanics,
.
Prairie View,
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•
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('ertificale m
.
Prairie View, 1.9 :., 7sh'uct:.n· in Aut,, Mechanics,
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GE ERAL I FORMATIO

History
Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College has its origin in
an unsuccessful attempt to eJtablish an Agricultural and Mechanical College for the Negroes of Texas. An act to establish such a College was
passed by the Fifteenth Legislature and approved August 14, 1876.
15000 acres of land and a building were purchased in Waller County
by the State for a sum -of $1,200.00. The school opened September 1878,
under the name: The Alta Vista Agricultural College. Only six persons
enrolled and the venture was temporarily abandoned.
An act approYed April 19, 1879, reorganized the institution as a Normal School for the training -of colored teachers. As the Prairie View
Normal School, it reopened its doors October 6, 1879, and has been continuously in operation every since. "Soon afterwards the Industrial features were added and the institution placed under the management -of the
same board of directors as the A. and M. College for whites."
In 1899, the name was changed to The Prairie View State Normal
and Industrial College. An act of the Legislature approved March 28,
1901, made provision for "A four-year college course -of classical and
scientific studies." However, no courses leading toward degrees were
generally offered before 1920.
As the Negro land-grant college of Texas, Prairie View receives
Federal appropiations under the M-orrill Act and also under the SmithHughes Act for vocational education.
The institution is a part of a system of Agricultural and Mechanical
Colleges of Texas. The system comprises the Agricultural and Mechanical college of Texas, with two branch junior colleges and Prairie View.
All four of the colleges are under the control of the same board of directors and have the same President. The board has designated three of its
members as a special committee headed by a chairman to supervise the
affairs of Prairie View.
"While the general administration of the institution is officially
lodged in its President, who is also president of the Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Texas and two other State junior colleges, the
Principal has immediate superrision of the institution."
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· ·
as prmc1pa 1s men whose names are listed below:
L. M. Minor,
1876-1880.
E. H. Anderson,
1880-1884.
L. C. Anderson,
1884-1896.
E. L . Blackshear,
1896-1915.
N. A. Banks, Acting, September 1 1915-Oct-ober 10 1915.
I. M. Terrell, October 11, 1915-A~gust 31, 1918.
'
J. G. Osborne, Acting, September 1, 1918-August 31, 1919.
J. G. Osborne,
1919-1925.
P. E. Bledsoe, Acting, 1925-1926.
W. R. Banks,
1926-
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LOCATIO
Prairie View S_tate Normal and Industrial College is located in Waller
County, on~ mil~ north of Prairie View, six miles east of Hempstead,
nd
a
forty-six miles northwest of Houston. Daily trains over the Houston _and '!ex~s Central railroad discharge passengers at Prairie View.
Taxi service 1s available to and from all trains.

GROU DS AND BUILDINGS
At present the school own 1,435 acres of land. Of this total area 76
1
acres_ are used as a campus, 300 acres as an experimental farm, and the
remamder as pasture and hay land.
The
proper is sit ua t e d on a s 1·1ght elevation
.
. .
. campus
.
g1vmg
a commandmg view of the surrounding country. Native flowers and shrubbery
nd
:~;;:1t~e.f~ou
;:~ add b~a~ty and dignity to an excellent collection of
d r . UJ ngs.
irty bmldmgs provide facilities for class room work
an ivmg accommodations for students and teachers boarding Fifty::e tottages a~d. two apartments are occupied by faculty R1.embers and
fedP o~teesk. Bud1~dmgs on the farm consist of a dairy, poultry plant and
e , s oc an implement barns.
'
Below is given the list 0 f b ·1d·
and fot· the h
.
_ui mgs used for instructional purposes
co t. t·
ous1~g of boarding students and teachesrs with date of
ns :~c ion and brief description of each:
Kirby Hali, erected prior to 1860
t
the on! b ·1d·
' a wo story frame building was
housed \a:i~u~n!o~~ thed grou;ds when th~ school opened. For a time it
some of the employe;se an?~~e:e;:~ut it is now being used to house
Ad . .
es.
mm1stration Building three to b . k
of $35,000; remodeled 1924. ,
s ry r1c , erected in 1889, at a cost
Old Agricult-ural Buildin
t
1890, at a cost of $3,000 .
g, a wo st oi·y frame building, erected in
Foster Hall, three story brick do ·t
a cost of $15,000.
mu ory for men, erected in 1909, at

I

)

Luckie Hall, three story brick dormitory for men, erected in 1909,
at a cost of $25,000.
Auditorium and Dining Hall, erected in 1911, at a cost of $20,000.
Crawford Hall, three story brick dormitory for women, erected in
1912, at a cost of 15,000.
Repair Shop, one story steel and frame structure e1·ected in 1912.
Minor Hall, three story fireproof brick women's dormitory, erected
in 1916, at a cost of $55,000.
Power and Ice Plant, one story fireproof brick, erected in 1916, at a
cost of $35,000.
Laundry, two story fireproof brick structure, erecte.d in 1916, at a
cost of $30,000.
Spence Building, three story fireproof brick, hou1:ing division of
agriculture, erected in 1918, at a C'Ost of $60,000.
Canning Plant, one story fireproof brick, erected in 1923, at a cost
of $2,500.
Science Building, · three story fireproof brick building, erected in
1924, at a cost of $70,000.
College Exchange, two story brick building, erected in 1924, at a
cost of 14,000.
Veterinary Hospital, one story fireproof brick, erected in 1925, at a
cost of $15,000.
Elementary Training School, Rosenwald design, one story brick,
erected in 1925, at a cost of $9,000.
Practice Cottage, two story frame stucture, erected in 1925, at a
cost of 5,000.
Music Conservatory, two story frame structure, erected in 1925, at a
cost of $3,000.
Blackshear Hall, two story brick dormitory for women, erected in
1926, at a cost of $36,000.
Woodruff Hall, two story brick, dormitory for men, erected in 1926,
at a cost of 14,000.
btore-room and Filling Station, one story fireproof structure, erected
in 1926, at a cost of $28,000.
Farm Shops Building, one story frame structure, erected in 1928, at
a cost of 1,800, with aid of General Education Board.
Evans Hall, three story fireproof brrck building for women, erected
in 1928, at a cost of $100,000, with aid of General Education Board.
Industrial Engineering Building, a two story fireproof structure,
erected in 192!), at a cost of $100,000, with aid of General Education
Board.
Hospital, three story fireproof brick building with 50-bed capacity,
erected in 1930 at a cost of $90,000, with aid of General Education Board.
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Education Building, a three story fireproof structure erected in 1931
at a cost of $75,000, with aid of General Education Board.
'
Purpose
Prairie View has three separate and distinct functions which are
c1early set forth in State and Federal Acts for its establishment and
support.
First . It is a Normal School for the preparati'On and training of
colored teachers.
Second. It is to mainta1·n a "four-year C'Ollege course of classical
and scientific studies."
t d_Thi rd ·
shall "without excluding other scientific and classical
s u ies and including military tactics, teach such branches of learning
as ~r e related to agriculture and mechanic arts in such manner as the
l eg1s 1atures of the State m
t·
'.
.
th l'b
ay respec ive 1Y prescribe m order to promote
e 1 . eral and practical education of the industrial classes in the several
pursmts and professions of life."
Fourth. In addition t:o the fore ·
. h
. .
.
Health d
t·
gomg, it s all offer such training m
\~ca ion as will provide the State with professionally trained
nurse~ w I e at the same time providing opportunity for observation and
practice to newly graduated students of medical colleges.

!t

Courses of Instruction
Division of Agriculture.
Division of Arts and Sciences with the following departments:
Education (includes Practice Schools)
English
Foreign Language
Mathematics
Military Science
Music
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
Divisi'On of Home Economics.
Division of Mechanic Arts.
Division of Nursing Education.
State Extension Work under Federal and State S
..
E te •
upervis1on.
x ns1on work through the Division of Art
d
lege credit.
s an Sciences for ColCorrespondence work.
Under the Extension work of the Arts and Science

. . .

.

ed one correspondence course in Constitutional History. s D1V1s1on is off-

Division of Agriculture
LIVESTOCK. For the study of the different breeds and types of animals this department maintains the following breeds of livestock: Aberdeen-Angus. Dairy cattle: Holstein-Friesian Jerseys. Swine: Temworth, Poland-China, and Duroc-Jersey. In addition, a central hog house
C'Ontaining farrowing pens and a meat laboratory has recently been completed.
POULTRY. This department maintains an eight-acre community poultry plant equipped with twelve l0xl0 shed roof poultry houses and representatives of the following breeds: Plymouth Rocks, Leghorns. The
poultry laboratory is located in Spence Hall and is equipped with three
brooder stoves, inclubators, and suitable coops for the judging of poultry.
DAIRYI G. One large room in Spence Hall is used for instructional
purposes in farm dairying. This room is equipped with modern conveniences and machinery for handling market milk. The equipment includes six Babcock testers, one Bell churn, ice cream freezers, one large
butter worker, one Perfection Juni'Or Churn butter worker, capacity 57
gallons, test bottles, etc.
FIELD CROPS. A well lighted laboratory on the second floor of
Spence Hall is used especially for Farm Crops. Use is made of a large
C'Ollection of seeds and dried specimens of field crops especially those
common to Texas and the Southwest. As many crops as possible are
kept growing on the College farm so that the students can study them
through the process of development from seed to harvest. This department also maintains seed testing apparatus, grass charts, illustrative
charts and the latest types of farm machinery including plows, han-ows,
cultivators, planters, mowers, binders, tractors, and a manure spreader.
SOILS. This department has a large well lighted, well ventilated laboratory about 30x30 feet and equipped to accommodate thirty students.
The equipment in apparatus includes, besides general apparatus, a C'Omplete outf.l fer the chemical analysis of soils, including digesting and
distilling torsion balance scales, steam bath and colorimeter for nitrate
determination.
HORTICULTURE. A thriving school vegetable garden with an irrigation system is maintained and the student has ample opportunity to
study the growth and habits of vegetables throughout the year. Marketing and grading are taught by having the student prepare the vegetables for marketing in the school dining hall and the College Exchange.
A small orchard is maintained for the study of fruits. A canning plant
is equipped with two retorts, one blanching kettle, one cooling vat, four
Burpee can sealers, four scalding baskets, scales, tables, and other general apparatus necessary for ccr.nin:; ,c:;c~:.L!c~.
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VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE Th
especially equipped for th t
e department maintains a room
plant and animal product· e eac mg of Vocational Agriculture Both
ion are stresse
Th
·
seed testers, Babcock testers f d
s.
. e r oom is equipped with
books, bulletins and a compl~tee:ut~~m~Ies, pictures, illustrative charts,
je<: work the department maintai
far-?1 shop tools. For the proammal production.
ns a sufficient acr ea ge for plant and

ti·

!B~~MFarmSHOP.
The department occu .
Shop Building, erected in 1~1;; a three r ?om Rosenwald Model

a work shop and a shed in th
. It conta ins a large classroom
d . h
e rear for black ·th ·
,
~e wit tools and material and ·ves
sm1 mg . It is well equipin farm carpentry, farm bla k ~th' to the student a t horough course
concrete mixing and other fa;ms~1 mg, harness _repairing, rope work,
THE SCHOOL FARM Th S Jobs of a mechamcal nature.
th e preva1lmg
· ·
·
type of · soil .e ChO'O] farm com prises
1,435 acres of which
cultivation in field crops is ahsandy loam. About 400 acres are under
, ore ards and ga d
campus and residences occupy ab t'
r en crops ; the immediate
76
voted to pasture with small wood ~~ h acres, and the r emainder is desesses two large barns tw ·1 o s ere and there. The farm also pos
o s1 os a numbe Of h d
m u Ies and two horses. ,
'
r
s e s, twelve head of
VETERINARY SCIENCE. Th d
excellent equipment for instruc/ efartment of Veterina ry Science has
a building that has been recentl~ona ~urposes. The department occupies
~truction in Veterinary Science ;::s ruc_ted for the sole purpose of in1ology Laboratory, Clinic Room. 0
o~tams office (Dispensary, Bacterment consists of the most
d, perat1?g R'Oom and Stable. The equipsa m·tary steel cages barnmo ern
. surgical a n d obs t etrical instruments
la
d
'
equipment for e
·
'
rge an small operating tables. The d
xper1mentaJ animals) and
valuable collection 'Of pathological
d epartment also possesses a very
models of various organs all of ;.n normal specimens and plaster cast
. '. .
w ich are used in class room work
D1v1s1on of Arts a d S .
·
LIBRARY Th L'b
n
c1ences
.
e
i
rary
occupies
th
.
CATION BUILD! G Th
e entire third floor of the EDU
·
·
ere are thre
d'
m? room for men and women; (2)
. e rea m~ rO"Oms: (1) main readprivate leading room for men Th pn~ate reading room for women· (3)
200 readers. The book collect··
e L~brary accomodates at one si~ting
umes exclusive of some 3 000 iobn consists of approximately 10 000 vol
d
. .
un ound pe · d'
•
~n per1od1cals for reference collat I r10 ica 1s. There are stand books
mg ~urposes chosen with du~ re ar:r~, cultural, and recreational readmumty as reflected in the d
gd
or the needs of the College comC~lleg~ and in the trends of:.::~ s of_ the five major divisions of the
L1b1·anan, Assistant Librarian a d ~ffairs. The staff, consisting of the
stu~ents, faculty members ;n n our s:udent assistants, serves the
patience, intelligence and efficien~y.commumty neighbors with courtesy,
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BIOLOGY. The biological laboratories located on the third floor of the
Science Building contain a large number of high grade microscopes and
a complete line of models and dissecting material. A complete set of
m'Odels showing the stages of development of the frog, a human skeleton,
several vertebrate skulls, a long with a large collection of live and preserved specimens constitute a part of the large quantity of illustrative
material used in the department. A microtome of the best grade is available for work in histology. The lecture rooms are fitted with demonstratron desks, a large collect ion of botanical, zoological and anatomical
charts, along with a projectoscope and slides. The department maintains
a museum of plant and animal life found in and around Waller County.
CHEMISTRY. The chemistry laboratories are located on the first and
second fl'Oors of the Science Building. The lecture rooms are fitted with
demonstration desks and charts, while the laboratories contain a superior
collection of apparatus. In addition to a large collection of general apparatus providing adequate laborat'Ory work in general inorganic chemistry, qualitative analysis, quantitative analysis, organic and physical
chemistry, the laboratories contain a large number of special pieces of
apparatus. For physico-chemical measurements, the laboratories contain
a potentiometer, resistance boxes, an audio 'Oscillator, millivoltmeters,
milli-ammeters, a standard cell, various types of electrodes, a polariscope, conductivity cells, etc. Complete equipment is provided for the
examination and ~sting of lubricating oils and petroleum products,
while a Parr standard calorimeter is provided for work in fuel calorimetry. The laboratory of physiological chemistry is equipped with an
electric centrifuge, a Kjeldahl distillation and digestion apparatus, a
Duboscq colorimeter and all equipment necessary for the quantitative
clinical examination of blood, urine, faces and tissues.
PHYSICS. The department of physics occupies the major portion of
the first floor of the Science Building. The laboratory contains an adequate supply of equipment for work in general college physics, electricity and magnetism, physical optics and sound. In addition to a large
quantity of general apparatus, the laboratory contains a D. C. generator,
several motors, a transformer, induction coils, Crooke's and X-ray tubes,
a spectroscope, optical discs and several prisms. For electrical measurements Leeds and Northup galvanometers, potentiometers, and resistance
boxes are provided. The laboratory contains also a constant temperature
bath fitted with a thermostat, heating units and relay.
MUSIC. The department of Music is housed in a two story frame building containing a reception room, teachers studios, instrumental practice
room, theory and public school music rooms and practice rooms. Standard pianos are kept in the best of condition for students' practice. The
pianos are both upright and grand. A chickering grand is used for concert purposes in the auditorium; a Mathusheck grand is used for depart-
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mental recitals held in the conservat
.
.
.
posal of advanced student Th
_ory • a Knabe grand is at the d1sHamiltons, Goggans (with\hi ke ~pright~ are Gulbransens, Shoningers,
choruses, music for Glee Club c ermg actions) and ~mersons. Anthems,
tatas are furnished by th d s and quartets, oratorios, operas and cantions. Band and orche t el. eptartment for students in these organizas ra ms ruments are pr ·d d b h
for students interested • th
b
ovi e
Y t e department
m ese ranches Con
d H It
•
predominate. Facilities for the
. ·
n _an
o on instruments
vided. Practice teachin
ro. teaching of pubh_c school music are protary and High Schools.g P Jects are conducted m the Practice ElemenDivision of Nursing Education
BUILDING. The Nursing Ed
t·
ff ..
story, fireproof, brick and ti! uca_ ion
1v1s1on is housed in a three
ly lighted with ample
te e s~ructure, steam heated and electricalfloors are reached by wa \ supp_y on all floors. The second and third
are found the
.
:n au omatic electric elevator. On the first floor
pita!, dental o:C:m t~e c~•- :hel ~~e of the superintendent of the hosgency room and the d. c mica a oratory, the X-ray room, the emerboth flouroscopic and is~~nsaryh. The X-ray Machine is available for
ing community Th rEa iograp ic work to both school and surround.
e
mergency room i
·
d
.
..
operating table cabinets
d
h
s equippe with sterilizers,
•
'
•
an
ot
er
emergency
h
1
h'0spital
dispensary is fitt d
.h
parap erna 1a.
The
Pharmacist is in charge /
Wlt ~od~rn fixtures and a registered
11
PATIE TS SECTION· o a perscr1pt1on work.
wards, four private w~ don t!,he seco nd floor is located four general
room, closets and medi;. s,
;. sun parlws, a diet kitchen, a utility
SURGICAL ,SECTION· me ca m~ts for ~hat floor.
is located on the third ·fl The ma~n surgical and obstetrical division
private wards, a nurse~yor, andd l~s served by two general wards, two
.
, a e 1very room and
•
.
room, with built in instrum t
b.
•. .
a maJor operating
medicine cabinet nurses'
dend ca met, sterilizers, a diet kitchen, a
an
octors' d ressmg
·
and supply room.•
rooms, and a solution
The staff is composed of
R .
. .
macist, two internes and f a es1dent Phys1c1an, a Dentist, a Pharmented at times by ,Ph . _our graduate Registered Nurses, supple.
ys1c1ans Dentists a d Ph
.
rounding ten-itory.
'
n
armac1sts from surDivision of Home Economics
CLOTIII G AND TEXTILES Th
.
.
ior instructional purposes in Cloth _e following ~quipment is provided
partly finished garments
b hmg and Textiles: Closet in which
the side wall providing t;ay t ~ ung, chests of drawers built along
board and bulletin board fe s ~!Jent p~aces to store materials; black.
or I ustrations • stat·
mirrors, treadle and electric
.
.'
ionary and movable
sewmg machmes; tables for cutting and

working, straight backed chairs, electric irons, ironing boards, bust
forms and stands, other small articles such as pinking machines, hat
blocks and squares.
FOODS AND NUTRITION. The Foods and Nutrition laboratories
are comprised of three regular laboratory units, well equipped with
morden gas ranges with regular oven t
meters, and individual
work desks. The work desks are equ~\);
all necessary smaller
cooking utensils ordinarily used in-<..fltt\:J)ly.
e family. In additi'On to
the regular work desk equipmeRC.}t'here
e two large equipment supply pantries which include ...~"l ?pieces of smaller utensils and a very
good supply of the la~a~ces. In one of the supply pantries there
is a refrigeration~·~ich takes care of all the perishable foods for
the three labora
: To obtain best results in certain preparations
and experiments
ere is also a supply of gram scales, test tubes,
beakers, evaporating dishes and special thermometers. One very attractive feature of the department is the practice dining room, which
is welJ furnished with a modern dining room set consisting 'Of table,
chairs, china closet, buffet and tea wagon, together with regular
china, silver and glass ware suitable for family service. This provides
regular experience in table setting and meal service for the students
in the department.
NURSERY. The Nursery School provides for the S'OCial, emotional
and physical development of the pre-school child. The furniture and
equipment consists of swings, slides, ladders, sand bed with sand toys,
blocks, packing boxes, doll and doll equipment. Work table with hammer and nails, pull toys, clay, paints and crayolas.
Division of Mechanic Arts
AUTO MECHANICS SHOP. The shop equipment includes one cylinder grinding machine, one electric drill, one hydraulic drill, one oxyacetylene welding outfit, one armature testing machine, one weaver
jack, and two standford 2-ton capacity block chains, one 18 cubic foot
capacity automatic air compressor, one Devilbiss painting outfit, one
75-pound capacity Graco pneumatic greasing machine, and one electric driven car washer. There is also an ample and complete supply
of hand tools and instruments including: hammers, various wrenches,
punches, calipers, micrometers, scales, files and reamers.
BLACKSMITH AND WHEELWRIGHT SHOP. In the shop are
eight Buffalo down draft forges with anvils and necessary tools.
Draft is furnished by a No. 6 Canedy and Otto blower and the smoke
is carried away by a No. 8 Buffalo exhauster. The shop is further
equipped with five large benches and vices, and one No. 200 Champion hand drill, one p"Ower hack saw, one tire bender, one emery stand,
two swedge blocks, two mandrels, one hand forge, and necessary wood
working tools, also a new House Cole Tire Setter. The power is fur-
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equipped with gasoline engine on wheels so that it is easy to move
about, and one American floor surfacing and sanding machine, motor
driven, and one Edwards hand power shearing machine.
ICE PLANT. The Ice Plant, located on the west side of the Power
plant building, is 20-68 feet and is well equipped with modern equipment for ice making. It has a capacity of nine tons of ice a day. The
equipment is as follows: one 7½x7½x7½ York ammonia compressor
driven through a Lenix drive by a 28 h. p. synchronous motor,
one 18-ton freezing tank, one 20-ton cold storage room, one 20 stand
air condenser, and an overhead hoist. The agitator, brine circulating
pump, water circulating pump, core . ucker and air blower are all
motor driven by individual motors. The equipment also includes a
well insulated cooling tower and other minor features essential to the
efficient operation of the plant.
LAUNDRY AND HAT SHOP. The Laundry is fully equipped as follows: two large mangles, five pressing machines, six washing machines, two extractors, one large dry room, one set of sox and stocking
ironers, one shirt machine, one collar starching machine, one collar
ironing machine, one collar dampening machine, one electric marking
machine, about eighty ironing boards, 2 troy-motor driven washers,
one large starch kettle, two shirt cuff ironers, one shirt neck band
ironer and one sewing machine; one Vento drying tumbler, and a new
6 roll Troy ironer has been added recently.
In connection with our Laundry there is a hat making department
equipped with one hatter's blocking machine, one finishing bench, and
one hatter's sewing machine.
MACHINE SHOP. The Machine Shop is equipped with four 13-inch
lathes, one 16-inch lathe, power hack saw, drill press, two emery
stands arbor press, 24-inch shaper, one Kempsmith Milling machine,
one Gebhardt planer, one Pratt and Whitney shaper and such tools as
are needed with the above listed machines.
MASONRY SHOP. The tools and equipment of this shop are as follows: 6 brick trowels, 6 plastering trowels, 4 Hawks, one 100-foot
steel tape, one Hawk Mason line, one Stone mallet, one steel square,
one pair snips, one divider, one cement groover, one cement edger, one
base tool, one Carborundum brick, one saw, one plumb bob, two brick
sets, and one lather's hatchet. The tools and equipment of this shop
are satisfactory to meet the demands of the classes in Bricklaying,
Concrete work and Plastering.
PLUMBING AND HEATING SHOP. The department of Plumbing and
Heating is equipped with machines for cutting and threading pipe up to
ten inches, all tools are of a gold metal type, wrenches for every type of
plumbing and heating work, full sets of lead working tools, one-half set
of sheet metal working tools, and one motor driven pipe threading ma-
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chine. In this department more than ten thousand dollars worth of practice work is done each year, enabling any young man to become well
trained in this line of ever growing industry.
POWER PLANT DEPARTMENT. The Power Plant comprises the
steam and water works plant which furnishes steam for power, heating
the buildings, laundry purposes, cooking, etc. All the water used by the
school is furnished by this plant. The electric plant furnishes electricity
for lighting of buildings, campus lights, and motor power for the laundry and the various other shops. The following is a list of equipment in
the steam and water works plant: one 125 h. p. Murray Boiler, one 125
h. p. Babcock & Wilcox Water Tube Boiler, one 250 h. p. O'Brien Water
Tube Boiler, two 125 h. p. Atlas Fire Tube Boilers, one 209 h. p. Union
[ronWorks Water Tube Boiler, one 500 h. p. Cocrane Feed Water Heater,
one 7½x4½x10-inch Worthington duplex feed water pump, one 12x10xl2
-inch Ingersoll Rand Air Compressor, one llx14-inch Erie Ball High
Speed Steam Engine directly connected to 125 K.V.A.G.E. Generator, one
9x10-inch Erie Ball High Speed Steam Engine belt connected to 30 K.V.
A. Electric Machinery Generator, one 94 K.V.A. Westinghouse Turbo
Generator set, one 15x15 Skinner high speed engine direct connected to
a 126 K.V.A. General Electric Generator, one 300 h.p. Worthington centrifugal pump direct monnected to a 20 h.p. General Electric motor, one
12x10x12 Pennsyvania Air Compressor and two 71;4 x14 1/.~ Worthington
duplex fire pumps, 6 Forney combination gas and oil burners, 2 NeilanShumacher boiler gas regulators, one 60-inch Wescott orifice gas meter
with charts and ink, one Patterson-Kelley fuel oil heater, two 12,800 gallons fuel oil tanks, 2 Fisher boiler feed pump governors, 4 S.C. Boiler
feed water regulators, 1 Manistee Roturbo boiler feed pump coupled to
General Electric Steam turbine, 1 Ranarex CO-2 indicating and recording meter, 4 Haysdifferential draft gauges, 4 distribution transformers,
1 General Electric type A voltage regulator, 12 Wathour meters, 3 Illinois Steam traps, 1-350 G.P.M. Domona Turbing Type Deep Well Pump,
1 Smith oxy-acetylene welding and cutting apparatus, and 1 Wheeler
surface condenser.
PRINTING DEPARTMENT. The Print Shop is equipped with five double type stands with news and job cases, one cabinet containing 23 cases
of job and display type, two large imposing stones, one wood imposing
table complete with reglet, wood furniture, letter-boards, sort drawers,
96 steel sort boxes, coffin and marble imposing surface; one case of
metal furniture, one Diamond 34½-inch power paper cutter, one punching machine, one 20½-inch Rosback perforator, one 10x15 Chandler &
Price job press, one 12x18 chandler & Price job press epuipped with MilAutomatic Feeder, one no. 4 Miehle cylinder press with motor equipment, one Model 14 Linotype equipped with electric drive and electric
heating system, one Model 1 Linotype, used especially for instruction of
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ACADEMIC INFORMATION
ADMISSION
General Requirements
. under the control of the
Admission to all branches of the College is
Registrar and the Registration Commit!ee: .
of students to the ColAll communications in regard to a mission
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lege should be addressed to the Registrar, Prairie View State College,
Prairie View, Texas.
Admission may be (1) to Freshman standing, (2) to advanced
standing, (3) as adult special students, or (4) as irregular students.
Applicants for admission to the Freshman Classes should be at
least sixteen years of age and must have graduated from an accredited
high school and completed satisfactorily the required number of units
of preparatory work. Conditional admittance may be gained otherwise
as stated below.
A unit is the equivalent of one high school study satisfactorily pursued during one school year of at least thirty-six weeks, on the basis
of five recitations a week of 40 or 60 minutes each. Laboratory courses
indicate three recitation periods and two double periods of laboratory
work.
All credits for admission must be filed and classified in the Regis•
trar's Office before the student may attain academic status of any kind.
Admission by Certificate
All students entering are required to take a psychological test and
an English test on grammar for the purose of proper classification.
Students who present complete certified transcripts showing graduation from accredited high schools will be admitted without examination.
Transcripts should be on file in the Registrar's Office at least one month
before the registration date of the semester in which the student plans
to register. A blank for this purpose will be sent by the Registrar for
the Principal of the High School from which the applicant was graduated.
Admission by Examination
Any or all of the Scholarship requirements for admission may be
met by passing the entrance examinations. Graduates of four.year rronaccredited high schools must take entrance examinations. Spring entrance examinations are usually held throughout the State in April under the supervision of the State Department of Education. These
examinations are conducted in each county by responsible school officials
and the papers are sent to the State Department of Education to be
graded. On the basis of these papers uniform entrance certificates are
issued which will be accepted for admission to any Texas College, pro•
vided the subjects certified cover the entrance requirements of the college to which application is made.
Students from non-accredited high schools should write to the State
Department of Education, Austin, Texas, for further information regarding Spring entrance examinations.
Fall entrance examinations will be given at Prairie View, September 14, 16, and 16, 1933.
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d. tr1buOf the units reqmre o: a The following represents the is
quired while seven are elective.
tion of these units:
(Required Units)
3 units
English .........................-•-·········· ..····· ..............
1 unit
Algebra ........................................................ .
1 unit
Plane Geometry ......----······-·····················........................ . 2 units
History and Civics ·····-···········--·············.....-••
1 unit
Natural Science (with laborat~ry) ..-·················
(Elective Units)
4 units
Foreign Languages ·····························.......-•
......... 1-2 units
Social Studies ................................................ ....
1-2 units
Natural Science ............................. _.............. ....
1-2 units
Mus!c .....................................·.·:.·.·.·.·.·.·.·........................................ 1-2 units
Agriculture ....................
1-2 units
Commercial Subjects ···········"····--··••"···----.. ····
1-2 units
Home Economics ...........-...................................
1-2 units
Industry ..............................-..................-........
. · .
.
for Music Ma1ors
Entrance Requirements
1 ding to a degree
the Music courses ea
1th
h
Entrance requirements to
l ding to a degree, a . oug
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. .
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Students entering the course in
f sight singing, tone value
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the piano. Non-credit and
piano.
. .
t Advanced Standing
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. be admitted to
.
other college wi11
te
A student transferring from an
entation of: First, a let r
advanced standing in this College upon pres
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of honorable dismissal; second, an official transcript of all previous
work completed.
Work completed at institutions which maintain standards of admission and graduation equal to this College will be credited for an
equivalent amount of work in so far as it applies on any course offered
in this college and in so far as the applicant does not enter later than
the beginning of the senior year.
Credits will be provisionally accepted; final acceptance will depend
upon the maintenance of a good average standing for one year by the
student.
Admis ion a

Adult Special

Persons at least 21 years of age who cannot fulfill the regular ad·
mission requirements for Freshman standing, but who present an equivalent academic training, or who have otherwise acquired adequate
preparation for collegiate courses, may be admitted as "adult specials"
upon the approval of the Director of the Division in which the applicant
desires to enter.
Adult specials are subject to the same regulations as regular students and are not candidates for graduation until they have fulfilled
all requirements including those for admission.
A personal interview with an applicant for admission as a special
student is desired.
Admission As Irregular Student
Applicants who cannot meet all requirements for admission, or speci•
al students admitted because of mature years, may be permitted to restrict their studies to special courses upon petition to the Registration
Committee and the Director of the Division in which the work is to be
pursued. Such permission is usually confined to those interested in
trade courses.
Order of Registration
Report to:
1. Hospital-Every student must pass a complete physical examination.
2. Dean of Women-Uniform for girls; Dean of Men-Uniform for
boys.
3. Chapel for class assignments and general information.
4. Trea an,r's Office for payment. nf fees, etc. Registration is not
complete until all fees are paid. Delay in 11resentation at Fiscal
Office subjects one to the late registration fee and possibly exclusion from the College.
( OTE: Students who are not going to board and lodge in the dormitories must get a special signed permit from the Principal before
going to the Treasurer's Office).

f
o manent room assignments.
5. Dean of Women or Dean of Men or ~-r
6. Report to classes as per schedule.
EXPE SES
b
reduced from $18.00 to $16.50,
(You ,vill note that board ha~ . een d ade ayable $14.00 at the
and the entrance fees have been divided an m
P
beginning of each semester.)
. fees are required of all
Tuition is free to all students; th e fo 11owmg
students, subject to change:
WOMEN-To be paid on entrance:
$14.00
Matriculation Fees ....................•··-····-··.. -·•·······-····
7.00
Uniform - - · · · ·.. ···•···········•·........-••··········-···-······...........
6.60
Maintenance, Sept. 19 to Sept. 30.................•...·-·················
.50
Key Deposit ...........................................................••·-·····················
Laborat:ory Fee (required of all students who
2.00
take science ................................................••···-··········-

---$30.10

TotaL......................... -••··-··-·····-···

MEN-To be paid on entrance:
$14.00
Matriculation Fees ··········································-··········· - · 20.00
Uniform -··-············..............-...........................-••............6.60
Maintenance, Sept. 19 to Sept. 30.........-•--···--.50
Key Deposit ········-···..··········-··-·--·-..- - • - Laboratory Fee (required of all students who
2.00
take science ····--····.. ·····-·...••···-·····--·--·· _ _ __
$43.10
PAYABLE FEBRUARY 1:
.
first semester)
(By all students male and female, enrolled dunng the
'
$14.00
Matriculation Fees ....-••·············........ -••··.......-••····
16.50
Board for February .........................................................- Laboratory Fee (required of all students who
2.00
take science ......................-••·············-·····-····--..- _ _ __
Total...........·-·········-···...- ..• -••·-···· $32.50
b . •
f the second semesStudents who do not enr?ll until the eg1"'.1mng ~aboratory and Key
ter will provide themselves with mon~Y. for unif~r:~lation Fees of $14.00
Deposit Fees as outlined above in addition to ma r
and maintenance of $16.50 for February.
BOARD AND MAI TE A CE
.
th ayable strictly in advance,
Maintenance for each successive mon ' P
th d those who
is $16.50. This amount falls due on the first of each mon an
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do not '.11ee~ their dues promptly are subject to s
.
regulation is rigidly enforced:
upension. The following
"All students who fail t
ttl
bl'
.
10th of each month a d h o se e o igations to the college by the
n w ose names appear
th d .
.
.
be assessed a delin
t f
on e e1rnquent hst Wlll
dropped from clas!:e:nd ee .~; b 1.00. I.n addition to the fee they will be
not made by the clos f bw~
e reqmred to withdraw if settlement is
e o usmess on the 15th of the month."
Laboratory Fees
{Payable at the beginning of each semester)
General Chemistry ----........... 2.00 High chool Physic .................. 2.00
Organic Chemistry ..................... 2 00 College Ph .
Qualitative Analysis ......--.....
·
ysics .............................. 2.00
Quantitative Analysis ............... ~:~~ High School Biology ............·-··· 2.00
B p
I h
College Biology .............................. 2.oo
. . - ersona c eeks will not be accepted.
Nurses
The applicant is requi . d t
amount covers the
ie
o. pay. an entrance fee of $89.00. This
and text books for t~:s~ o~ matriculation and laboratory fees, uniform
will be about $24 00 t rs yetahr only. The ~xpense for the econd year
.
o cover e cost of umform and b k Th h. d
year will cost about $30 00 F d
oo s.
e t 1r
be deposited on Septemb~r th ufin ts to cover the above expenses must
e rs .
.
Tuition for Music
Piano, two lessons a week $3 OO
use of piano for practice.
'
· a month of four weeks, including
Voice, two lessons a week $3 00
use of piano for practice.
'
· a month of four weeks, including

Late Matriculation
All students who matriculate
pay a matriculation fee of $14 00 o~ ortbhefore September 23, 1933, will
· , a er at date, the fee will be $15.00.
.
Deduction and Refunds
No deductions will be m d f
the opening of the term, no: :illorthentrance within seven days after
seven days of a term or th
ere be a~y refunds for the last
1
cidental, medical and sa .i:/st \even days paid for. Registration, inin no case be refunded. m ion, ecture and entertainment fees will,
T d
. Fees for ertificates and Diploma
ra e Certificates are issued
Cost of oilege Diploma a d d
u_pon payment of 2.00 (optional).
n
egree 1s $7.50 {optional).
A f
Extra Examination Fee
ee of $1.00 will be charg d f
11 d
.
tions.
e or a
eficiency and extra examinaA

Change in Schedule Fee
fter schedule has been approved by the division in which the stu-
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dent is taking his work a charge of $1.00 will be made for each subject
changed.
Transcripts of Records
The policy of the institution is to supply the student with one
transcript of his record free, with a charge of $1.00 for each additional
transcript which he may desire.
HS ELLA EO

·s

ACAIJE 11

I 'FORMATIO.

Cla ification
Students who have credit for thirty-two hours are classified as
sophomores; tt::::? having- sixty-four credit hours are classified as juniors; and those having nme~y-six ~""rs' credit are classified as seniors.
One hundred twenty-eight hours arc required for a degree.
Adding and Dropping Courses
After the first registration for the session a student may add a
course only with the approval of his director. No course may be added
after the tenth working day of any semester. Adds and drops must be
attended to in person and not by mail or a friend. The total number of
hours must not become less than twelve. A student who drops a course
after the first ten days of either term for any cause other than withdrawal from the College, is, at the discretion of the director, given an
"F" in the course for the term. To drop a course officially requires the
consent of the student's director; to drop a course unofficially {and perisstent absence from class amounts to dropping) means to sever one's
connection with the College.
Assignments
No student shall be enrolled in class in any subject before receiving
an assignment card, and no assignment card is complete until it is approved by the student's classifying officer and stamped by the College
Tt·easurer. A student is not assigned any subjects later than seven days
after the opening of school without special permission.
A student desiring a signments to make up deficiencies by outside
study must have the written consent of the Committee on Registration.
Clas Attendance and b ence
Regular and punctual attendance upon classes, laboratories, and
other exercises at which the student is due, is required. Any student
who is absent more than nine times, for any cause from any course
which meets three times per week shall receive no credit for the same.
Any student who is absent more than three times, for any cause, from
a course which meets once a week shall receive no credit for the same.
Any student who cuts a class more than the number of times the class
meets per week shall suffer a reduction of grade for each two cuts, eg.,
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a student who earns a grade of "A" and has two extra over cuts shall
be given "B" and S'O on. Any student who is absent from a class must
present an approved admit before he will be admitted to class again.
Absences due to late registration count as though the student registered
at the beginning of the term.
Persistent absence from classes, laboratories, or other exercises
(including required physical training) at which the student is dueshall be sufficient cause for dropping a student from the rolls of the
college.
Failing to Pass
Any student who, at the intra-semester report, fails to make a
passing grade in 50 per cent of the hours in major courses for which
he is registered, will be placed under "Special Observation"; if, at the
end of the semester such student still fails to pass in 50 per cent of the
hours in major courses for which he is registered, he shall be dropped
from the institution for at least one semester. This shall not apply
when a student fails to make a passing grade in all his major courses.
In such a case the student must withdraw from the institution immediately.
Return after Failing to Pass
If a student, who has once been dropped for failing to pass as outlined above, returns after the lapse of at least one semester and again
fails to pass in 50 per cent of the hours in major courses for which be
is registered, at the end of the semester he shall be dropped permanently
from the institution.
EXAMINATIONS
Exemptions from examinations will not be given. In all examinations, account is taken of the student's use of English.
Absence from Examinations
A student who is not on final trial and who is compelled to be absent from a semester examination on account of sickness or other imperative causes, should petition his Director-beforehand if at all possible-for permission to pospone the examination. This permission must
be presented in writing to the teacher who is to give the examination
and submitted by the teacher with the grade to the Registrar's Office.
A student absent from a semester examination without the Director's permission is graded "F" and required to repeat the semester's
work if he desires credit for it. Absence from a postponed, condition, or
advanced standing examination, after once a permit has been granted,
will have the same effect as failure, unless the student presents to the
Director of his Division within a week after the date set for the examination a satisfactory excuse for his absence.
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Posponed Examinations
An examination officially postponed may be taken within a year
of the date from which the examination was postponed in any one of
the series prepared therefor, or with the next class in~..,: e same course,
provided the student petitions the Registrar as rit\,fu~~ below. Postponed examinations are held in regular ~eri ~ ;qi~ scheduled for
the same. Applications for examinations ·
e 1~1}ective serie~ m~st
?e i~ the Registrar's Office not latel\~ two days before exammation
1s given.
~~
Co "),.~ Examinations
An examination to re ove a course condition, grade of "E", may
be taken on one of the days appointed for this purpose or with the next
class in the same course.
It must be taken within twelve months
after the condition was received. If a passing mark is made the term
grade then becomes "D". A student who fails to pass a condition examination forefits thereby the right to ask for another examination in that
subject and must take that semester's work over to secure credit for it.
(Beginning with September 1, 1932, "E" is a condition grade. Previous
Previous to September 1, 1932, "D" was condition and "E" failing
grade.
The student must make application to the Registrar for a condition
examination just as in the case of postponed examinations. This permission must be filed in the Director's Office on the days specified on the
schedule and the Director will notify the teacher to give said examination.
Semester Reports From the Registrar
Reports are sent out to parents and guardians at the end of each
semester for all students in the College. Self-supporting students over
21 years of age, if they request in writing, may have their reports
sent to them instead of to their parents.
Mid-Semester Tests
These tests are given at the end of the first nine weeks periods.
The parents of all students doing work below passing grade are notified
roon thereafter.
Grading System
The grading symbols are: A (95-100); B (85-94); C (75-84); D
(65-74); E (60-64); F (below 60); I (Incomplete). Grades of "I" can
become passing grades by completing the work prescribed by the instructor. A grade of "I" means that some relatively small part of the
session's work remains undone because of sickness or other unavoidable
reasons. "F" is a failure. Credit for a course in which "F" is given
can be secured only by repeating the course. "W" is given when a stu-
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dent withdraws from class by change or withdrawal card. (Beginning
with September 1, 1932, "E" is a condition grade. Previous to September 1, 1932, "D" was condition and "E" failing grade.)
Incomplete Class Work
A student who is compelled to delay beyond the end of the semester the completion of the class work of the semester on account of sickness or other imperative cause, should, in person or through a friend,
petition the Director-beforehand if at all possible-for permission to
delay the work. If this permission is granted, the work may be finished
within a year and credit for it given at the discretion of the instruct-or.
A student whose work is reported incomplete without tlie Director's
permission is graded "F".

Grade Points
For a grade of "A" in any subject, three times as many points will
be given as there are hours in the course; for a grade of "B", twice as
many points; and for a grade of "C", the same number of points. No
other grades yield grade points. 128 grade points are required for
graduation.
Application of Grade Points
The qualitative requirement of Grade Points as outlined above shall
become effective with and upon students entering the Freshman Class
on and after September 21, 1932.
DEGREES A D CERTIFICATES

DEGREES: To qualify for any degree, a student must present at least
128 semester hours of credit and 128 grade points. Degrees and diplomas as follows are offered:
1.
2.

From the Division of Agriculture, Bachelor of Science.
From the Didsion of Agriculture, Bache'-or of 8cience.
Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Science in Education.
3. From the Division of Home Economics, Bachelor of Science.
4 From the Division of Mechanic Arts, Bachelor of Scieince.
5. From the Divis:on of ursing Education, Bachelor of Science.
General Requirements.-No honorary degree will be conferred by
the College.
No degree will be conferred except publicly on Commencement Day
at the end of the long session or at the end of the summer session.
Every candidate is expected to attend in person the Commencement
~t wh_ich his degre_e is to be conferred unless absent for a good cause,
m which case he w11l petition the Principal at least one week in advance
giving the reason for absence and providing address and postage fo;
mailing diploma.
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No degree will be conferred without residence in the College of at
least two long session semesters or three summer session terms and the
completion in residence of at least thirty semester hours of work counting toward the degree.
.
.
No second bachelor's degree will be conferred until the candidate
has completed at least twenty-four semester hours in addition to those
counted toward his first bachelor's degree.
At least twenty-four of the last thirty semester hours offered for
an undergraduate degree must be taken in the College.
.
Of the courses offered for an undergraduate degree, at least sixsemester hours in advanced courses in the major subject must be completed in residence at the College.
Graduation With Honors
Students earning a total of 240 honor points are graduated "With
Distinction", students earning a total of 300 honor points are graduated
"With Great Distinction."
No student who has made a grade below "D" ("C"previous to September l, 1932) shall be eligible to consideration for honors irregardless
of his rotal number of points.
Special Requirements.-All seniors are required to pass a standard test
in English grammar and a special test in Arithmetic, before they will be
approved for graduation. Drill classes are open to those who fail to pass
these tests.
Thesis Requirernent.-Every candidate for the Bachelor's degree
must wi·ite a thesis or an essay on some practical topic or project in the
field of the major ~ubject. The essay must be typewritten, double-spaced
on plain white bond paper, and must be approved by the head of the department (under whose advice it has been written) and two copies,
original and first carbon, filed in the Director's Office not later than
May first of the academic year in which the degree is to be conferred.
Candidates for the degree at the Summer School convocation must file
their thesis before August 1st.
Applying for a Degree.-A candidate for a degree should register
in the College, and should apply for the degree not later than May 1st
for the Regular Session or July 1st, for the Summer Session.
To apply for a degree the applicant must:
(a) File with his director a "Degree Card." This card will be filled
out in the Registrar's Office upon request of the applicant.
(b) Register in the C'Ollege with his director and must not withdraw before graduation.
(c) Fill out a "Diploma Card" and get his director to sign it.
In advising and registering students, the director and his assistants
try to prevent errors. Avoidance of errors is the main purpose of the
Degree Card. However, the student himself is expected to remember
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that graduation is attained according to some one catalog and is expected to study the requirements set forth in that on_ ::italog and to register in accordance therewith; and he finally registers at his own risk
alone.
Certificates.-(Trade) Certificates are offered for completing noncollegiate trade courses in the Mechanic Arts Division as follows: Automotive Science, Brickmasonry, Broom and Mattress making, Carpentry
and Cabinet making, Electrical Repair Shop, Laundering and Dry Cleaning, Machine Shop Estimating, Plumbing and Steam-fitting, Printing,
Shoemaking, Stationary Engineering, Tailoring.
The above certificates indicate that certain courses of study have
been successfully completed and have no value for teaching purposes.
Certificates.-(Teaching) The following extracts from regulations
of the State Department of Education explain the law regarding certificates issued upon college credits:
ELEMENTARY CERTIFICATES OF THE FIRST CLASS
(a) Valid for Four Years, issued upon completion of five courses
that may be counted for a degree in any first class college, provided one
course deals with elementary education, one course be in English, and
not more than two courses be in one subject.
(b) Valid for Six Years, issued upon completion of ten college
courses in any accredited college, provided two courses be in education.
Valid for Life, issued upon five years successful teaching upon an
elementary .,ix-year certificate. The completion of an additional year of
work in any accredited college is accepted in lieu of a year of teaching.
(d) Valid for Life, issued upon completion of the second year of
work in a Texas state teachers' college with special work in elementary
education including practice teaching.
2.

HIGH SCHOOL CERTIFICATES OF THE FIRST CLASS

(a) Valid for Two Years, issued upon completi-on of five courses
in an acoredited college with one course in education and one in English.
(b) Valid for Four Years, issued upon the completion of ten
courses in an accredited college, with tv,-o courses in education, one of
which l, ars upon high school teaching,
(c) Valid for Six Years, issued upon the completion of fifteen
courses in an accredited college, with three courses in education, including thirty-six clock hours of practice teaching and one course in high
school · teaching.

(d) Valid for Life, issued upon a degree with four courses in education, two of which bear upon high school teaching with special reference to methods and practice teaching.
(e)

Valid for Life, issued upon a degree with tw'O courses in edu-

cation, one of which bears upon high school teaching, plus twenty-seven
months of teaching experience.
3.

SPECIAL CERTIFICATES OF THE FIRST CLASS
(a) Valid for Three Years, issued upon ~he co~p1e t·ion _0 f ten_
courses in an accredited college, with one cour 7e m Engli~h, one ~nd ed;f
cation, one in the special subject, and one-third course m met O s
teaching the special subject.
(b) Valid for Four Years, issued upon the completion of_ fifteen
college courses in an accredited college with one course in English, one
in Education, and three in the special subject.
(c) Valid for Life, issued upon the compl:tion of three years of
successful teaching upon a special four-year certificate.
(d) Valid for Life, issued upon the complet_ion of t~enty cou~ses
in an accredited college, with one course in English, one m Educati_on,
four in the special subject and one-third course in methods of teaching
the special subject.
REQUIREI\1E TS FOR THE ELE 1:ENTARY PERMANENT
CERTIFICATE
First Year

Eng. ll 3, 123-Comp. and Rhet.
Edu. 113-Intro. to Educ.
Educ. 123-Prin. of Elm. Educ.
Hist. 103-Constitutional Hist.
Biology
Math. 133, 143-Math. Analysis
Art 112-Drawing & Construction
Phys. Educ. 111, 121-Prac. & Meth. for
Elem. Grade

6 Sem. Hrs.
3 Sem. Hrs.
3 Sem. Hrs
3 Sem. Hrs.
4 Sem. Hrs.
6 Sem. Hrs.
2 Sem. Hrs.

Credit
Credit
Credit
Credit
Credit
Credit
Credit

2 Sem. Hrs. Credit

Second Year
Eng. 213, 223-English
Educ. 233, 243-Materials & Methods
Educ. 203-Elem. Prac. Teaching
Music 273-Public School Music
Educ. 215-School Hygiene
Geog. 203- Human Geography
Art- Drawing & Construction
Phys. Educ. 211, 221-Prac. & Meth.
for Elem. Grades

6 Sem. Hrs. Credit
6 Sem. Hrs. Credit
3 Sem. Hrs. Credit
3 Sem. Hrs. Credit
3 Sem. Hrs Credit
4 Sem. Hrs. Credit
2 Sem. Hrs. Credit
2 Sem. Hrs. Credit
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SlTDENT ACTIVITIES A 'D PRIZES
Athletics
The Athletic Department projects two distinct programs, the Varsity or Inter-collegiate program, and the intramural program. The
Varsity program includes football, baseball, basketball, track and tennis.
The sports are under the supervision of instructors who have been outstanding in their particular fields.
The Intramural sports are largely conducted by students and include tennis, volley-ball, basketball, baseball, football, indoor baseball,
and track. At the close of the Intramural season, there is staged a field
day at which all of the classes participate.
Religious Influences
While no particular denominational influence is exerted at Prairie
View College, the authorities of the institution are thoroughly committed to the benefits of religious training. A chaplain is regularly selected from the faculty to have charge of religious activities of the
College community which include Sunday School each Sunday morning,
a weekly Sunday morning sermon by the chaplain or invited clergyman,
a Vesper Service at 7:30 on Sunday evenings, and weekly Prayer Meeting on Wednesday evenings. Students' attendance is required at Sunaay morning sermon and at Vesper Service.
Y. !'ti. C. A.-The Young Men's Christian Association supplies, in a
large measure, spiritual, moral and physical aid to the young men of
the college. At present a reading-room is provided where one may find
many of the best magazines and periodicals.
Y. W. C. A.-The purpose of the Young Women's Christian Association is to unite the women of the institution in loyalty to Jesus Christ.
Bible training classes are conducted under the auspicies of the association for the training of teachers for Sunday School work. Every afternoon the Y.W.C.A. reading-room is open for all girls.
Agr icult ural Club.-All students interested in agriculture are eligible to membership in the Agricultural Club. The object of the organization is to encourage sound economic thinking and to promote
general interest in agriculture.
Alpha Pi l'tf u Honorary Society.-Open for men and women of the
college who have achieved such record in scholarship as is outlined by
the Council.
ew members are chosen on a basis of the Honor Roll
sent out from the Office of the Registrar.
Beta Pi Chi.-An honorary scientific society in which membership
is based on high scholarship in atural Science. The society elects to
membership from the sophomore class each year a limited number who
give promise of becoming investigators in the various branches of
science.

.
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THE ALUMNI AND EX-STUDENT ASSOCIATION
The Alumni Association w
.
.
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. t·
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.
d E
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•
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'
_- roe ett Street, San
A ~t omo, Texas; Napoleon B Edwar •
View College, Texas; R. T Tatum
d, Executive Secretary, Prairie
mont, Texas.
·
' Treasurer, 711 Poplar Street, Beau-

at::;
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Outline and Description of Courses of Study
THE U IT OF CREDIT
The unit of credit at Prairie View State Normal and Industrial
College is the semester hour. A semester hour represents one recitation
or lecture hour, per week, for eighteen (18) weeks. Two laboratory,
practice or demonstration hours represent the equivalent of one recitation or lecture hour.
The following illustrations offer a key to the figures in parenthesis
following descriptive titles and numbers of courses:
(A) EDUCATION 113 (3-0)
"(3-0)" indicates that three lecture or recitation and no laboratory hours will be given weekly.
(B) PHYSICAL EDUCATIO 112 (0-4
"(0-4)" indicates that four practice and no recitation or lecture
hours will be given weekly.
(C) CHEMISTRY 114 (2-4)
"(2-4)" indicates that two lecture or recitation hours and four
laboratory or practice hours are given weekly.
Cour e umbers. The numbers used for designating courses are
uniform for all divisions and departments of the college. Reckoning
from left to right the first arabic numeral following the name of the
subject indicates the class year in which the course is to be given; tp.e
!Second numeral indicates the semester, and the third numeral indicates
the semester credit. ( •ote: Odd numerals indicate the first semester;
even numerals indicate the second semester; zero or "X" indicates that
_course is 'Offered either semester.
lllustration: English 113 means Fteshman level, first semester,
yielding 3 semester hours of credit.

DIVISIO
E. B. Evans, D. V. 1\1.
C. H. Banks, B. S.
S. H. ettler, B. S.
W. H. Nickens, B. S.

OF AGRICULTURE

L. A. Potts, M. S., Director
W. R. Harrison, M. S.
G. L. Smith, B. S.
J. :M. Alexander, M. S.
J. C. McAdams, B. S.
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SOPHOMORE
DEPARTMENT OF INSTRUCTION
This Division offers a four-year course leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture. The entrance requirements for this
course are the same as for the other divisions of the college. The work
in th i s division centers around instruction and practice in animal
husbandry, crops, soils, horticulture, rural engineering, rural economics,
rural sociology, veterinary science, rural education, and extension service. In addition to subjects purely agricultural, the student is given
balanced instruction in professional and vocational subjects, and the
sciences closely related to agriculture. (See requirements for admission)

First Semester
English, 213
Public Speaking
Animal Hush., 213
Poultry Production
Chemistry, 214
Organic Chemistry
Science, 214
General Zoology
Horticulture, 212
Fruit Growing
Infantry, 211
Military Training

.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENT
One hundred and twenty-eight (128) semester hours of work must
be completed as outlined in the course of study for the division, before
a degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture is granted.

(2-2)

3

(2-4)

4

(2-4)

4

(1-2)

2

(0-3)

1

SUMMER SESSION
(2-2)
Agronomy, 313
Cotton, Corn & Small
Grain.
(2-2)
Science, 313
Gen. Bacteriology
(3-0)
Education, 313
Classroom Management
(1-2)
Animal Husb., 312
Farm Dairying
Rural Eng'nring., 312 (1-2)
Farm Shop
(0-3)
Infantry, 311
Military Training
Electives

OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY IN AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION
FRESHMAN
Sem.

Sem.
Hrs.

Second Semester

Bra..
English, 113
(3-0)
Composition & Rhetoric
Chemistry, 114
(2-4)
Inorganic Chemistry
Animal Hush., 112
(1-2)
Market Classes
Veterinary Science, 112 (1-2)
Anatomy & Physiology
History, 103
(3-0)
Constitutions
Electives
Infantry, 111
(0-3)
Military Training

3

English, 123
(3-0)
Composition & Rhetoric
Mathematics, 113
(3-0)
Math. for Agri. Students
Chemistry, 124
(2-4)
Qualitative Analysis
Animal Hush., 123
(1-2)
Feeds & Feeding
Veterinary Sc. 123
(1-2)
Anatomy & Physiol.

3

3

E~~v~

1

Infantry, 121
Military Training

3
1

4

2

2
3

Second Semester
English, 233
Journalism
(2-2)
Animal Husb., 223
and
Diseases
Pou.try
Insects.
(2-4)
Chemistry, 224
Quantitative Analysis
Science, 224
<2 - 4 >
Agricultural Botany
(1-2)
Horticulture, 222
Vegetable Growing
(0-3)
Infantry, 221
Military Training

3

4

4
2
1

JUNIOR

The courses in the Summer Session are offered to meet the needs
of those who are engaged in teaching vocational agriculture or borne
economics. Special attention is given to methods of teaching vocational
agriculture, terracing, farm shop work, veterinary science, and thorough
training in technical agricultural subject matter. All courses offered
are of a collegiate grade and may be applied toward the degree of Bachelor of, Science in Agriculture.

First Semester

Sem.
Hrs.
3
(3-0)

Sem.
Hrs.
3
(3-0)

(0-3)

Education, 333
Modern Methods in
Agronomy, 323
Soil Fertility
Animal Hush., 322
Farm Dairying
Animal Husb., 32 4
Farm Meats
Rural Eng., 322
Farm Shop
Infantry, 321
Military Trainine
Electives

3

3
3
2
2
1

(3-0)
Edu.
(2-2)

3

(1-2)

2

(1-2)

2

(1-2)

2

(0-3)

1

3

3

3
SENIOR

3
(3-0)
Education, 473
Special Methods
(3-0)
Rural Econ., 413
Ru'! Org'n. & Problems
Science, 432
(l- 2 )
Entomology
(2-0)
Farm Man'gmt., 412
Product of Crops
and Animals

4
2
2

l

3

3
2
2

(3-0)
Rural Econ., 423
M'k'ting. Ag. Products
Science, 422
(l-2 )
Field control of Insects
(1-2)
Science, 442
Entomology
(2-0)
Farm Man'gmt., 422
Management of successful Texas Farms

3
2
2
2
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Sem.
First Semester
Hrs.
Education, 493
(1-4)
3
Observation and Practice
Teaching.
Advanced Infantry
(0-3)
1
Military Training
Electives
3

Second Seme ter
Hrs.
Second Semester
Hrs.
Education, 353
(3-0)
3
Adolescent Psychology
Advanced Infantry, 421
(0-3)
Military Training
Electives
6

TWO YEAR COLLEGIATE CO RSE I

AGRICULTURE

This course is designed for those who are actually engaged in farming or who expect to become farmers. The course is intended to me~t
the needs of young men of the state who for any reason are not financially able, or who do not desire, to take the full four years of college
work.
The course gives practical work covering the general and specialized features of Texas Agriculture.
Opportunities for graduates of this course will depend largely upon
the character of the student's work while in college, his previous experiencne, his personality, ability and ambition. With the readjust~~nt
through which Agriculture is now passing, and the close competition
farmers are forced to meet, there is coming a condition which will make
it more necessary than ever before for the self sufficient, as well as the
commercial farmers, to be trained and intelligent.
On the satisfactory completion of this course, the student is granted
an Agricultural certificate. In case a student decides later to return to
complete the full four-year course, he will receive credit toward his degree for the two years of work already done.

English, 113
(3-0)
Composition & Rhetoric
Mathematics, 113
(3-0)
Special Math. for Ag.
Students
Animal Husb., 112
(1-2)
Ma1·ket Classes
Veterinary Science, 112 (1-2)

3
3

2

2

Second Semester
English, 123
(3-0)
Composition & Rhetoric
Animal Hush., 123
(1-2)
Feeds & Feeding
Veterinary Sc., 122
(1-2)
Anatomy & Physiology
Animal Hush., 223
(2-2)
Poultry Diseases &

First Semester
Anatomy & Physiology
2
Animal Hush., 213
(2-2)
Poultry Production
2
(1-2)
Horticulture, 212
Fruit Growing
1
(0-3)
Infantry, 211
Military Training
SECOND'
3
2
Agronomy, 313
<2- >
Cotton, Corn & Small
Grain
2
Animal Husb., 312
(l- 2 )
Farm Dairying
2
(1- 2 )
Rural Eng., 312
Farm Shop
Farm Management 412
Production of Crops
Animals
Animal Husb., 332
Swine Production
Horticulture
Canning
Infantry, 411
Military Training
Electives

(2-0)
&

2

(l- 2 )

2

(l- 2 )

2

Hrs.
Sem.

Second Semester
Insects
Horticulture, 22 2 .
Vegetable Growmg
Agri. Eng., 222
Terracing
Infantry, 221
Military Training

(1-2)

2

(1-2)

2

(0-3)

1

(2-2)

3

(1-2)

2

(1-2)

2

(1-2)
Farm Shop
Science, 442
(1-2)
F" Id control of Insects
ie Mgmnt., 422
(2 - 0)
Farm
Management of successful Texas Farms
Infantry, 421
Military Science

2

Electives

2

YEAR
Agronomy, 323
Soil Fertility
Animal Hush., 322
Farm Dairying
Animal Hush., 342
Farm Meats
Rural Eng., 32 2

2
2

2

OF COURSE OF STUDY

AG'RONOMY 313, 323.-Cotton, Corn and Small Grain Production-

3

(2-2) Credit 3 each semester. . 1 d"
the growing, harvesting,
A thorough study of these crops, me u iSn~I Fertility: Formation of
. 1 chem marketing and uses. S ec ond SemesterTt o1
including the phys1ca
soils and the general principles of fer\~ Y, crop production and plant
ical and bacteriological. factors affe; :!thods of perfecting a system
nutrients; depletion, mamtenance, an

3

of permanent agriculture.
d Market Classes of Livestock.
A IMAL HUSBANDRY 112.-Types an

2

-(1-2) Credit 2. I.
d
·ket classification.
Judging types, carcasses, markets an maiF d' g-(2-2) Credit 3. II •
23 F eds and ee m
t·
ANIMAL HUSBANDR~ •. ~ - ~ din stuffs physiology, prepara ion,
Composition and digest1b1hty of ee
feeding standards and calculation of ra ions.

FIRST YEAR
Som.
Hrs..

Sem.
Hrs.

DESCRIPTIO

OUTLINE OF TWO YEAR COLLEGIATE COURSE OF STUDY
IN AGRICULTURE
First Semester
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Sem.
Hrs.

3

f
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A TIMAL HUSBANDRY 213, 223.-Poultry-(2-2) Credit 3 each
semester.
Scope of the industry, breeds, feeding, housing, sanitation, culling, incubation, brooding, marketing and caponizing. Second semester-Poultry Diseases, Parasites and Their Control: A study of efficient disinfection of incubator, effective method of cleaning brooder houses, handling
of coccidiosis and bacillary white diarrhea infections. Considerable time
is given as to how these diseases are recognized and controlled.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 312, 322.-Farm Dairying-(1-2) Credit 2
each semester.
Secretion, composition, testing and separation of milk; the farm manufacture of butter, ice cream and cheese. Second semester-Consideration is given to the general management problem of large and small
herds, beginning a dairy herd; feeding and flitting animals for show
and sale.
ANIMAL IIUSBA DRY 332, 342- wine Production-(1-2) Credit 2
each semester. This course comprises a systematic study of the economical methods of growing swine for the market and home use. The work
includes practice in feeding, management and housing of swine. Second
semester: Farm Meats, killing, cutting and curing of farm meats.
HORTICULTURE 212, 222.-Fruit Growing-(1-2) Credit 2, each
semester.
A study of the principles of fruit growing with special reference to
Texas conditions; including location, varieties. soils, fertilizers; planting andcultural methods: pruning, spraying, harvesting and storing.
Second semester-Vegetable Growing: A study of the principles of successful vegetable gardening in the South with special reference to home
gardening and canning.
HORTICULTURE 232-Canning Fruits, Vegetables and Meats-(1-2)
Credit ' ach i,cmester. Cann .ng on a community basis for individual
and market purpose will be emphasized.
EDUCATIO 493.-0bservation and Practice Teaching in Agriculture
-(1-4) Credit 3. I or II.
The student participates in conducting class exercises and the control of
the classroom at first as an observer, but gradually entering into teaching responsibilities until he takes complete charge. This work is confined to teaching high school students.
AGRICULTURAL ENGI EERING 122-Graphic Methods.-Credit 2.
II. Collecting, plotting and charting agricultural statistics.
Presentation and illustration of data collected.
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 222-Farm Drainage-Credit 2
II. Location and construction of ditches and terraces for farm land
in Texas.
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RURAL EC01 OMICS ,113.

l
('l O)
Organization and Prob em,;. , -

~redit

3. I.
l
t and adaptation
Forces and factors in rural progress; the deve opmen
of rural institutions and organizatio~s.
.
. . .
11
RURAL ECO 'OMICS 423.-\iarketmg-(,J-0) Credi~ 3.
. d obligaPrinciples underlying the successful agencies, legal ~1ghts an special
tions arising out of marketing transaction~, the middle man,
marketing problems and the present marketing. sy.~tem.
SCIENCE 412-Plant Physiology-(1-2) Credit -· I.
.
·
.
t
· t·on photosynthesis, resPrinciples of absorption, conduction, rans~1ra 1 ,
piration, growth, movement and reproduction. . .
SCIENCE 422. -Plant Pathology-(1-2) Credit 2 . . II.
of field and
Discussion of the nature, cause, and contro l of d iseases
~~-

I

SCIENCE 432.-Economic Entomology-(1-2) Credit 2 ·
·
control of the chief ecoA study of the life histories and meth o d s of
nomic species of insects.
SCIE CE 442.-Entomology-( 1-2) Credit 2. II ..
Field control of insects on the college and commumty farms.
SCIENCE 323.-Genetics-(2-2) Credit 3. II.
See Divisio~ of Arts and Sciences. (Biology 404).
2
VETERINARY SCIENCE 112, 122.-Anatomy and Physiology-(l- )
Credit 2 each semester.
h d' estive
A study of the anatomical and physiological structure, t e '~
d
respiratory and genito-urinary organs of the horse? o~, s:::plh~;; ;:_
chicken and the more common diseases of farm amma s
'\"ention.
DIYISION OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
John B. Cade, A. M., Director.
The Division of Arts and Sciences offers courses in :8iology,_ Chpe;:
1
.
E r h H. tory Mathematics, Music,
istry, Economics, Education, ng is ' ts .. '
.
So . logy and
losophy, Physical Education, Physics, Political Science,
cto
Foreign Languages.
ortunity to
The first two years' work affords the student an. 0 PP .
l survey some of the general fields of the natural a~d so~1al scie:c;:~n::d
guage and literature, and to perfect the tools requ1i;;d m ::~;erable destudies. During the last two !ears of. colleg~ w;r th:U;h ample opporgree of concentration in a maJor field_ is require ' • .
studies which
tunity is given for cultivating related mter,ests o_r pur,,umg
do not fall within the field of the students maJor. f
of which
0
Three degrees as outlined below :r; ;:::1:sdter ~ 0 :;::~\redit and
it is necessary for a student to presen 2
128 grade points.
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Distribution of Work for Degree--Of the one hundred and twenty.
eight semester hours, the following are prescribed :
Required Work
a. English ··--···-··--·······················-·········-···································•"···· 12 semester hours
6 semester hours
b. Social Sciences (not including History 103)-..........
12
semester hours
c. One Foreign Language -·············----6
semester hours
d. l\.1athematics ·····················································-··························
8 semester hours
e. A Laboratory Science ..................•..•....................................
f. Physical Education or Military Science ................. . 8 semester hours
NOTE-,Some work in industrial arts is required in excess of the re•
quirements for the degree or certificate.
MAJOR AND MINOR REQUIREMENTS

All students in the Arts and Sciences Division must, by the end of
their Sophomore year, select major and minor fields of concentration.
The amount of work necessary to be completed for the major or the
minor varies with the field of concentration as hereinafter indicated.
Education: Students desiring to major in Education must present
at least 30 semester hours of credit in Education for graduation of
which 3 semester hours shall be in Rural Sociology and 3 semester hours
in Rural Education. Fifteen or more semester hours presented the Edu•
cation major must be in courses numbered 300 and above.
Twenty.one hours shall constitute a minor in the field of Education,
of which 9 semester hours must be in courses numbered 300 and above.
English: Students desiring to major in English must present at
least 27 semester hours of credit in English for graduation of which 15
or more semester hours shall be in courses numbered 300 and above.
Eighteen semester hours shall constitute a minor in the field of
English of which six or more semester hours shall be in courses num·
bered 300 and above.
Foreign Languages: Students desiring to major in Foreign Lan·
guages must present at least 24 semester hours of credit in one Foreign
Language for graduation of which 12 semester hours shall be in course~
numbered 300 and above.
Eighteen semester hours shall constitute a minor in the field of
Foreign Languages of which six or more semester hours shall be in
courses numbered 300 and above.
SPECIAL NOTE: All persons desiring to do work in Foreign Lan.
guages above the requirements should consult ~be Head of the Foreign
Languages Department.
Mathematics: Students desiring to major in Mathematics must
present at least 24 semester hours of credit ; , Mathematics for gradu·
ation of which at least nine semester hours shall be in courses numbered
300 and above.
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•
· the field of
shall constitute a mmor m
bered
Eighteen semester hours .
hours shall be in courses num
Mathematics of which six semester
300 and above.
.
· majors.
Music· See special outlme for music . .
to major in Biology
·
.
B; 0 l y-Students des1rmg
. t
"Natural Science:
· og
f
d·t in Biological subJeC s
t 36 semester hours o ere I
d 300
l
must present at eas
t be in courses numbere
of which at least 15 semester hours mus
and above.
.
. other Departments must be
In addition, the following cour~es ~~4 224. Mathematics 11:J, 123.
presented: Chemistry 114, 124; Phys1~; con~titut~ a minor in this field
Twenty.four semester hours sha
t be in courses numbered
of which at least eight semester hours mus
300 and above.
. .
ma. or in Chemistry must pre•
Chemistry: Students desmng to. . JChemistry for graduation of
sent at least 36 semester hours of .credit m numbered 300 and above.
which 16 semester hours mu~t be ~~·turs:s ourses must be presented:
In addition, the following a 1 i~na c
0
Mathematics 112, 123; 213, 223; Ch{:i't!:~s!i~ute a minor in this field
Twenty.four semester hours s
t b . courses numbered 300
of which at least eight semester hours mus e m

and above.
maJ· or in the Social Sciences
Social Sciences: Students desiring
have choice of three groups as ou~lined .hereaft(e~.
I) with emphasis
Students majoring in the Social Sciences
rofupll
.
· ·d th · work as ·o ows.
on Economics are required to d1v1 c e1r
18 hours

E:Ef;:'.=::.=::= :::: ::::: --,----: ~::::::::: :::-'! ~~~:~
Political Science
6 hours
Philosophy ··············································
-·.. ··-··································•"···· 3 hou1·s
Social Science Methods (Edu.c.a) .......•:·················G
P II) ~~ith emphasis
Students majoring in the Social .s;:ience;.1:ot~eir work as follows:
on History and Government are: requ1r to l .
18 hours
History ........................................................
·
6 hours

~~~:~:;;s · · · · · ·. . . . . . . . . . . . :•· . . .:. . . . . . . . . : : : ·:·.: : :~.-·.:· :.:·.: : : : : · :·.:·.1: ~~~::

Political Science
6 hours
Philosophy ..................................................................................
3 hours
Social Science Methods (Edu~a) ····:····-······ G
III) with empha!;is
Students majoring in the Social Sciences ( roullp
.
. . d their work as fo ows.
on Sociology are required to d11/1 e
18 hours
~::;;Y ...···································::................... -••························· .....................12 hours
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Economics -··-···········.. ·-----·········································--··········· 6 hours
Political Science -----··-···-··········-·-···········---·-················· 6 hours
•Philosophy ···········-····----------···········-·····.. ·········...... 6 hours
Social Science Methods (Educa) ...................••·-- --·-····-···· 3 hours
•(May shift 3 hours to Sociology)
Students desiring to minor in the Social Sciences must present nine
or more semester hours above the introductory course in either Sociology
or Economics; or 12 or more semester hours in Political Science.
NOTE-History 103 will not be accepted in fulfillment of Social Science
requirements for graduation, for majors or for minors.
After September 1, 1938, all students presenting themselves for
graduation must qualify according to plan and standards outlined above.
Selection of Courses
First and second-year students in the Division of Arts and Sciences,
whether candidates for degrees or not, are required, unless specially
excused by the Registrar before registration, or by the Director of the
Division of Arts and Sciences after registration, to take the work laid
down for regular freshmen and sophomores. See the section of the
Catalogue on "Requirements for Degrees." None of the requirements
so laid down may be abrogated, and a postponement of any may be
secured only for cogent reason on petition to the Registrar before registration, to the Director of the Division of Arts and Sciences after
registration.

OUTLINE OF COURSES IN THE DIVISION OF ARTS AND
SCIENCES FOR B. A. AND B. S. IN EDUCATION DEGREES
FRESHMAN
First Semester

Sem.
Hrs.
English, 113
(3-0)
3
Composition and Rhetoric
Education, 113
(3-0)
3
Intro. to Ed. & Tcb.
Foreign Lang., 113
(3-0)
3
El. French or Spanish
History, 103
(3-0)
3
Constitutions
History, 113
(3-0)
3
Modern European
*Physical Ed., 111
(0-3)
1
Freshman Practice
Military Science, 111
(0-3)
1
Infantry

Sem.
Hrs.
(3-0)
3
English, 123
Composition and Rhetoric
(3-0)
3
Education, 123
Elem. Sch. Subjects
Foreign Lang., 123
(3-0)
3
El. French or Spanish
(3-0)
Mathematics, 113
3
College Algebra
History, 123
(3-0)
3
Modern European
*Physical Ed., 121
{0-3
1
Freshman Practice
Military Science, 121 (0-3
3
Infantry

Second Semester
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SOPHOMORE
Sem.
Second Semester
Hrs.
Sem
First Semester
Hrs.
3
(3-0)
English (Electiv~)
3
3
(3-0)
(3-0)
English (Elective~
Education (Elective)
3
3
(3-0)
(3-0)
Education (Elective).
Foreign Languag~
3
(3-0)
Mathematics, 123
French or Spanish
4
(2-4)
Plane Trig.
Science,
123
.
3
(3-0)
Foreign Language
Inorg. Chem. or Biol. 0-3)
1
French or Spanish
•
Physical
Ed., 221 . (
4
4
2
Science, 114
<- )
Sophomore Practice
1
Inorg. Chem. or Biol.
Military Science, 221 (0-3)
1
3
*Physical Ed., 211 .
(0- )
Infantry
3
Sophomore Practice
••Elective
1
3
Military Science, 211 (0- )
Infantry
...,.or
women students only.
. .r
atural Science, H·story
i
' Math** One elective from following group:
ematics, and Philosophy.
JUNIOR AND SENIOR
4 Sem. Hrs.
Military Science 311, 321, 411, 421
Advanced Infantry
18-20 Sem. Hrs.
Major Field
9 .15 Sem. Hrs.
Minor Field
28-30 Sem. Hrs.
Electives
FOR DEGREE WITH MUSIC MAJOR
FRESHMAN
3
English, 123
( 3-0~
3
(3-0)
Composition and Rhetoric
English, 113
3
Composition and Rhetoric
Education, 123
(3-0)
3
3
Education, 113
< -0)
Elem Sch. Subjects
3
Intro. to Ed. & Tch.
Foreig~ Lang., 123
(3-0)
3
3
Foreign Lang., 113
< -0)
Elementary French
3
Elementary French
Harmony, 153
(3-0)
3
3
History, 103
( -0)
Elementary
3
. SubJ. (1 ¼-4) or (3-0)
Constitutions
M aJor
·
(0- 3)
3
1
3
Major Subj. (1¼-4) or ( -0)
•Physical Ed., 121.
1
3
•Physical Ed., 111
(0- )
Freshman Practice
1
Freshman Practice
Military Science, 121 (0-3)
1
3
Military Science, 111
(0- )
Infantry
Infantry
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SOPHOMORE

Fir t Semester
English (Elective)
Education (Elective)
Foreign Language
French
Harmony, 163
Major Subj. (1 ½-4) or
Elective
Military Science
Infantry
•Physical Ed., 211
Sophomore Practice

em.
Hrs.
(3-0)
3
(3-0)
3
(3-0)
3
(3-0)
(3-0)
(0-3)
(0-3)

Major Subj. (1½-3) or (3-0)
Social Science
(3-0)
Education
(3-0)
Music History
(2-0)
l\fusic Elective
(3-0)
Other Elective
(3-0
l\filitary Science, 311
(0-3)
Advanced Infantry
l\fajor Subj. (1 ½-4) or (8-0)
Education
(3-0)
Music, 292
(2-0)
Music Elective
Military Science, 411 (0-3)
Advanced Infantry

Sem.
econd Seme ter
Hrs.
English (Elective)
(3-0)
3
Education (Elective)
(3-0)
3
Foreign Language
(3-0)
3
French
3
Major Subj. (l½-4 or (3-0)
3
3
Elective
6 or 3
3
Military Science
(0-3)
1
1
Infantry
•Physical Ed., 221
(0-3)
1
1
Sophomore Practice
·For women students only.
JUNIOR
3
Major Subj. (1½-3) or (3-0)
3
3
Social Science
(3-0)
3
3
Education
(3-0)
3
2
Music History
(2-0)
2
3
Music Elective
(3-0)
3
3
Other Elective
(3-0)
3
1
Military Science, 321 (0-3)
1
Advanced Infantry
SENIOR
8
Education
(3-0)
3
3
Major subj. (Ph-14) or (8-0) 8
2
Music 302
2-0)
2
3
Music Elective
3
1
Military Science, 421 (0-3)
1
Advanced Infantry

DEPARTME T OF EDUCATION -;)
p E
G. L. Harrison, A. M., Head
· ·. Bledsoe, B. S., Ph. B.
George W. Reeves, M. A
Henrietta B:ogwell, A. B.
Annie B. Sasser, B. s. ·
Hortense Muns, M. Ph.
Mattie B. Whiting, B. S.
Edwyna H. Randals, M. A. in Ed. A. M. Porter Wilson, A. M.
F?r a major in Education, 30 semester hours of work are required
of which at least 15 must be in courses numbered 300 and b
All stude ts
· ·
·
.
a ove.
n maJormg m Education are required to take three semS e~telr hours of Rural Education and three semester hours of Rural
OClO ogy.

Twenty-one semester hours are necessary to complete a minor in
Education of which at least nine must be in courses numbered 300 and
above.
For Elementary Teachers
EDUCATION 113.-Introduction to Education and to Teaching. (3-0)
Credit 3. I. Prerequisite to all other courses in Education.
An introductory course to the study of Education setting forth certain
principles of teaching. Required of all Freshmen.
EDUCATION 123.-Principles of Elementary School Subjects. (3-0)
Credit 3. Il.
EDUCATION 213.-Materials and Metl,todir of the Kindergarten-Pri•
mary Grades. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
EDUCATION 223-Problems o ~l\e Rural School Teacher (3-0) Credit
3. II. Problems of daily
o}!;ram making, making the class schedule,
combining classes, supe
on of health, the teachers' relation to the
principal and the co
unity: confined to the first seven grades.
EDUCATION~ lementary School Methods and Materials.
(3-0) Credit 3. i. Materials, methods and procedures for the teaching of the grammar and intermediate grades.
EDUCATION 243-Elementary School Methods and Materials.
(3-0) Credit 3. II. The course is a continuation of Education 233.
EDUCATION 203.-Observation and Practice Teaching in Elementary
Grades. (1-5) Credit 3. I or II.
All observation and teaching done under supervision of critic teachers.
Prerequisite: Education 123.
EDUCATION 313.-Classroom Management. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
A course dealing with the problems of classroom organization and control in Elementary Schools.
For High School Teachers
EDUCATION 263.-Vocational Education. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
Designed to give the student an appreciation of the place of vocational
education in our present day system of Education. For home economics
students.
EDUCATION 382.-Educational Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3 II.
Application of factors governing learning at the Secondary School level.
Prerequisite: Education 113. Recommended Psychology 203.
Education 293.-Principles of Secondary Education. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
The social phases of secondary education together with principles and
practices involved in curricula and administration of secondary schools.
Prerequisite: Education 113.
EDUCATION 333.-Modern Methods in Secondary Education. (3-0)
Credit 3. I.
Methods of teaching the high school subjects, and study of selection and
organization of subject matter.
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EDUCATION 353 Ad I
The psychological. devel~ escen: ~sychology. (3-0). Credit 3. I.
qui site: Education 273 P_~en ~ the adolescent boy and girl. PrereEDUCATIO
or Is equivalent.
Preparation fo!63ihe Hs~::e ~cotomi~s Education. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
courses, lessons and th bn
e;_chmg and practicing in planning of
EDUCATION 383
e o serva 10n of model lessons.
Credit 3. II. .-Methods of Teaching in Industrial Education. (3-0)
Most effective organization of e u·
ing materials as teach·
"d q ipment, and economic ways of securand records.
mg a1 s, program planning, discipline, reports
:~~CAfTI~N 393.-Principles of Industrial Education (3-0) Credit 3. I.
•
Y O aims, development and
• .
. ·
.
m the nation and state.
'
organization of mdustnal education
EDUCATION 303.-0b
·
.
(1-5) Credit 3. I s:r/~~1on and Practice Teaching in High School.
Observation and practice tea~hin .
.
a critic teacher Pi·er
. ·t
g m high school under supervision of
·
eqms1 es· Ed
t·
2
EDUCATION 40l -Hom
·
. uca ton 93 or 333 or concurrently.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
e Eco~om1cs Problems. (1-0) Credit 1. I or II
Methods and mate~!f;-;eachmg ?f Social Sciences. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
School. Course of st d or teac~mg the so~ial sciences in the High
mental supervision a ~ yj superVIsed study, library facilities, departEDUCATION 463 ' Mn c assro?m methods are considered.
. - ental AdJustments (3 0) C d"
A study of personality
.
·
re 1t 3. II.
unadjusted school child a~an mt~~grated force. The psychology of the
EDUCATION 473 S . . lerMeqms1te: Education 353 or its equivalent.
.- pecia f ethods
in Agricult
c d"
(s ee Division of Agricult
d
. .
ure. re it 3.
EDUCATION 483 p
~re or escr1ption.)
· - ractice Tea ch mg
·
· Mechanic Arts. (1-5) Credit
3. II.
m
Observation and practic t
h"
EDUCATION 403
e _eac mg under supervision.
.-Teaching Horn E
• S
3. I. or II.
e conom1cs ubjects. (3-0) Credit
One semester of actual teach in . h.
EDUCATION 493 Ob
. g m igh school classes under supervision
Credit 3.
.- servat1on and Practice Teaching in Agriculture:
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EDUCATION 323-(Sociology 243)-Rural Sociology (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Deals with the origin, development and reconstructi-on of rural soclety,
relation of the rural school to the community, special consideration is
given those problems facing Texas Rural egroes. Required of all students majoring in Education.
EDUCATIO 413, 423.-Elementary Research. (3-3) Credit 3 each
semester.
For students majoring in Education.
EDUCATION 433.-Elementary Statistics. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
An introduction to the study of statistics and their use.
EDUCATIO 443.-Te ts and Measurements. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
The place of tests and measurements in education; selection and construction of the most commonly used tests and measurements. Prerequisite: Education 433.
EDUCATION 453.-Vocational Education (Smith-Hughes Act). (3-0)
Credit 3. I.
Effective training, method of training, training on the job, trade analyl,is. Special attention is given to the provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act.

GEOGRAPHY
GEOGRAPHY 203-Principle of Geography. (3-0) Credit 3. I. or 11.
The purposes of the course are (a) to develop the ability to think Geographically, (b) to give an appreciation and understanding of the importance of geography in its relations to the objectives of education, (c)
to give the knowledge needed to interpret and enjoy the commonplace
things of life, and (d) to give a knowledge of some of the fundamentals
of the earth's characteristics, such as climate, soils, land and water
bodies, so that man's adjustments to these elements may be successfully
interpreted. The topics treated are: Land forms, bodies of water, location, soil, minerals, natural vegetation, climate and the relation of
these elements to man. Required of all persons working for an elementary permanent certificate.

PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY 203.-General. Principles of Psychology. (3-0)
3. I or II. A prerequisite to all other courses in Psychology.

Credit

(See Division of Agriculture for description.)
General Education
EDUCATION 253-Hii::tory of Educat·
.
The historical development of bl" d10n ~3-0J Credit 3. I. or II.
EDUCATIO 2x3
cl1 1 H P~ ic e ucation m the United States
oo
yg1ene (3 O) c ·
·
Problems of school hygie
d h .
red1t 3. I. o1· II
relation to their practic:; : ;
will be !aken up and disc~sed in
Permanent Certificate.
P
on. Required for the Elementary

li::::h

DEPARTME T OF E GLISH
George W. Mort-on, A. M., Acting Head
S. E. Warren, A. M.
A. L. Campbell, A. B.
W. H. Houston, A. M.
R. B. Johnson, A. M.
Eunice Bloodworth, A. B.
Freshman English requirements must be satisfied fully before the
student passes on oo any of the work of the sophomore year.
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For a major in English, 27 hours of work are required of which at
least ~5 must be in courses numbered 300 and above.
~ighteen . semester hours are necessary to complete a minor in
English of which at least six must be in courses numbered 300 and above.
ENGLISH 100.-Drill English. I. or II.
Drill exercise in fundamentals of English usage. (3-0)
E ?LISH 113-123-Composition and Rhetoric. (3-0) Credit 3.
ReVJew of grammar and English essentials. Study of models of various
types of composition. Emphasis upon written composition. To be given
throughout the year as single course.
ENGLISH 213--Public Speaking. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
lntrodu~tion to Publi~ Speaking, Debate, and Parliamentary procednre.
E~phas1s upon practical work of speech construction organization and
delivery. Prerequisite: English 113-123.
'
ENGLISH 273.-The Study of Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Study of the Standards of literature with a view to the formation of a
?asis for appre~iation. Readings from standard classics. For sophomores
m Arts and Sciences. Prerequisite: 113, 123.
ENGLISH 223-Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
St~d~ of liter~ture by types. For all sophomores. Special emphasis upon
prmc1ples of hter~ry criticism, and an application of these principles to
the standard classics. Prerequisite: English 113, 123, 213, 233 or 273.
ENGLISH 233.-Journalism. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
'J:'.heory and practice in different forms of modern Journalism. Emphasis upo~ _practical. work. For Sophomores in the Vocational divisions.
Prereqms1te: Enghsh 113, 123.
ENGLISH 253.-Usage. (a-0) Credit 3. (For repeaters of Sophomore English.) I.
Composition and mechanics. Offered each term.
Courses for Upperclassmen
Prerequisite to all upperclassmen courses: Creditable completion
of Freshman and Sophomore requirements.
E~GLISH 313.-The Drama. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Brief study of origin and developments through representative types
from the Greek to contemporary.
ENGLISH 333.-Public Discussion and Debate. (3-0) Credit 3 I
Advanced .public spe a k"mg w1"th ch"1ef emphasis upon argumentation
·
•and
d e b ate, briefing, and practical presentation.
ENGLISH 363.~The English Language. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Study of essential features in the growth and development of the
language.
E~GL_ISH 323.-Shakespeare. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
!:i::emtrodu:i~n to Shake~pearean drama, the character and conditions
age.
aJor emphasis upon study of representative plays.
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ENGLISH 343.-Creative Writing. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
Advanced composition. Study of general principles of writing and questions of English Usage. Writing of essays and articles of advanced
nature.
ENGLISH 363.-American Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
A survey course. Study of historical influences and literary tendencies
through representative selections from chief American writers.
ENGLISH 413, 423.-Nineteenth Century Literature. (3-0) Credit 3
each semester.
Study of the works of the leading English poets and great prose writers,
In relation to the general character and temper of the period. Prose,
first term, Poetry, second term.
ENGLISH 433.-Short Story Writing. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Study of theory and technique of short story writing. Practical work
in sketche::, and short stories. Open only upon recommendation of instructor in charge.
ENGLISH 463.-Dramatic Production. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Principles of dramatic interpretation and characterization. Theory and
technique of stage craft with particular reference to play production.
ENGLISH 473.-Romantic Poetry. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Intensive study of the poetry of Byron, Shelly, Keats and Wordsworth.
ENGLISH 463.-Early Essayists. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
Intensive study of the works of Coleridge, Lamb, Hazlitt, Landor, DeQuincy.
ENGLISH 613.-Negro Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Study of the egro in contemporary literature. Special attention to
literature by Negroes. Open only to advanced students upon permission of instructor in charge.
THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH.-See Education 333.
Study of aims, selection and organization of materials, preparation of
lesson plans, and use of effective methods of teaching English, especially in the Secondary School.

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Charles E. Carpenter, M. L., Head
J. L. Terry, A. M.
For a major in Foreign Languages, 24 semester hours of work are
required in one subject of which at least 12 must be in courses numbered 300 and above.
Eighteen hours in one subject are necessary to complete a minor of
which at least six hours must be in courses numbered 300 and above.
Foreign Language courses are dependent courses which may be continued through two semesters.
FRENCH 113, 123.-Elementary French. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester.
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Th~ linguistic foundation of French including the mastery of the peculiar French phonetics. Idiomatic usage and verb drill will be emphasize_d. An additional text (Pour Charmer Nos Enfants-Capus) is used
dunng the second semester to enliven conversation and drill in memory
work.
FRENCH 213.--Conversation and Reading. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
French Conversation, special idi'C>matic and verb drill. The reading
material is simple and graded to review and emphasize the fundamental
principles of French. Rapid reading is the aim also outside reading is
assigned to students who show ability for sp:cial development. Prerequisite: French 123.
FRENCH 223.--Composition and Reading. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
Free composition required of all students. Scope of readings increased
but carefully graded. Written reports in French on assigned out side
reading is fundamental to the course. Prerequisite: French 213.

SPA ISH
SPANISH 113, 123.--Elementary Spanish. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester.
Mastery of the principles of pronunciation of the Spanish language.
Drill exercises arranged in graduated lists to assist in syllable division
of words and accurate pronunciation. During the second semester special
emphasis is placed on the review of grammatical principles previously
learned, reading and reproduction from dictati'C>n.
SPANISH 213, 223.-Advanced Grammar and Readings. (3-0) Credit
3 each semester.
astery of the conjugation of the twelve cases of orthographic-changing verbs, the five classes of classable, irregular verbs, a continuation
o~ t~e study of idiomatic usage, memorization, conversation, and practice m reading as literature. During the second semester special drill
~n reflexiv_e. verbs, subjunctive mode, and on expressions governing
literary wntmg and speaking. Prerequisite: Spanish 123 or the equivalent.

!'f

SPANISH 313.-- Spanish Prose and Free Composition. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
The prose tales of Alarcon will be used as a basis for the composition
work and for the class reading, translation and discussion. Occasional
lectures in Spanish will be utilized to introduce to the student the type
of novel to be studied. Spanish conversation will be used generally
throughout the course. Prerequisite: Spanish 223.
SPA~ISH 323-Introduction to Spanish Fiction. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
Part1c_ular emphasis on the Picaresque, Problem, and Regional Novel.
Occasional lectures in Spanish will be utilized to introduce to the student
the type of novel to be studied. Spanish conversation will be used generally throughout the course. Prerequisite: Spanish 223.
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
A. W. Randall, A. M., Head
L. N. Turner, A. M.
S. B. Taylor, B. S.
For a major in Mathematics, 24 semester hours are required, at least
nine of which must be in eourses numbered 300 and above.
Eighteen hours are necessary for a minor in Mathematics, at least
six of which must be in courses numbered 300 and above.
MATHEMATICS 100.--Senior Drill (no credit) (3-0) I or II.
An intense study of business arithmetic, including the fundamental operations of integers, common and decimal fractions, denominate numbers
and general business practices.
MATHEMATICS 113.-College Algebra. (8-0) Credit 3. I.
Drill in solving linear and quadratic equations, elementary theory of
equations, determinants, progressions, etc. Prerequisite : College Entrance.
MATHEMATICS 123.-Trigonometry (3-0) Credit 3. II.
A standard course in plane trigonometry with an introduction to spherical trigoll'Ometry. Prerequisite: Same as for Mathematics 113.
MATHEMATICS 133-143.-Mathematical Analysis for Agricultural Students. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester
Emphasis will be put on problems dealing with Agriculture, i. e., Dairy
problems, Farm Management, and Agricultural Engineering; a drill in
the fundamental operations of arithmetic, introduction to numerical trigonometry and practical mensuration.
•MATHEMATICS 153.-College Algebra. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
This course is designed to meet the needs of students who fail in the
placement tests. It includes an intense study of the fundamental operations of algebra; simple, quadratic and simultaneous equations.
MATHEMATICS 173-183.-Mathematical Analysis for Home Economic
Students. (3-0) Credit 8 each semester.
Reviews the essentials of Arithmetic and includes the rudiments of Algebra with chapters on problems in homemaking and dressmaking, millinery, foods and problems on the farm; and arithmetic for nurses.
Prerequisite: Same as for Mathematics 113.
MATHEMATICS 103.-Teachers' Mathematics. (3-0) Credit 3. I. or II.
A course which places emphasis on the methods of teaching Arithmetic.
Attention is given to the fundamental operations of elementary mathematics and observation of the current practices in the grades will be
given with due consideration on subject matter. Required for the Elementary Permanent Certificate. Prerequisite: Same as for Mathematics
113.
•Students desiring to major in Mathematics should also include Mathematics 113.
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MATHEMATICS 213.-Analytic Geometry. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
A study of the point, the straight line, the conics, graph of trigonometric,
· oga•·i· hm :c and , xponential functions. Prerequisite :
fa thematics
113 ; nd !23.

DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIE CE
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MATHEMATICS 223.-Differential Calculus. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
A thorough drill in the development and the applications of the various
formu:ae of Jiffe1entiation of practical problems. Prerequisite: }lathe•
matics 213.
MATHEMATICS 313.-Integral Calculu . (3-0) Credit 3. I.
An intensive study of many type of integral and their applications to
special problems. An introduction to differential equations is also given.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 223.
MATIIEMATI S 303.-1\Iathematics of Finance. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
I or II.
This course is ba ed on the purchasing of property, and methods by
which the monthly payments of interest and principle are computed. It
also includes annuitie , sinking funds, bonds and life annuities. Prerequisite:
fathematics 113 or 133.
MATHE 1ATI
403.-Theory of Equations. (3-0)
redit 3. I or II.
A standard course in the theory of equations involving ruler and compas · in sti ucti-.:ms, solutions of equations, matrices and determinants,
ymmetric functions, eliminants, and discriminants. Prerequi ite ·:
fathematic 223 and 313.
MATHEMATICS 423.-Differential Equations. (3-0) Credit 3 each
semeste1·.
A very intensive course in ordinary differential equation· which involves ingular solutions, total differential equations, linear differential
equation , and simultaneou differ ntial equations with an introduction
to partial differential equations of the fir t order. Prerequisite: 1athematics 313.

FOR f JOR
In addition to the above described cour es, the Department of Mathematics offers the student who desire to major in fathematics a choice
of the following courses:
Intermediate Calculus,
Solid Analytical Geometry,
Projective Geometry,
1odern Geometry,
Advanced Calculus,
Analytic Mechanics,
Descriptive Geometry.
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Captain Edward L. Dabney, Infantry Res., U.
rmy, Head
O. Anderson Fuller, Jr., Band Director
The United States government has direct control over the military
training given at this school which is in accordance with Section 55c,
National Defence Act of 1920. Over 200 U. S. rifles, calibre 30, model
1917, belts and several U. S. rifles for gallery practice with necessary
ammunition for training purposes are provided by the U. S. government
for the training of the Cadet Corps.
MILITARY SCIE CE 111 121.--Infantry. (0-3) Credit 1 each seme ter.
(a) Theoretical:
ationa'i Defence Act. military courte Y and discipline, Infantry, hygiene and sanitation. (b) Practical: Infantry drill,
physical training.
MILITARY SCIE CE 211, 221--Infantry. (0-3) Credit 1 each semester.
(a) Theoretical: Musketry automatic rifle. (b) Practical: Command
and leadership as corporals. Prerequisite: Military Science 121.
MILITARY CIE CE 311, 321--Advanced Infantry. (0-3) Credit 1 each
semester.
(a) Theoretical: Machine guns, topography. (b) Practical: Command
sergeants, machine gunnery, topography, machine guns and combat principles. Prerequisite: Military Science 221.
MILITARY SCIE CE 411, 421.-Advanced Infantry. (0-3) Credit 1
each semester.
(a) Theoretical: Combat principles; military history. (b) Practical:
Command and leadership as officers and instructors; combat principles.
Prerequisite: Military Science 321.

DEPART 1E T OF M SIC

0. Anderson Fuller, Jr., B. A., Head
Madaline M. Thurman, A. M.
Music Majors are offered in Piano, Voice and Public School Music.
See outlines of Divisional courses for distribution of music major work.
De cription of

our es

MUSIC 113, 123.-Elementary Drill in Piano. (1½-4) Credit 3 each
semester.
Bach's Little Preludes and Fugues; Bach's Inventions, Cramer, Jensen.
MUSIC 133, 143.-Fundamentals in Voice. (1½-4) Credit 3 each
semester.
Development of flexibility, true color and phrasing, application of the
ame in songs chosen from the best moderate song literature.
MUSIC 153, 163.-Elementary Harmony. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester.
A study of scales, interval.a and chords.
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MUSIC 172, 182.-Music History. (2-0) Credit 2 each semester.
General course in Music History, studying ancient and primitive music;
the historical bases of musical works and their composers.
MUSIC 173, 183.-Public School Music. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester.
Methods and materials for primary grades.
MUSIC EDUCATIO 203.-Practice Teaching in the Elementary Grades
(1-5) Credit 3 each semester.
Supervised teaching and observation.
MUSIC 213, 223.-Intermediate Piano. (1½-4) Credit 3 each semester.
A continuation of scales and Arpeggio studies with increased rapidity
and variety. Czerny Op. 31, No. 2, Concertos, Special public recitals.
MUSIC 233, 243.-Vocal Technique. (1½-4) Credit 3 each semester.
A study of scales and Arpeggi in all forms; vocal embellishments, songs
in one foreign language. Vocalises Lamperti, Bordese, concone, etc.
MUSIC 253, 263.--Harmony (3-0) Credit 3 each semester.
Continuation of study of chords. Use of modulations and ornamentations.
MUSIC 273, 283.--Public School Music (3-0) Credit 3 each semester.
Methods and materials for intermediate grades.
MUSIC EDUCATIO 303.--Practice teaching in the High School. (1-5)
Credit 3.
Supervised teaching and observation.
MUSIC 313, 323.-Instrument Music Education. (3-0) Credit 3 each
semester.
Instruction in orchestration and training for school orchestras and
bands; pract:cc in studying inst.rumen ts.
MUSIC 318, 328.-Advanced Drills in Piano. (1½-14) Credit 8 each
semester.
A study of material of the grade of difficulty of Beethoven, Sonata, Op.
31, o. 2, Concertos. Special appearance in public recitals.
MUSIC 333, 343.-Advanced Harmony. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester.
A continuation of scales, intervals and chords.
MUSIC 338, 348.-Advanced Voice Technique. (1½-14) Credit 8 each
semester.
Further drill in vocal technique. Ensemble singing from standard operas, oratorios, and cantatas, studies in expression and tone color; song
recitatives and airs in at least two foreign languages. Solo classes and
public recitals.
MUSIC 353, 363.-Public School Music. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester.
Music for children with Victrola. Toy orchestras; projects; appreciation.
MUSIC 373, 383.-Principles and Methods of Music Education. (3-0)
Credit 8 each semester.
Problems in the philosophy and psychology of music training; of the

music supervisor; the administration of Junior and Seni_or High School
Music and values of tests and measurements are emphasized.
MUSIC 392, 302.--History of Music and Appreciation. (2-0) Credit 2
each semester.
A study of Music with musicial illustrations. This study will include
contemporary music.
MUSIC 418, 428.-Advanced Piano. (1½-14) Credit 8 each semester.
Repertory study, exhibitions of a sufficient mastery of scales, arpeggios,
chords, octaves and double notes, ensemble sight reading and accompanying. Senior recital.
MUSIC 438, 448.-Vocal Interpretation. (1½-14) Credit 8 each semester
A study of repertoire building. Knowledge of proper interpretation of
songs of classic and modern vocal literature. Senior recital.
MUSIC 110 12-420½.--Choral Music. (16-1) Credit ½ each semester.
Study and performance of choral mus~c, sacred and secular, for male,
female, and mixed voices.
Organizations-The College Chorus, Mixed Glee Club, Male Glee Club,
Female Glee Club, Concert Choir, Quartette, Orchestra and Band, offer
excellent opportunities for music participation and activity and are under direct supervisi-on of the teachers of the department.
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DEPAR1'ME T OF PHYSICAL ED CATION FOR WOME
S. B. Taylor, A. B., Chairman of Committee
Physical Education is required of all students three hours p<i:r wtek
throughout the freshman and sophomore years. All students are required to wear regulation uniforms in Physical Education classes. The
uniform consists of a blue one-piece suit, black cotton hose, and white
keds. Entering Freshman girls are required to place their order for
this uniform with their instructor in Physical Education. The approximate cost of this outfit is $3.25.
No courses offered for Majors.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 111, 121.-Freshman Practice. (0-2) Credit
1 each semester.
Elementary work in tactics, gymnasium games, tumbling and pyramids,
posture grading, and training; simple folk, natural, clog, and tap dancing; physical efficiency and motor ability tests; contests, stunts, selftesting activities, developmental exercise, Danish gymnastics.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 131, 141.-Elementary Practice and Methods.
(1-2) Instructron in Calisthenics, Tactics, Gymnasium games, Folk
dances, Contests, Developmental Exercises.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 211, 221.-Sophomore Practice. (0-2) Credit
1 each semester.
Continuation of course 111, 121. The work done during this year is of
an intermediate nature.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATIO r 231, 241.-Practice and Methods in the Elementary Schools. (1-2)
Consisting of Lectures and Practical work in the teaching 'Of Physical
Education in the Elementary grades. It is designed for all prospective
School teachers.
AT RAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENTS

R. P. Perry, M. S., Chairman
W. M. Booker, M. S.
M. G. Randall, M. S.
H. G. Dickerson, M. S.
D. R. Turner, B. S.
B. C. Young, M. S.
BIOLOGY

For a major in Biology, 36 semester hours are required of which at
least 16 must be in courses numbered 300 and above.
Twenty-four hours are necessary for a min'Or in Biology of which
at least eight must be in courses numbered 300 and above.
. In addition, to the above requirements for a major or minor in
Biolo~y, the following C'Ourses must be presented: Chemistry 114, 124;
Physics 214, 224; Mathematics 113, 123.
BIOLOGY 114.- General Biology (2-4) Credit 4. I.
A. gene_ral introduction to the animal kingdom. The student is familiarized m a general way with biological principles and theories. This
course is intended mainly for those students who have not had a good
course in high school Biology.
BIOLOGY 124.- General Biology (2-4) Credit 4. II.
~ continuati~n ?f Biology 11~. The first part of the semester is spent
m general prmc1ples of genetics and eugenics, while most of the semest~r is devoted to a general survey 'Of the plant kingdom. Prerequisite:
Biology 114 or equivalent.
BIOLOGY 214.-General Zoology (2-4) Credit 4. I.
This course presupposes a course in general biology. Students who have
had a course in high school biol'Ogy may matriculate for this course
a~ter consultation with the Head of Department. Special attention is
given to _the morphology and physiology of protozoa, profera, coelenter~te, echm?deri:ns, platyhelminths, nemathelminths, and annelids. Considerabl~ _hme 1s spent in classification and life histories of organisms.
Prereqms1te: Bology 124 'Or equivalent.
BIOLOGY 224.-General Zoology (2-4) Credit 4 II
Continuation of Biology 214, dealing with the m.orph.ology and physiology of ~ollusks,. arthropods and certain chordates. A good part of the
;;;ester 1s spent m a detailed study of the frog. Prerequisite: Biology
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BIOLOGY 234.-Agricultural Zoology (2-4) Credit 4. I.
This course is outlined for students of Agriculture. The various phyla
of the animal kingdom are considered, with special attention to the
anatom y, physiology, and genetics of certain domesiic animals. Considerable time is given to the life histories of parasitic organisms which
use domestic animals as hosts.
BIOLOGY 244.-Agricultural Botany (2-4) Credit 4. II.
The mor phol·ogy and physiology of crop plants are considered in detail.
Parasitic plants are also considered. Physiological processes like germination, absorption, photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration are
given special attention.
BIOLOGY 313.-Anatomy and Physiology (2-2) Credit 3. I.
Special attention is given to the anatomy and physiology of the various
systems of the animal body. The physiology of respiration, of d igestion, of reproduct:'On, of nerves action, and of metabolism, are among
the considerations. Prerequisite: Biology 124.
BIOLOGY 323.-Anatomy and Physiology (2-2) Credit 3. II.
A continuation of Biology 313. Prerequisite: Biology 313.
BIOLOGY 314.-Comparative Physi·ology (2-4) Credit 4. I.
This course dea:s wt:h the phenomena of respiration, contractihty, metabolism, acid-ba e balance of body fluids, a s found in various organisms;
cell permea bility, osmotic pressure, diffusion, oxidation reduction structure 'Of protoplasm, and other phenomena are considered. Prerequisites:
Physics 224, Chemistry 124, a nd Biology 224.
BIOLOGY 324.-Comparative Physiology (2-4) Credit 4. II.
A continuation of Biology 314.
BIOLOGY 334.-Bacteriology (2-4) Credit 4. I.
Bacteria, yeasts, molds and other fungi are considered in detail. Some
attention is given to pathogenic bacteria found in fluids and serum obtained from Rockefeller Hospital. Prerequisite: Biology 124 or its
equivalent.
BIOLOGY 344.-Comparative Anatomy (2-4) Credit 4. II.
This course gives a consideration of the morphology of each class 'Of
vertebrates. Considerable attention is given to the evolution of the
different systems of vertebrates. Prerequisite: Biology 224.
BIOLOGY 354.-Histological Technique. (1-6) Credit 4. II.
This is a course in methods of preparing slides for microscopic examination. Slides are made of tissue taken from the frog and the cat. Some
slides are made also from pathological tissue. Prerequisite: Biology
224.
BIOLOGY 414.- Vertebrate Embryology (2-4) Credit 4. I.
A consideration of the embryology of the chick and pig. Maturation,
gastrulation, and fertilization are treated in detail. Students are admitted by permission from the Head of the Department.
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BIOLOGY 421.-Vertebrate Morphology. One hour. I.
Various morplrological theories are discussed. Students are assigned
reports which they present at the meeting of the class. For Senior
students only.
BIOLOGY 424.-Protozoology. (2-4) Credit 4. I.
This course covers a consideration of the different types of protozoa. A
good bit of attention is given to pathogenic protozoa and their histories,
as well as to the taxonomy of protozoa. Prerequisite: Biology 224.
BIOLOGY 431.-Research (0-2) Credit 1.
Open only to advanced students of Biology.
BIOLOGY 440.-Seminar. No Credit.
Must be taken by all major students.
BIOLOGY 502.-Laboratory Management. (0-6)
A course for major or minor students in the technique of collecting, preserving, and injecting specimen. Prerequisite : Biology 224.
Chemistry
For a major in Chemistry 36 semester hours are required of which
at least 16 must be in courses numbered 300 and above.
Twenty-four hours are necessary for a minor in Chemistry of which
at least eight must be in courses numbered 300 and above.
In addition to the above requirements for a major or minor in
Chemistry, the following courses must be presented: Chemistry 100,
114, 124, 214, 224, Mathematics 123, 213, 223; and Physics 214, 224.
CHEMISTRY 100.-Elementary Chemical Calculation. (2-4) (No
Credit) A course in problems covering theoretical and practical Chemistry. The course is designed to aid students in general chemistry.
Required of all freshmen in chemistry.
CHEMISTRY 114, 124.- Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis.
(2-4) Credit 4.
The course embraces an intensive study of the laws and theories, along
with a wide comparative study of the elements in the light of the periodic system. Qualitative analysis, involving tests for the separation of
the common metallic ions, is studied during the last half of the second
semester.
CHEMISTRY 214.- Qualitative Analysis. (2-4) Credit 4. I.
For students who plan to major in chemistry. The course consists of a
systematic analysis of all ions except those of the rare elements, with
special emphasis placed upon the theory of analytical chemistry, solutions, equilibrium, S'Oiubility, products. Prerequisite : Chemistry 124.
CHEMISTRY 224.-Quantitative Analysis. (2-4) Credit 4. II.
The general principles of quantitative analysis along with the practical
methods of analysis of engineering materals, food, fertilizers and soil
Prerequisite: Qualitative Analysis.
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CHEMISTRY 234.-Elementary Organic Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4. I.
The fundamental principles of organic Chemistry for students of Home
Economics and Agriculture. The course covers the important compoun~s
and reactions of the aliphatic and aromatic series and is completed m
one semester. Prerequisite: Chemistry 124.
CHEMISTRY 244.-Elementary Physiological Chemistry. (2-4)
Credit 4. II.
The course is designed for st~dent~ of :r:iome ~mies _and Agricultur~
and deals with the properties, dig~stiov,.~ ~ ~-(tabohs~ of car?~hy.
drates, prote~ns, and f~ts; the chen:1
~J\~ and animal nutrition,
blood and unne analysis. Prere ~ : ChJiriiistry 234.
CHEMISTRY 313.-Ferr!:>~9'(
Burgy. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
,
Primarily for Mech'!..W.~~\11:'s students, but may be taken b~ student~ ,n
Chemistry. Blast vnace operation, puddling, cementat1on; crucible
steel, Bessemer processes, open hearth processes, ingot casting and
mechanical treatment. Prerequisite: Chemistry 124.
CHEMISTRY 315, 325.-General Organic Chemistry. (3-4) Credit 5.
I. and II.
The course is designed for students majoring in the Department. The
fundamental principles of pure organic chemistry are illustrated by the
preparation and study of the typical repre entatives of the aliphatic and
aromatic series. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224.
CHEMISTRY 402.-lnorganic Chemistry. (2-0) Credit 2. I.
Lectures and assigned readings dealing with the chemistry and mechanism of inorganic reactions.
CHEMISTRY 403.-Industrial Analysis. (0-6) Credit 3. II.
A laboratory course in the examination of boiler waters, solid and gaseous fuels, lubricants and cement. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224.
CHEMISTRY 404.-Physiological Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4.
I. or II.
A study of the chemistry of the animal body and of the vital processes
and their regulation. The IAboratory work deals with metabolism studies
along with the quantitative clinical examination of blood, urine and
faces. Prerequisite: Chemistry 325.
CHEMISTRY 412.-Organic Chemistry. (2-0) Credit 2. I or II.
Lectures and assigned readings dealing with the chemistry and mechanism of homogeneous organic reaclions. Prerequisite: Chemistry 325.
CHEMISTRY 415, 425.-Physical Chemistry. (3-4) Credit 5.
The topics considered are: Pressure-volume relation of gases; vapor
pressure; boiling point; freezing point and osmotic pressure of solutions; molecular and ionic theorie ; electrical transference and conduction; reaction rates and chemical equilibria, phase equilibria and
;hermo-chemistry. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224, College Physics, Cal:ulus.
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CHEMISTRY 433.-Inorganic Preparations. (3-0) Credit 3. I
A laboratory course in the preparation of typical i.1organic compounds.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 224.
CHEMISTRY 443.-Organic Preparations. (1-4) Credit 3. II.
The course involves preliminary research \\"Ork in the synthesis of ol'ganic compounds and a study of the reactions of compounds of theoretical and industrial importance. Prerequisite: Chemistry 325.
CHEMISTRY 451, 461.-Re earch (1-1) Credit 1.
The course consists of library and laboratory work in the preparation
of a thesis required of all major students. Students may register for
research after consultation with the Head of the Department.
CHEMISTRY 500.-Seminar. (r o Credit)
Reports and discussions on the progress of research. Required of all
major students in the department.

GEOLOGY
GEOLOGY 334.-General Geology. (2-4) Credit 4. I.
A detailed study of the systems and classes of natural and artificial
crystals with emphasis on their use in mineral identification; the
genesis, geologic occurrence, association, and alteration products of
these minerals with their value in identification and their implications
as to the histx>ry geologic relations of the rocks in which they are found.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 124.
GEOLOGY 344.- Petroleum Geology. (2-4) Credit 4. II.
Facts and theories of the origin, migration, and accumulation of petroleum as illustrated by experimental data and examples of occurrences of
oil and gas in typical fields; the stratigraphy and structural conditions
of the large produc:ng oil fields of the United States. Prerequisite:
Geology 334.
Physics
PIIYSI S 214, 224.-(2-4) Credit 1 each semester.
Lectures, recitations, and physical measurements on mechanics, properties of matter, forces, equilibrium, heat and mechanics of fluids. Second
semc, ter: Magnetism, electr=c·t:·, light and radioactivity. Prerequisites:
College algebra and plane trigo-- metry.
PHYSICS 30•1. (2-•J) Credit 4. I or II.
Lectures, recitations, and written reviews. A discussion of !:'imple electric and magnetic circuits as applied to direct current machinery: characteri~lics of generators and motors, armature windings, systems of
direct current distribution and accessory apparatus. Prerequisites:
Physics 21.J, 221.
PHYSICS :11-1, :l21.-Electricity and ~Iagnetism.
seme:lcr. Prerequisites: Physics 2H, 22.1.

(2-.J)

Credit 4 each

PHYSICS 404.-Physical Optics. (2-4) Credit 4. I or II.
Prerequisites:
A study of wave motion, lenses, light and spectrum.
Physics 214, 224, 314, 324.

SOCIAL SCIE CE DEPARTME T
F. A. Jackson, M. B. A., Chairman
H. A. Bullock, A. M.
L. C. Phillip, A. M.
~-I[
S. E. Warren, A. M.
A
J. B. Cade, . n .
Students majoring in the Social Sciences (Group I) with emphasis
on Economics are required to divide their work as follows :
Economics .............................................................................................18 hours
llistory ...................................................................................................12 hours
Sociology ..................................................................................... .
6 hours
6 hours
:~~i:::!h!cie.~.~~....:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 6 hours
Sociology Science Methods (Edu) ....................................... 3 hours
Students majoring in the Social Sciences (Group II) with emphasis
on History and Government are required to divide their work as follows:
History ................................................................................................... 18 hours
Economics ....................................................................................
6 hours
Sociology ............................................................................................. 6 hours
Political Science ..............................................................................12 hours
Philosophy .......................................................................................... 6 hours
Social Science Methods (Educa) ....................................... 3 hours
Students majoring in the Social Sciences (Group III) with emphasis
on Sociology are required to divide their work as follows:
ociology ....................................................................................... 18 hours
History ................................................................................................... 12 hours
Economics ....................................................................................
6 hours
Political Science .............................................................................. 6 hours
*Philosophy ........................................................................................ 6 hours
Social Science Methods (Educa) ....................................... 3 hours
•May shift 3 hours to Sociology.
ine or more semester hours above the Introductory Course in
either Sociology or Economics, or twelve or more semester hours in Political Science are required for a minor in the field of Social Sciences ..
NOTE: History 103 will not be accepted in fu lfillment of Social
Sciences requirements for graduation, for majors or for minors.
Economics
ECO OMICS 303.-Survey Course in Economics. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II
Rural life, farm production, population in rural and urban communities.
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Open to Home Economics students.
ECONOMICS 313, 323.-Introductory Principles o: Economics. (3-0)
Credit 3 each semester.
A general survey of the field of economics dealini;r with production, distribution, goods, exchange, prices, supply and demand. The second semester deals with money, banking, labor problems, foreign exchange,
agricultural problems and consumption.
ECONOMICS 433.-Money and Banking. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester.
History of money; bimetallism; legal tender; value of money; functions
of banks; credit and credit instruments. Prerequisites: Economics 313
and 323 or special permissio11.
ECONOMICS 443.-Business Administration. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
General survey of the entire field of Business Administration. Emphasis
on administrat"Or's relation to society, marketing, business organization
and control, salesmanship. Open to Sophomores.
ECONOMICS 453.-Economic History of the United States. (3-0)
Credit 3. I.
To acquaint students with economic and social bases of American History. Deals with col"Onial agriculture, commerce and industry, economic
aspect of American Revolution, railways, rise of manufacturing, growth
of trusts, and growth of trade union .
ECONOMICS 463.-Labor Problems. (3-0) Credit 3.
Modern problems of labor in industry. Prerequisite: Economics 313 or
special permission.

HI TORY
HISTORY 103.-Constitutional llisoory of the United States and Texas.
(3-0) Credit 3. I orlI.
A brief survey study of the ational government and the government of
Texas.
HISTORY 113, 123.-Early and Late Modern European History (15001930). (3-0) Credit 3 each semester.
~e period of discovery and colonization; rise of the national state;
nuddle class; Industrial Revolution and the beginning of democratic
government. Second semester: Napoleonic Wars; the rise of a new national feeling; Empire building; the World War· a world state and
peaceful arbitration.
'
HISTORY 203.- English History. (3-0) Credit 3 I or II.
A survey of English History from the earliest time.· to the present time.
Background course for American History.
HI. TORY 313, 323.-Hi. tory of the
nited State:-. (3-0) Credit 3
each semester.
Brief survey of the colonization of America; formation of National
g,overnment; rise of political parties; the slaYery question; secession;
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c;vil War; reconstruction; the new Industrial Order; Expansion; \Vorld
power.
.
HISTORY 413.-Contemporary American History (1865-1932)

(3-0)

Credit 3. I.
·
c·1 1·1 .
Reconstruction. Gold,silver and paper money contro~ers1es.
v service, tariff, imperialism, trusts, railroads, Progres 1ves, \Vorld War,
Current American problems.
HISTORY 423.-History 'Of The Negro in America. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
Study of the American Negro and his background. Wide reading in
source material.
HISTORY 433.-American Diplomacy. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
A brief survey of the history of our foreign policy during American
Revolution, Napoleonic Wars, rising nationalism, slave1·y. Latin American relations, our "Big Sister" policy in the Carribean. Prerequisite :
History 313 and 323.

GOVER'ME T
GOVER ME T 353.-Introduction to Political Science.

(3-0)

Credit

3. I.
.
t
The cause and evolution of the state, the theories underlying sta e,
sovereignty, executives, legislatures, judiciary, law and colonial government.
GOVERNMENT 363.-American City Government and Parliamentary
Law. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II.
.
.
Development of P"Olitical Parties in the United States, their ?rgamzation, issues and procedure. Each student required to take daily newspaper or some periodical named by instructor.
GOVERNMENT 453.-American 1 ational Government. 3-0) Credit

3. I.
General survey of American Political System. The making of the Constitution, principles of the Constitution.
GOVER. ME T ,1G3.-State and Local Government.
(3-0)
Credit

3. II.

.

Ori.,.in and "'· rowth of State Constitutions; C"Ounty, town and township
,..
"
· t'
d
governments and growth. Special emphasis on Texas constitu 10n an
government.
Philo ophy
PHILOSOPHY 313.-Introduction to Philosophy. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Designed for undergraduates taking Philosophy for the first time.
PHILOSOPHY 413.-Logk. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Introductory study of the methods of correct reasoning, deductive and
inductiYe proof, arguments, etc.
PHILOSOPHY 423.-Ethics. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
Introductory study of the development of moral codes and ideals; the
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DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS
problem of conflicts of interests; the nature of goodness; personal and
social ethics; ethical theories and principles.
Sociology
SOCIOLOGY 213.-lntroduction to the Study of Society. (3-0) Credit
3. I.
.
Pure Sociology designed to acquaint the student with the nature and
field of Social Science, the origin of Social Institutions, Social Process,
and Social Pathology. No attempt is made to go into the detailed aspect of the phases but to give introductory material of Sociology which
might be used for advanced study. This course forms the prerequisite
for all other courses.
SOCIOLOGY 223.-Race Relations. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
An attempt to measure racial and group contributions to our present
civilization.
SOCIOLOG'Y 323.-The Family. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
Domestic relations: Incompatibility, divorce, illegitimacy, domestic disadvantages of modern industry and other problems that have to do ,vith
the family and its broad social aspects.
SOCIOLOGY 413.-Social Anthropology. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Social origins dealing with the historical development of man and his
culture.
SOCIOLOGY 433.-Community Organization. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
The origin of social life in community. Such studies as Housing Conditions, Public Health, Recreation and Americanization will be of great
interest, ever keeping their social aspect in the foreground .
SOCIOLOGY 463.-Social Case Work. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Aims to give the student a technique of approach to the systematic
study of actual social cases. Compiled and non-compiled cases will be
considered.
SOCIOLOGY 463.-Social Research. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
Acquaints the student with methods of social research. Both library
and field methods will be used.
SOCIOLOGY 401.-Civic Sociology; Modern and Social Health Movements. (1-0) Credit 1. I or II.
Especially for students in nursing education and will cover civic movements and problems with reference to health, public housing, recreation,
and Americanization.
0 IOLOGY 243.-Rural ociology: See Educati-on 323 for description.
Required of all students majoring in Education.
SO IAL CIE CE 413.- Teaching the ocial Sciences.
See Department of Educatron for description. Required of all students
majoring in the Social Sciences.
NOTE: Students who plan to major in Sociology should take the
course in Early and Late Modern European History.

p-,b b.

Elizabeth C. May, B. s. in H. ~• D~~c;~;ant, B. s.{'d~"'f""
Essie J. Anderson, M. S.
L F James B.
M S
. .
'
M. L. F•owell, · ·
......,.r,
Odessa Jones, A. B.
Geneva C. Peters, M. S.
D. S. Dent, A. M.
. H
Economics is to inspire and
The aim of this college course m omte . . accuracy to help the
·
fnued
study
to
ram
m
'
stimulate interes t m con i
.
'd
• world and to increase
student find her place in the so~ial an economic
'
the student's stock of i~formation. . d . ned to meet the needs of the
The course, as outlined below, is esig
t
h those who wish
f
.
. Those who plan to eac '
following groups o persons. .
t technical and professional work,
to enter graduate courses leading . ? . solving home problems.
and those who wish to use such trainmg m
Requirement for Degree
.
.
f ·ed upon candidates who
The degree of Bacheltr of Science is con err 11 other requirements.
have completed all prescribed courses anhd met ; acceptable work must
One hundred and twenty-eight semester ours o
be completed before the degree is granted.
HOME ECO O1\UCS
OUTLINE OF CO RSE OF STUDY I
FRESHMAN
Sem.
Sem.
Hrs.
Second
Semester
Hrs.
Fir t Semester
3
(3-0)
English 123
3
(3-0)
English 113
Composition
4
Composition
(2-4)
Chemistry
4
(2-4)
Chemistry 114
Qualitative Analysis
Inorganic
3
(3-0)
Education 123
3
(3-0)
Education 113
Principles of Elcm'ry.
Intro. to Education
School Subjects
3
(3-0)
History 103
3
(1-4)
Clothing 123
Constitutions
Textiles
&
Clothing
3
(3-0)
1fathematics 173
3
(3-0)
Mathematics 183
Mathematical Analysis
Math.
Analysis
2
(0-4)
1
Art 112
(0-3)
Phy ical Ed. 121
Art Principles
Freshman Practice

English 233
,Journalism
Chemistry 214
Organic

SOPHOMORE
English
3
(3-0)
Electh·e
Chemistry 224
4
(2-4)
Organic

(3-0)

R

(2-4)

4
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Sem.
First Semester
Hrs.
Education 233
( 3 -0)
a
Elementary Methods
Foods 213
(l- 4 )
8
Elementary Nutrition
Biol~gy 313
( 2-2 )
3
Prm. of Physiology
Physical Ed. 211
(0- 3 )
1
Sophomore Practice
Education 313
( 3 -0)
Classroom Management
Economics 313
( 3 -0)
Survey of Economics
Biology 314
( 2 -4 )
Bacteriology
Clothing 313
(l- 4 )
Children's Clothing
House 312
( 2 -0)
Planning & Furnishing
Physical Ed. 111
(0- 3 )
Freshman Practice
*Education 401
(1-0)
H. E. Problems
**Education 403
(1-6)
Student Teaching
**House 403
(1-4)
Practice House & Family Relationships
Pare?tal Ed. 41 3
( 3 -0)
Child Care & Training
Foods 413
(l- 4 )
Advanced Nutrition
Parental Ed. 4ll
(l-0)
Nursery School Observ
Clothing 412
(i_4 )
Costume Design
Electives
*Taken same semester as student teaching
**Taken either semester.
.

Second Semester
Education 223
(3-0)
Rural Education
Foods 223
(l- 4 )
Elementary Nutrition
Biol~gy 323
(2-2 )
Prm. of Physiology
Physical Ed. 221
(0- 3 )
Sophomore Practice
JUNIOR
8
Education 343
(3-0)
Child Psychology
a Sociology 323
(3-0)
The Family
4
Education 363
(3-0)
H. E. Methods
a Clothing 323
(l- 4 )
Adv. Cloth. Construction
2
House 322
( 2 -0)
Management
1
Art 322
(0-4)
Art Structure
SENIOR
1
H. E. Agri. 422
(2-0)
Home Nursing 422
(2-0)
a Foods 423
(1-4)
Advanced Nutrition
3
Art 422
(0-4)
Applied Art
Clothing 423
(1-4)
a
Problems in Advanced
Clothing
3
Electives:
Clothing 422
(0-4)
1
Modeling & Draping
Food 402
(1-2)
3
Quantity Cooking
Clothing 402
(0-4)
2
Millinery
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Sem.
Hrs.
3
3
3

1

3

a
3
3
2
2

2
2
3
2
3

2
2
2
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ONE AND TWO YEAR COURSES
The one and two year courses are offered for the benefit of three
classes of students, (1) Those who cannot afford the time or expense of
taking a longer course and who desire to apply their limited time directly
to acquiring more skill in some phase of home economics with a view to
following it as a trade, (2) For those who are engaged in some trade,
but who feel the need of acquiring more skill and efficiency in the work
in which they are at present engaged, (3) For the benefit of those who
are deficient in college entrance.
English, Mathematics, and general science related to the course
will be requ·red of all st udents y·ho register for the one and two year
courses. The greater part of the time will be spent in doing the practical work in the field in which the individual is interested. Other subjects will be ~rranged according to the needs of the students.
Beauty Culture (One Year)
The object of this c:>urse is to fit the student for work in beauty
parlors in our large cities and also to prepare her to take complete
charge of this class of work in small towns th1'0ughout the State.
BEAUTY CULTURE.- Practice work will be given in all phases of
beauty culture and will include a knowledge and care of equipment and
shop cleanliness and shop management.
Dying and Cleaning (Two Years)
The aim of this course is to impart to the student a knowledge of
the principles of general dying and cleaning and to give a thorough
training in the practice of these principles.
DYING AND CLEANING.-Practice work will be given in all phases
of dying and dry cleaning, and will include a knowledge of the operation
of a shop.
Dying and Cleaning (Two Years)
The purpose of this course is to prepare the student to become a
practical dressmaker and garment repairer.
DRESSMAKING.-This course includes the use of commercial patterns,
drafting and designing. constructing and renovating garments of various
types, also practice in shop management.
Cooking (Two Years)
The object of this course is to prepare the student who will not
only be a competent cook, but will also be able to manage cafeterias,
resturants, lunch rooms, and to take care of parties.
COOKING.-Practice work will be given in planning and preparing
meals for all occasions.
Housemaids (Two Years)
The object of this course is to prepare maids who are skillful, responsible and intelligent.
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HOUSEMAID.-This course includes the performance of household duties in a systematic manner.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Department of Home Economic Education
RURAL EDUCATION.-See Division of A. & S., Education 223.
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION.- See Division of A. & S. Education 363.
HOME ECONOMICS PROBLEMS.-See Division of A. & S.
cation 401.

Edu-

TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS SUBJECTS.-See Division of A. & S.
Education 403.
Department of Applied and Related Art
ART 312, 322.-Art Structure. (0-4) Credit 2 each semester.
A knowledge of line, dark and light, and color for an understanding of
art principles and color which may be applied to the home, school, dress
and application of the principles of design and color to practical and
aesthetic value.
ART 422.-Applied Art. (0-4) Credit 2. II.
Methods in developing original experiences. It is parallel with advanced
clothing.
Department of Child Training and Health
PARENTAL EDUCATION 413.-Child Care and Training. (3-0)
Credit 3. I.
A study of the growth and development of the child.
PARE rTAL EDUCATION 401.-Nursery School Observation. (1-0)
Credit 1. I. or II.
Play activities and habit formation noted.
HOME NURSING 422. (2-0) Credit 2. I.
Elementary methods of preventing diseases and care for the sick in the
home.
Department of Foods
FOODS 213.-Elementary Nutrition. (1-4) Credit 3. I.
Students learn the relation between food and health. Etiquette in various methods of preparing and serving meals is emphasized.
FOODS 223.-Food Problems. (1-4) Credit 3. II.
Classification, composition, occurrence, general properties of food, food
values in relation to cost, place of various foods in diet. Scientific principles applied lo cooking proccisses and why. Definite standards established for products. Food problems of the consumer. Study of quality
and cost of foods on the market. Special emphasis of management factors including budget time and money involved in meal preparation.
Principles of preservation.
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. .
(1-4) Credit 3 each semeste~.
FOODS 413, 423.-Advanced Nutr1ti_on.d"ff
t foods and their digesbFood constituents, their occurrence m : .;,ro~ are studied and applicability. Principles of normal hu1?an ;u ;.' . problems of the individual.
tions are made of them to practical eed i~g tural science is desirable.
Prerequisite: A consi"d erable .backgroun
. 't m
re na(2-0) Credit 2. II •
FOODS 422.-I-Iome Economics Agr1cu. u · d .
• ·
enmg.
The study of poultry, home d a1rymg,
2and Cgar
edit
2. I. or II.
FOODS 402.-Quantity Cookery. (1- )
rl
f left overs. Superb •
by wholesa e, use o
Problems in management, uymg .
d
vin food for a large numvision and actual labor in preparation an ser g
ber of people. Elective.
.
Department of Clothmg
.
h"
(1-4) Credit 3. II.
CLOTHING 123.-Textiles and Clot mJ"
th principles of drafting;
A study of commercial patterns l,adse on f f:brics and clothing.
. .
prmc1ples
of t h e prop er selection an
. care o
c d't 3 I.
CLOTHING 313.-Children's Clothmg_. <;-4l . :~el selection and conThis course deals with the problems I~vo ve m
.
t f
h 1'ldren and infants.
.
.
struction of garmen s or c
. tion (1-4) Credit 3. 11 •
CLOTH! G 323.-Advanced Garrnen_t ~olnstrufc cos~ume design; the de. • h
r t·o
t
1 of the prmc1p es o
Practice m t e app ica n
.
f arious types of garmen s.
velopment of technique in the construct1~n ~l ;hing (1-4) Credit 3. II.
CLOTHING 423.-Advanced Problem~ m_ ~othin~· includes modeling
Designed for those who plan to maJor m c
'
and draping with the use of the dress for~s.
I
II
CLOTHING 402.-Millinery. (0-4) Credit 2.
orl t:
of becoming
.
d fi 't
t ndards for the se ec ion
Designed to establish e m e s a .
d te ture· renovation and rehats. It includes a study of color, lme an
x
'
modeling of hats. Elective.
.
-4) Credit 2. I or II.
CLOTHING 422.-Modeling and Draping. (O
I t·
Advanced course in specia]ize
. d cIoth'ng
I
problems • E ec ive.
·
(0
2. upon
I.
CLOTHING 412.-Costume Des1gn.
. - 4) Credit
. based
Art 312 and
Design and its direct relation to c_lothmg. It is
322 and is a prerequisite to Clothing 423.
Department of the Hou e
· h"
(2 O) Credit 2. I.
THE HOUSE 312.-House_ Planningj :urn_1s ~:!~lopr:ient and judging
Gives the student a practical know e ge m
d t meet the needs
house plans for specific locations and those adapte o
of groups of varying income levels.
THE HOUSE 322.-Household Management. (2-0) Credit 2. II.
This course is designed to give the student an opportunity to study
Some of the financial problems of the home.
THE HOUSE 403.-Supervisecl House h oId Management-P r a c ti c e
House. (1-14) Credit 3. I. or II.
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Gives the student exper·
·
..
tice skills
d t h .
iences m group hvmg and opportunities to pracan ec mques. A course of six weeks duration.

Plastering, Tailoring, and Carpentry and Cabinet Making extend
through three academic years. Students desiring to specialize in Cabinet Making devote only one academic year to the work. The courses in
hoemaking, Stationary Engineering, Electrical Repair Work, Laundering and Dry Cleaning, and Auto Mechanics are planned to cover two
years while the courses in Broom and Mattress Making and Machine
hop Practice are one year courses. It may be possible for those who
have had some practical experience in a trade to complete the courses
in a shorter time. However, no certificate will be granted until a full
year has been devoted to a course. An applicant who has had some experience in a trade may be admitted to advanced standing provided that
satisfactory evidence is shown of his ability to do the work. It is recommended that those who have had some experience in a trade endeavor
to enroll at the beginning of one of the regular terms of the college
year.
Students other than specials may pursue any of the above named
trade cour es as industry, receiving credit for same. They will, however,
be required to devote the same number of hours altogether through a
longer period before receiving full credit or a certificate.
Short courses in Mechanical Drawing, House Drawing, Plumbing,
Auto Mechanics, Tractor Repair and Operation will be organized upon
the receipt of five applications in each branc!i. These courses will be
considered extension work, and are primarily for ! ~rsons of mature age.
Requirements for Entrance
In order to enter a trade or vocational course the applicant must be
at least sixteen years of age, must have completed the se\·enth grade
and in all cases admission must be approved by the principal.
Expen,,.es
In Auto Mechanics students will be required to purchase individu:1!
tool kits and text books which will be for sale at the College Exch:,n_:!c.
The cost of text books and tools will be approximately $18.00

DIVISION OF MECHANIC ARTS
.
J. J. Abernethyi.J3.,-S, in M. E., Director
C. L. Wilson, M E
.,
D. F. White B ~ i. I. L. Jacquet
F G F.
-~]C:A.. E.
Sadie Allen Johnson
A·. J~~~s . -l-lT"' . E.
A. G. Cleaver
Edward Johnson
R . F . J oh nson
Wm. Cook
/
T. H. Brittain
J. M. Wilson
Henrietta Farrell, B. s.
/
Chas. G. Ole1·
D. W. Martin,fB

N:

B

Aims of the Di 1sion
Th~ Division_ offers four-year curricula in Mechanic.
Arts and
Industrial
d"
. .
ff Education · BeSI'd es th e f our-year professional curricula the
iv1s1on o ers one, two and three-year courses in trades.
'
Mechanic Arts
in i!he course in Mec~a~ic Arts is designed to give a thorough trainbg_
_fu nd amental prmciples of engineering and industry. The main
~- Ject fis to have s~ trained the student that it will give him a broader
'iew O the whole mdustrial system.
tion Ch~l\ural de~elopmen~ is not neglected. English literature, educamath s ;.ry, an economics are offered. Strong courses in science and
try aemd a IC~ are. offered since they are closely related to modern indusn engmeermg.
the iehg:::u~e;t ohn slatisfact~rily c?mpleting this course will be awarded
o
ac e or of Science m Mechanic Arts.
Indu trial Education
The. four-vear
cour se Iea d'1g to the degree of B S i I d t · 1
•
Education is design d t t .
. . n n us ria
city directors of Vo:atio~ar~~u!:~~::~s of the various trades, and, as
Trade Courses
Trade or vocational courses ar ff
d f
h
of students· (1) Th
h
e o ere or t e benefit of two classes
·
ose w O cannot afford the tim
.
a longer course and who desire to
. _e ?r expense of takmg
acquiring more skill in some
• /pply t~eu· limited time directly to
O
a tt-adc· (2) for the b
fit fne in ustry with a view of following it as
'
enc
o those who are en
d ·
.
but who feel the need f
.. · ·
.
gage in some industry
in which they arc at pr:s:::1~~~:!e~1.orc skill and efficiency in the work
Trade courses vary in length as f 11
and Whcelwrighting, Plumbing and o ows: ~rinting, Blacksmithing
Steamfitting, Brickmasonry and

OUTLINE OF COURSES IN MECHANIC ARTS DIVISION
MECHA IC ARTS
FRESIIMA
First Semester
English 113
Comp. & Rhetoric
Education 113
Intro. to Education
Chemi ·try 114
Inorganic

Sem.
Hrs.
(3-0)
3
(3-0)

3

(2-4)

4

Sem.
Second Seme ter
Hrs.
English 123
(3-0)
3
Comp. & Rhetoric
Education 123
(3-0)
3
Psychology of Elementary School Subjects
(2-4)
Chemistry 13-!
4
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Sem.
Hrs.
(3-0)
3

First Semester
Mathematics 113
College Algebra
Mecha~ic ~rts 112
(0-4 )
-~ngmeermg Drawing
M1htary Science 111
(1-2)
Infantry

Second Semester
Qualitative Analysis
Mathematics 123
(3-0)
2
Trigonometry
History 103
( 3-0)
1
Constitutional Histor y
Mechanic Arts 121
(0-2 )
-~ ·e scriptive Geometry
Military Science 121 (1-2)
Infantry
SOPHOMORE
Educat10n 233
( 3 -0)
3
P sychology 203
(3-0)
Elem. School Methods
General
P
sychology
Physics 214
( 2- 4 )
4
Physics 224
(2-4)
General Physics
General Physics
Mathematics 213
( 3 -0)
3
Mathematics 223
(3-0)
Analytic Geometry
Calculus I.
Mechanic Arts 213
(3-0)
3
Mechanic Arts 223
(3-0)
Mechanism
Elem. of Steam & Gas
Mechanic Arts 232
(0-4)
2
Mechanic Arts 263
(0-6)
-~achine Drawing
Surveying
Military Science 211
(1-2)
1
Military Science 221
(1-2)
Infantry
Infantry
JUNIOR
Education 313
( 3 -0)
3
Education 333
( 3 -0)
Classroom Management
Methods in Sec. Ed.
Mathematics 313
( 3 -0)
3
Mechanic Arts 383
(2-2)
Calculus II.
Heat Engines
Mechanic Arts 313
(3-0)
3
Mechanic Arts 323
( 3 -0)
Applied Mechanics
st rength of Materials
Mecha~ic Arts 333
(0-6)
3
l\lechan_ic Arts 343
(O-G)
A rch1tectural Drawing
Architectural Drawing
Chemistry _
3
Mechanic Arts 363
(3-0)
-~errous Metallurgy
Electricity
M1htary Science 311
(1-2)
2
Military Science 321
(1-2)
Advanced Infantry
Advanced Infantry
SENIOR
Mechanic Arts 413
(3-0)
3
Mechanic Arts 423
( 3 -0)
Hydraulics
Reinforced Concrete
Mechanic Arts 433
( 3-0)
3
Mech~nic Arts 443
(0-6)
Heat. and Ventilation
Design
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Sem.
Hrs.
3
3
2

1

3

Sem.
Hrs.
Second
Semester
First Semester
(2-2)
3
Mechanic Arts 483
Mechanic Arts 412
Estimating
Graphic Statics
2
(2-0)
Mechanic Arts 422
(3-0)
3
Mechanic Arts 493
Business Law
Business Law
Education 453
(3-0)
3
Education 483
(1-5)
3
Vocational Education
Practice Teaching
Mechanic Arts 473
(3-0)
3
Mechanic Arts 463
(3-0)
3
Communicative Eng.
Shop Management
Military Science 411
(1-2)
1
Military Science 421
(1-2)
1
Advanced Infantr y
Advanced Infantry
NOTE:-Shopwork is required in Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior
year . Seminar work is r equired both semesters of the Junior year. All
Seniors must present satisfactory theses.
Sern.
Hrs.
2
(0-4)

4

INDUSTRIAL EDUC.<\TION

3

FRESHMAN
(Same as for Mechanic Arts)

3
3

1

3
3

SOPHOMORE
Education 233
English 233
Journalism
Physics 214
Mechanic Arts 232
Mechanical Drawing
Military Science 211
Infantry
Electives

(3-0)
(3-0)

3
3

(2-4)
(0-4)

2

(1-2)

2

3

1

3
3

2

(3-0)
(3-0)

3
3

(2-4)
(0-4)

4
2

(1-2)

2
2

JUNIOR

3
3

4

Education 273
English 223
English Literature
Physics 224
Mechanic Arts 242
Mechanical Drawing
Military Science 221
Infantry
Electives

(3-0)
EducUon 313
(3-0)
Education 393
(3-0)
Economics 313
Intro. to Economics
Government 353
(3-0)
Amer . Indus. History
Mechanic Arts 333
(0-6)
Architectural Drawing
Military Science 311
(1-2)
Advanced Infantry

3
S
3
3
3
2

(3-0)
Education 333
(3-0)
Education 383
(3-0)
Government 323
Civics
(3-0)
Industrial Ed. 363
Vocat. Guidance
(3-0)
Economics 363
Prin. of Economics
Mechanic Arts 343
(0-6)
Architectural Drawing
Military Science 321
(1-2)
Advanced Infantry

3

3
3
3

3

3
2
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SENIOR

Printing & Linotype Operating
Laundry & Dry Cleaning
Two Years
Two Years
Subject
Hrs.
Subject
Hrs.
Shop Practice ................................-.-15
Shop Practice
-----15
Drawing ................................................... 6
D'rawing ....................................6
Mathematics ....................................... _ 4
Mathematics ..................- - - - · - 4
English .....................................·-····..... __ 3
English ...............- - - - - ..... 3
Science ...................... _ _ _
2
Science .................................. -----··· 2
Plumbing & Steam Fitting
Stationary Engineering
Three Years
Two Years
Shop Practice .......................................15
Shop Practice ........................- ..- .....15
Drawing .......................
..--· 6
D'rawing .......................................___ 6
Mathematics - - - - - - - · · .. 4
Mathematics
·------ 4
English ·-------······· .... - ................ 3
English ....................................._._.. _ ..... 3
Science ......................................................... 2
Science .................................. -----·- 2
Shoe Making
Tailoring & Garment Making
Two Years
Three Years
Shop Practice .......................................15
Shop Practice ........................ ___ 15
Drawing ................................................... 6
n ·rawing ......................·-·····........- - - 6
Mathematics _ _ _.. ____ 4
Mathematics
---- 4
English ......................................................... 3
English ······················ · - - - - -... 3
Science ......................................................... 2
Science ························------- 2
The Division of Mechanic Arts has the following shops fully equipped with the most modern machinery for instruction: Auto Mechanics;
Broom and Mattress Making; Electrical Repair; Engineering and Construction; Laundering; Brickmasonry; Plumbing and Heating; Printing,
Shoemaking; Tailorig; Carpentry.

Sem.
First Semester
Hrs.
Industrial Ed. 413
(3-0)
3
Organization & Manag.
Education 453
(3-0)
3
Industrial Ed. 433
(3-0)
3
Trade Analysis
Industrial Ed. 412
(0-4)
2
Shop Work
Military Science 411
(1-2)
1
Elective
4

Note: Theses required of
Seniors.

Sem.
Second Semester
Hrs.
Advanced Infantry
Mechanic Arts 463
(3-0)
3
Shop Management
Industrial Ed. 423
(3-0)
3
Job Analysis
Industrial Ed. 443
(3-0)
3
Course Making
Industrial Ed. 422
(0-4)
2
Shop Work
Military Science 421 (1-2)
1
Advanced Infantry
Elective
4

TRADE COURSES
(The following trade courses ar
.
and senicr high school I
e outlmed for students in the junior
.
c
asses
and
any
othe
h d .
s t ra1ght trade course. "H ,,
rs w o esire to take a
subjects. No college credi:s.an:e:::~)ent clock hours per week devoted to

Auto Mechanics
Two Years
Subject

Broom & 1\fattress Making
One Year
Subject

H

t:::i:ractice ····-·············-················~~
Mathem~ti~;··········································..···· 6

:::~:: : : : : : : ·: :·: ·: ·: ·: : .- .- .- .- .- .-: i

Brick Masonry & Pla~t;·;i;;~
Three Years
thop . Practice ·····-·• ..............................15
M:~:::~ti~;·········································....... :

::!~::

:::::::::::::::::~::::~·:·::·:·::·:·::·:.-.-:·.-.·:·=·~·.~·--=

~

Carpentry & Cabinet Making
Three Years
Shop Practice
D
·
·····•··· ............................ 16
M:~~v::~tic:··.. ····································....... 6
English
·····-·······························.. 4
Science
······...................................... 3
···················•··••·····•..,,....... 2

~.~~

Shop Practice ..................................
~rawing ...................................................... 6
E a thematics .......................................... 4
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES OF STUDY

Electrical Repair work
Two Years
Shop Practice
D·
.
•······································15
M:~;:~tics···································............. 6

MECHANIC ARTS 112.-Engineering Drawing. (0-4) Credit 2. I.
Selection and use of drawing instruments, construction of geometrical
figures, lettering, orthographic projections, etc.
MECHANIC ARTS 121.-Descriptive Geometry. (0-2) ·Credit 1. II.
More advanced problems than Engineering Drawing. Practical applica ..
tions of the principles involved. Prerequisite: Engineering Drawing 112.
MECHANIC ARTS 212.-•Machine Drawing. (0-4) Credit 2. I.
Parallel conventional representations, detail and assembly working
drawings modern drafting room systems. Prerequisite: Descriptive
Geometry 121.
MECHANIC ARTS 213.-Mechanism. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Principles underlying the actions of the elementary combinations of all
machines. Prerequisites: Plane Trigonometry and Descriptive Geometry 121.

~;;:;:,~;:: :~:;:; ~~;;~: : : i
One Year
Shop Practice
D'rawing ..................... ···················•····· 15
Mathematics
·························-····· 6
English
................................... 4
Science ·········· ............................................... 3
·············............................ 2

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANIC ARTS
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MECHA IC ARTS 22·3.-EJements of Steam and Gas Power.
Credit 3. II.

(3-0)

Elementary study of steam engines, turbines, boilers, power-plant auxiliaries, gas and oil engines, natural and manufactured gas, and the elements of automotive engineering.
MECIIA IC ARTS 232, 242.-Mechanical Drawing.
each semester.

(0-4)

Credit 2

Projection drawing, developments, intersections, and the elements of
sheet metal drafting. Prerequisite: De criptive Geometry 121. Second
semester: machine drawing, working drawings, and elements of cabinet
drawing.
MECHA IC ARTS 263.-Surveying. (0-6) Credit 3. II.
Elementary surveying problems; in field methods. Prerequisite or parallel: Plane Trigonometry and Engineering Drawing 112.
MECHANIC ARTS 313.-Applied Mechanics. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
Composition, resolution, and conditions of equilibrium of concurrent and
non-concurrent forces; center of gravity; friction; laws of recilinear and
curvilinear motion of material points; moments of inertia; relation
between forces acting on rigid bodies and the resulting motion; and of
work, energy and power. Prerequisite: Calculus 223 and Physics 225.
MECHA IC ARTS 323.-Strength of Materials. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
Behavior of materials subjected to tension, compression, and shear;
riveted joints, torsion, strength and stiffness of simple and continuous
beams; bending moments and shear forces in beam ; and the design of
beam and
column . Prerequi ite: Applied Mechanics 313.
1
MECHA IC ARTS 333, 343.-Architectural Drawing. (0-6) Credit
3 each semester.

A study of the architectural conventions and details; building materials,
special attention to the development of a high standard of lettering and
draftsmanship. Prerequisite: De criptive Geometry 121. Second semester: Preparing working drawings and specifications for residences and
other small buildings.
MECHA IC ARTS 363.-EJectricity. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
The fundamental principles of direct current and alternating current
electricity with their various applications; installation, operation, and
care of electrical machinery. Prerequisite: Physics 225 and Calculus 313.
MECHA IC ART 383.-Heat Engines. (2-2) Credit 3. II.
Heating power engineering including thermodynamics, steam engines,
boilers, turbines, internal combustion engines, fuel and combustion,
power plant equipment, and air compressors. Prerequisite
Phy ics
225 and Calculus 313.
MECHA IC ARTS 413.-Hydraulics. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
The laws governing the action of water at rest and in motion, as related
to engineering problems; the measurement of the flow of water and its

L
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.
heory of impulse wheels, reaction
measurement; the description and t
. ·te· Applied Mechanics 313.
turbines, and centrifugal pumps. P~ere~1s1r .h (2-0) Credit 2. II.
MECHANIC ARTS 422. Engine~rmg . ~g is .
O
1
wr1tmg.
. 3• II·
The general problems f en g'neermg
.
Concrete. (3-0) Credit
MECHANIC ARTS 423.-Remforced
f t·ngs floor slabs, beams and
.
. f or ced concrete oo• lg ,Prerequisite: Strength
Theory and design
of rem
columns; forming, proportioning and p 1acm .
of Materials 323.
.
t·
(0-4) Credit2. I.
MECHANIC ARTS 432.-Gra?hic Sta : \ h atical and Graphical soPrerequisite: Applied Mechanics 3;3--: and:: static loading; practical
lution of stresses in framed struc ures_ u
problems of various types of ~onstruct;:tilation. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
MECHANIC ARTS 433.-Heatm_g and d e flation including computaFundamental principles of heatmg ~n ve:;m heating systems, ventition of heat losses, hot wa!er, and d::~:~t heating.
lation, fan systems of heatmg,_ and c 6
Credit 3. II.
MECHANIC ARTS 443.-Design. (O- ) .
plied to residences
f
h ·tectural design as ap
Elementary principles o arc ~ .
itectural Drawing 323.
and small properties. Prereqms1te: Arch
t
(3-0) Credit 3. II.
MECHA rrc ARTS 463.-Shop Managemen .f
achinery and service
I t·
arrangement o m
d
Organization, shop oca ion,
.
t ing planning, routing, sche equipment, orders, records, purchasmg, s or
,
uling, and general management. . t·
En ineering. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
MECHA IC ARTS 473.-Commumca •~e l gh
systems are studied.
b tt
d automatic te ep one
h
Magneto, common a ery, an
. tall tion and repair of telep one
Special emphasis is placed on the ms . ~
ts Prerequisite: Elecequipment; fundamentals of radio rece1vmg se .
tricity 323.
.
.
(2 2) Credit 3. II.
MECHANIC ARTS 483.-Estimatmg.
:
f prel1"minary estimates
o
Estimating material quant1Ties; pr eparation
.
f detailed
estimates of cost
of cost from sketch plans; preparation ~fi t1·ons
.
d rawi.
·ngs and spec1(3-0)
ca
·
from complete wor k mg
Credit
3. I.
MECHANIC ARTS 493.-Busmess Law.
1 knowledge of con. th tudent a genera
Thi course is designed to _give e ~ bl instruments, patent law, and
tracts, agency, partnership, negot1a e_
.
trade marks. Prerequisite: Senior classi~ca!;on.(O 8) Credit 4. II.
MECHANIC ARTS.-Shop Work. (Require h
w~rk from any of the
The student in Mechanic Arts may electlls ~P pages This, however,
. the hfo Director
owmg
.
trade departments as descr1"b_e d m_
at the
beginning of
should be made in consultation with t e
each quarter.
C d"t I II
MECHA IC ARTS.-Seminar. (l-O) No re i
'f Mechanic Arts.
. the
course topics
o
. l
Required of all juniors enro II ed m
. college
t discuss
of techmca
An assembly of students in Mechanic Arts o
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interest. Inspection trips to
b .
Y industrial centers are made during
th e senior year. All senior near
t d
trips.
s u ents are required to go on inspection

AUTOMOTIVE DRAFTING.-Three double periods weekly will be devoted to freehand perspective and isometric sketching of automobile
parts. Practice in the reading of various blue prints relative to automobile electrical systems, etc., will be given.
ELEME TARY AUTOMOTIVE PHYSICS.-Two periods weekly will
be g iven to the study of physical principles often encountered in the
function of different units of the automobile.
SHOP PRACTICE.-Sufficient equipment is available to enable students to receive ample practice in the dissembly and the repair of all
chassis units.
AUTOMOTIVE BLACKSMITH! G.-Automotive Blacksmithing giv~s
the student sufficient knowledge of blacksmithing to enable him to
handle jobs requiring the aid of a blacksmith.
ELEMENTARY MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE.-This course covers
bench work, vise work, chipping, filing, arbor press work, power hack
saw work, drilling, tapping, threading, grinding, etc.
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS.-The student is given practice in the repair
of the various types of ignition systems, magnetos, starting motors,
generators and electrical control devices as well as sufficient road work
in trouble shooting incident to same.
OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING.-During some part of the last semester each student will be taught the fundamental principles of oxyacetylene welding as well as given sufficient practice in welding light
cast, heavy cast, steel, brass, copper and aluminum, as to form the foundation of future specializations. Soldering will be included.
Brickmasonry
The purpose of this course is to train bricklayers and foremen. The
course is outlined to cover a period of three years.
ACADEMIC SUBJECTS.-The following Academic subjects are required: English, General Mathematics, General Science, Physics, Chemistry, American History, Industrial History, Business Law and Business Procedure.
TRADE THEORETICAL SUBJECTS.-The term, Trade Theoretical
Subjects, includes trade theory as developed in lectures and discussions
in Trade Science, Shop Mathematics, Shop Hygiene, Drafting, Blueprint Reading, Materials and Estimating.
'.!;RADE PRACTICE.- About one-half of the time alloted to the course
is given to actual Trade Practice.
Broom and Mattress-making
BROOM-MAKING.-This course includes instruction in assorting broom
corn, seeding, staining, bleaching, putting on handle corn, putting on
shoulder corn, putting on turn backs corn, cutting shoulders, covering
brooms, putting hurl corn, forming the bead, velveting the bead, putting

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATIO
, ,
3. II.
,36,3.-Vocational Guidance. (3-0) Credit
A survey of the recent develo me t f
.
ance within and outside of th~ n
educati~nal and vocational guidistics; value of cumul t·
h schools, analysis of personal character00
optional guidance thr::;~ ~\ \ reco rd5 ; methods of keeping records;
trial and commercial tests. I era ure; a study of physiological indus-

°.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 412 4"2 Sh
each semester.
' - . - op Work. (0-4) Credit 2
nd st
~;:!:~t:e. in I u rial Education will select some trade in which to
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 413 0
. t·
· 1E
.- rgamza ion and Management 1·n
I n d us t_ria
ducation. (3-0) Credit 3
Problems m orga · ti
· I.
.
.
mza on and managing industrial schools and departmen t s, making surveys.
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
The student must know
t. 4:3.-~rade :Analysis. (3-0) Credit 3. I.
parts, as: units operati/
wh1_ch will be divided into its several
This material will then b ns, JO ~• sc1~nces, mathematical contents, etc.
I DUSTRIAL EDUC
e organized m teachable form.
A study of the d"1 1.. ATfION 423.-Job Analysis. (3-0) Credit 3.
v s1on o trades
II.
IN~)USTRIAL EDUCATION 443 _
.
.
This course is designed
. II. Cou1se Making. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
of outlining
.
especia Y, for i nd ustrial courses and methods
cou1ses of study to me t
.
types of classe .
e various needs of the different

l?:

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE COURSES
Automotive Science
AUTOMOTIVE SCIE CE.-The un
.
. .
operation of the Internal C b t· derly'.ng prmc1ples governing the
.
om
us
ion
Engine
the
t d
f
0 f oth er umts of automoti
.
'
s u Y o the function
ment. Two double periodsv:,eq~tment and of auxiliary electrical equipSHOP MATHEM
ee y.
· .
ATICS.- One period dail · d
Add1t1on, Subtraction, Multi Iicati
. ~ _is evoted to the review of
Fractions, Ratio and Propoi-Jon So:, D1v1s1on, Common and Decimal
together with the study of AI b, ~ are Root, Percentage and Interest
d
ge ra1c Symbols so
p
.
,
an many short methods of h
. • me ract1cal G'eometry
chanics.
s op calculation pertaining to Auto MeNote: A similar course i
required of all students · O th
m
er trade course .
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tin locks, also in the making of warehouse brooms, beading and banding,
scraping and sewing, clipping and bundling in dozen lots, and all finishing hand work necessary to the manufacture of high grade brooms.
The course also includes estimating accurately the amount of work or
loss in any given amount of corn and the number of brooms of different
grades, or weights that can be made from any given amount of broom
corn and cost estimates. Instruction is given regarding the selection
and care of tools and equipment.
MATTRESS MAKING.-This course includes instruction in making and
repairing of mattresses of all sizes and shapes, the amount of certain
grades of filling that should be used in a mattress of a given size, the
making of sectional feather mattresses, cotton and feather pillowi:!, the
making of all sizes of mattress ticking, and pillow ticking; cost estimate of the production of certain kinds and weights of mattresses, also
the instruction in the different kinds of machinery used in mattress
making and the care of same.
Carpentry and Cabinet Making
This course includes one year of Cabinet Making and two yean of
Carpentry and House Building.
DRA WI G.-Names and uses of the drawing instruments, lettering,
geometrical problems, projects of simple solids, orthographic projection, pictorial drawing, tracing, blue print reading, furniture design and
and house planning.
ENGLISH.-This course includes grammar, composition and rhetoric
as given to students in the first year of the Academic department. The
aim is to have the workman prepare to express himself clearly.
Note.-A similar course is required of all students in Auto Mechanics, Laundering, Plumbing, Machine Shop, Printing, and Tailoring.
SCIENCE.-Elementary principles of Physics and Chemistry.
PRACTICE.-Care of shop, names of tools, use and care of tools, study
of materials, sawing, beveling, plumbing, nailing, elementary furniture
making, advanced furniture making, window and door frames, house
framing, siding, shingling, sheeting, flooring and interior finishing, :;aw
filing and wood turning.
Electrical Repair Work
The course is outlined to cover a period of eighteen months. It includes the study of commercial methods of generating electric current,
simple electrical circuits, electrical conventions and wiring diagrams,
chemical action and development of E. M. F., primary and secondary
cells, function of storage cell parts, plates; jars and cases, assembling
plates, gas and electric lead buring, testing, Cadium, Watt-hour, specific
gravity, method of sealing, charging and discharging, building the complete battery, the storage battery station, organization, equipment and
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.
1 . of costs and setting retail price, the
purchasing of materials, ana ys1s
t f
advertising and the newsbattery manufacturer and the battery s a ion,
paper, and policy.
.
Laundry and Dry Cleamng
.
.
fit the student for work in eith~r the
The object of this course 1s to
·t·
d also to prepare him to
d
•
in
our
large
c1 1es an
hand or steam 1aun nes .
rk in small towns.
take complete charge of th1s ~~~~~I~~ -Practice work will be gi":en
LAUNDERING' AND DRY
·.
and will include work with
in all phases of laundering and ~ry clean~~g starch cookers, flat work
cylinder washers, extractors, shirt sta~c mg, hines collar shapers and
ironers collar and shirt ironers, pressmg dm~c
Si~ce all of the work
'
.
f
d . first class laun r1es.
.
k
other machmery oun m
- . d
.
college laundry, th1s wor
of the College and the students 1s one m our
will be extremely practical_- .
h
t id of the effect of soft and
SCIENCE.-The course wlll mclude t e s l _Y
d uses of each, the
hard water, the different cleaning preparat~ons and dyeing
•
t
·th common blumg an
·
study of, and expenmen s wi
. n silk and woolen garTEXTILES.-The manufacture of cotton, lme·1i be understood and the
ments is studied in order that the structure W1
proper method of laundering chosen.
.
.
Course in Machine Shop Estimating
. .
.
ide the thorough trammg
SHOP PRACTICE.-This course a1ms t~. P:~v The instruction consists
required of a competent all-round mac mis .
of shop work and lectures
. by concrete
,
. t
t·
· all cases 1s
SHOP MATHEMATICS.-fhe ms rue io~ mArithmetic fractions, deciexamples and problems relating to the tr;. ~ the meas~rements of anmals, discount, elementary geomet~y' ~ ie y ctangles circles and cubic
gles, chords, and ar~s, are~s of trian!se~n~e other b~dies. English and
contents of tanks, bms, cyli nd ers, con
f
e simple fundamental
metric system of weights and measures, ormu 1a '
processes applied to solution of shop problems._
.
h l
of the
.
f
blem mvolvmg t e aws
SCIENCE.-This course consists o pro
s d
tc expansion and
· 1· d plane screw we ge, e ·•
lever wheel and ax1e, me me
'
e horse power of
'
rd r "d and gases water pressur '
contraction of so i s, iqu~ s
. ' f achinery materials, metals,
pumps and engines; physical properties o m
lleability ductility and
their force, weight, strength, color,b~:rd~ess~:C;8uses; cast iron, wrought
use; chief alloys: brass, bronze, bah i ' e c.,
iron and steel manufacture, use and strength.
.
. t
·ve the stud ft"
the aim 1s o gi
MECHANICAL DRAWING.-:ln ra ~ng
that he may read a drawdent familiarity with the workmg ~rawmgs ~ when necessary his own
ing intelligently and work from 1t _and mt a e gh freehand dimensions
tt t·
is given o rou
d
working drawings. A en ion
win instruments. Freehan
and sketching. General use and care of dra
g
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lettering, proper placings of machine parts, practical drill in projections
and revaluations of solids. Conventions in pipe sizes. Drawing from
sketches and data. Making details from layout or assembly drawings.
Plumbing and Steamfitting
The object of this course is to prepare young men as plumbers and
steam fitters.
PLUMBING.-Names and care of tools, cutting and threading pipe,
tapping water mains, running sewer pipe running soil calking wiping
joints, soldering, roughing in bathroom a~d toilet fixtu;es, setti~g bathroom and toilet fixtures, connecting boilers, engines and pumps to water
and _steam lines, repair work of all kinds, steam heat and hot water connections, study of plumbing laws and city ordinances.
D'RA WING.-This course includes the use of instruments lettering and
sketching, orthographic projection, floor plans and sectio~s of buildings
with the putting in of complete plumbing layouts.
'
Printing
The Printing Department aims to give its students thorough training in the fundamental operations in the practice of printing. As far
as possible individual instruction is given each student.
SCIENCE.-Chemistry as it relates to printing, elementary physics • .
PRINTING.-The case, the point system, measurement and type of
stock, history of printing, practice in setting straight matter, fundam~nt~ls of job _composition, cylinder press work, platen press work,
pnnciples of design and display, and linotype operation.
Shoemaking
The chief aim of this course is to train the student to become a practical shoemaker in order that he may be able to care for the class of
work found in the average town or city.
DRAWING AND PATTERN MAKING.-This course includes the use of
instruments, lettering and sketching, orthographic projection, and de:elopment of intersection with practical application in shoemaking. It
mcludes the making of patterns from measurements and fittings.
~EATHER ~ANUFACTURE AND USES.-This course will not only
mclude the different kinds of leather, but will also give the student a
thorough knowledge of the kinds and uses of different leathers.
BOOK~EEP_ING AND ACCOUNTING.-The proper shop accounting is
taug~t m this course. Record keeping, estimating, cost finding and purchasmg are also given in order that the student may be able to conduct
the trade on sound business principles.
Note: A similar course is required of students in Laundry, Printing and Tailoring.
Stationary Engineering
The object of this course i·s to prepare the s t u d en t to operate and
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to make the ordinary repairs necessary in steam plants of small towns
and act as assistant en a ineer in plants of large cities.
Machine Shop Pra'::tice includes practice in shaping, filing bab~itting, soldering, drilling and turning; practice in cutting and thre3:dmg
pipe, connecting boilers, engines and pumps to water and steam lin_es;
practice in heating, drawing out, bending, upsetting, welding, tem~en~g
and hardening of iron and steel and making of small tools_; practice in
firing both the return tubular boiler and the water tube boiler, together
with the operation and maintenance of boiler feed water pumps an~ feed
water heaters; practice in engine and dynamo attendan~e and ~aint~nance on various types of machinery, including the Corliss engme, high
speed cut-off engines, air compressors and turbines; practic~ in oper~tion and maintenance of ice making and refrigerating machinery. This
course also includes the study of the various types of boilers, steam
engines and auxiliaries .
.
DRA WINGS.- This course includes the use of instruments, sketching,
orthographic projection, and machine drawing and standards.
. .
ESSENTIALS OF ELECTRICITY.-In this course fundamental prmc1ples underlying alternate and direct current and a few industrial applications will be given.
Tailoring
The object of this course is to prepare the student to become a practical tailor and garment repairer.
TAILORING PRACTICE.-Practice in hand needle work, basting and
making different kinds of stitches, taking measurements, practice in
making vests, trousers, Prince Alberts, cut-aways, and double-breasted
coats.
DRAFTING.- The drafting includes uses of instruments, lettering and
sketching, orthographic projection and development.
TEXTILES.-A study of serge and worsteds as to their manufacture,
use and proper methods of working into garments.
TAILORING MACHINERY.-A close study of the various types of
machines used in tailoring.
BUSHELING.-A study of repairing, cleaning and pressing of men's
and women's clothing in general.
DIVISIO

OF

URSI G ED CATIO

J. M. Franklin, M. D., Director and Resident Physician
W. 1\1. Jones
L. R. Carraway, M. D.
M.A. Watsoh
R. Walter Johnson, l\I. D.
Alvin K. Smith, D. D. S.
M. S. Brannon, R. N.
H. C. Fitzgerald, Ph. C.
B. K. Williams, R. , .
The • ursing Education Division offers two courses of study, one
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over a period of five years leading to a Bachelor of Science deg1·ee and
a Diploma in Nursing, the other over a period of three years leading
to a Diploma only.
The school of rursing has affiliation with the Jefferson Davis Ho '. pital, Houston, Texas, enabling :rnrses to g et experience in pediatrics
and obstetrical nursing. The time required in t hese branches of nursing is six months. Upon completion of e·t her cour ~e '. he three years'
nurse is eligible to take the Nur es' State Board Examination.
Requirements for Admission
Applicants desiring to enter this Divi ion must meet the same entrance requirements demanded of applicants in other divisions of the
College and must be between the ages of eig hteen and thirty-five.
Preference will be given to applicants with training uperior to ·che
above. Aside from educational qualifications, the applicant must have
good health and morals. High school transcripts are approved by the
School and State Board of Nurse Examiners. After approval of transcripts, applicant will be advised to report to the hospital on September
first.
cces ary Artieks
Applicants are required to bring the following articles: four sheets,
three pillow cases, one pillow, sufficient cover, three gingham dresses,
an umbrella, rain coat, overshoes, low heel black kid oxfords with rubber
heels, and other necessities. Two spreads, four hand towels, four bath
towels, a work-box containing articles for mending, a cheap watch with
a second hand, and a clinical thermometer.
Health
All students of nursing education, when ill are cared for gratuitously, receiving the professional services of the hospital physicians.
Time, above two weeks, lost through illness or any other cause, must
be made up.
Vacation
A vacation of three weeks is gi\-en the first and second year, and
two weeks will be given the third year.
Instruction
Systematic courses of lectures, classes and demonstrations are conducted by the hospital staff and faculty. The outline of the course of
study is as follows:
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OUTLI E OF FIVE-YEAR CO RSE OF ST

·oy

FIRST YEAR

English 113
Composition
Education 113
Intro. to Education
History 103
Constitutions
Chemistry 114
General Chemistry
Nursing Education 132
History & Ethics of
Physical Ed. 111
Freshman Practice

Sem.
Hrs.
(3-0)
3
(3-0)

3

(3-0)

3

(2-4)

4

(3-0)
3
Nursing
(0-3)
1

Sem.
Hrs.

English 123
(3-0)
Composition
Education 123
(3-0)
Prin. of Elem. Educa.
Psychology 203
(3-0)
General Psychology
Chemistry 124
(2-4)
General Chemistry
Nursing Ed. 103
(2-2)
Bacteriology
Physical Ed. 121
(0-3)
Freshman Practice

3

3
3
4

3

1

SECO D YEAR
English 213

(3-0)

3

Nursing Ed. 113
(3-0)
Prin. and Practices of
ursing
ursing Ed. 153
Anatomy and Physiology
ursing Ed. 373
(2-0)
Medical Nursing
Nursing Ed. 311
(1-0)
Case Study
Nursing Ed. 332
(1-2)
Advanced Ethics

3

3
2

1
2

English 223
(3-0)
Literature
(3-0)
ursing Ed. 153
Materia Medica
Nursing Ed. 163
Anatomy & Physiology
ursing Ed. 322
(2-0)
Surgical Nursing
(2-0)
ursing Ed. 352
Gynecology
(3-0)
Sociology 213
Intro. to Sociology

3
3

3
2

2

3

THIRD YEAR
ur ing Ed. 324
(1-6)
Obstetrical Nursing
Nursing Ed. 412
(1-2)
Surgical pecialties
ursing Ed. 452
(2-0)
P ychiatric
ursing
ursing Ed. 432
(2-0)
Emergency & First Aid
. ·ursing Ed. 472
(2-0)
A survey of the nursing

4
2
2
2
2

Nursing Ed. 321
(0-2)
Drug & Solutions
Nursing Ed. 422
(2-0)
Medical Specialties
Tursing Ed. 421
(1-0)
Eye, Ear ose, Throat
ursing Ed. 442
(2-0)
Modern ocial and
Health Movements
Nursing Ed. 122
(2-0)

1
2

l
2

2
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Sem.
Hrs.
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Sem.
Hrs.

field and Professional
Hygiene & Sanitation
problems
Nursing Ed. 312
(2-0)
4
ursing Ed. 344
(1-6)
4
Advanced Nursing
Pediatrics and Infant
Chemistry
(2-4)
4
Feeding
Nursing Chemistry
FOURTH YEAR
ursing Ed. 402
(1-2)
2
Elementary Pathology
Nursing Ed. 4x2
(2-2)
3
Prin. and Prac of
Dietotherapy
Jefferson Davis Hospital
Nursing Ed. 401
(1-0)
1
(Either Semester)
Prin. of Dermatology
and Tuberculosis
Nur;:;ing Ed. 406
(2-4)
4
Operating room, Technique & Nursing ProcedureJ
Economic., 31~
(3-0)
3
Prin. of Economics
FIFTH YEAR
Parental Ed. 413
Child Care
Education 333
Modern Methods in
High School
Kursing Ed. 513
Ward Management
History 313
u. . History
Education 463
Mental Adjustment

(3-0)

3

(3-0)

3

(3-0)

3

(3-0)

3

(3-0)

3

Elective
Education 203
(1-5)
Elem. Prac. Teaching
Nursing Ed. 523
(3-0)
Ward Management
History 323
(3-0)
U. S. History
Sociology 223
(3-0)
Race Relations

3
3
3
3
3
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Sero.
Second Semester
Hrs.
Nursing Ed. 123
(3-0)
3
Prin. & Pract. of Nursing
ursing Ed. 143
(3-0)
3
Applied Psychology
Nursing Ed. 163
(2-2)
3
Anatomy & Physiology
Nursing Ed. 153
(3-0)
3'
Materia Medica
JUNIOR
~
(2-0)
(2-0)
Nursing Ed. 352
Nursing Ed. 373
2
Gynecology
Medical Nursing
(1-2)
2.
Nursing Ed. 311
(1-0)
ursing Ed. 312
1
Case Study
Advanced ursing
(2-0)
2
Nursing Ed. 332
Nursing Ed. 322
(2-0)
2
'
Advanced Ethics
Surgical ursing
(0-2)
2
Nursing Ed. 344
(1-6)
4
Nursing Ed. 321
Pediatrics & Infant Feeding
Drugs & Solutions
Nursing Ed. 324
(1-6)
4
Obstetrical Nursing
SENIOR
: ·urs:ng Ed. 412
2
(2-0)
(1-2)
2 Nursing Ea. 422
Surgical Specialties
Medical Specialties
1
Nursing Ed. 452
(1-0)
(2-0)
2 Nursing Ed. 421
Psychiatric ursing
Nursing in Diseases of Eye,
Nursing Ed. 432
(2-0)
2
Ear, Nose & Throat
2
Emergency Nursing and
(2-0)
Nursing Ed. 442
First Aid
Modern Social & Health
l\ursing Ed. 431
(1-0)
1
Movements
Survey of the Nursing Field
One semester will be spent in Jef& Professional Problems
ferson Davis Hospital, Houston,
Texas.
Sero.
First Semester
Hrs.
ursing Ed. 132
(2-0)
2
Ethics & Hist. of Nursing
Nursing Ed. 153
(2-2)
3
Anatomy & Physiology
Nursing Ed. 133
(1-4)
3
Dietetics
Physical Ed. 133

OlJTLI 'E OF THREE-YEAR CO R E OF STlJDY

DESCRIPTION OF COURSE OF STUDY

FRESHMAN

PHYSICAL EDUCATIO 111, 121.-See Division of Arts and Sciences.
NURSIKG EDUCATIOK 113, 123.-Principles and Pradices of Nursi:ig. (:-O) C!'cdit 3 each ::emester.
This course gives a clear understanding of the fundamental principles
of good nursing. Helps to develop the habits of observation, system
economy, manual dexterity, a love for nursing, and pride in good workmanship.
NURSING EDUCATION 121.-Urinalysis. (1-0) Credit 1. II.

English 113
(3-0)
Comp. & Rhetoric
Chemistry
(2-4)
. ·ursing
ursing Ed. 113
(3-0)
Prin. & Prac. of Nursing

3

3

English 123
(3-0)
Comp. & Rhetoric
Nursing Ed. 122
(2-2)
Bacteriol'Ogy for 'urses
'ursing Ed. 122
(2-0)
Hygiene & Sanitation

3
2
2
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The object of this course is t O t
h
from abnormal urine a
e~c th e st udent to recognize normal
ity. To acquire the l ~d tht ~ssoc1at:d pathology with each abnormalemployed in th
1 a_ ora o1! technique and learn the various tests
e ana ys1s of urme
NURSING EDUCATION 122
. .
,-Hygiene and Sanitation. (2-0) Credit
2 . II.
To impress upon the stud t th .
tion of sound health h b"~n Fe importance of good health and formaof the opportunities
t~ s.
urthermore to recognize the importance
hygiene. Required of all ~ ~ur~e ~s a ~eacher of personal and public
cation.
s u en s mtendmg to major in Physical Edu-

ot

NURSING EDUCATION 132.-Ethics
. .
Credit 2. II.
and History of Nursmg.

(2-0)

To inculcate into the stude t h
.
and to teach the pr
b h ? t ; ethics of Florence Nightingale
oper e avior with a formul ti
f
l
definite philosophy of life S
d
a on o a c ear and more
aim is to arouse inte t : eco? ary, from a standpoint 'Of hi11tory, its
student with the gre rtesl md nursing as an occupation by acquainting the
a ea ers of nursing its lo
d
d"
.
and the tradition and 1"d I f
.
•
ng an sp 1en 1d history,
ea s o nursing
NURSING EDUCATION 133 D" t t:
.
•
.- ie e ics. (1-4) Cred"t
1 3· I •
Th 1s
course gives th
· • 1
for well and sick peo~l~r11!;1p/s ~l~d ~ethods underlying simple cookery
of foods and how to ,· o ba71 1ar1ze the student with nutritive value
patient according to a::n ~ ~ atced_ ~i:t for the well or convalescent
NURSING EDUCATION P ys~ ac~mbei, and climate.
Credit 3. II.
143. Apphed Psychology for urses. (3-0)
An effort is made to acquaint the
.
underlying human conduct and t ~urse with th~ fun?a'?'1ental principles
with patients and othe
f o . evelop certam prmc1ples for dealing
.
rs pro ess1onally This c
.
b as1s for subsequent course .
h. ·
ourse a 1so provides a
"URSI 'G EDUCATIO
s m psyc iatry.
Credit 3 each s
t 153, 163.-Anatomy and Physiology. (3-0)
emes er.
To stimulate in the student an i t .
.
man body as an efficient
h_n e1est in and an appreciation of the hu.
mac me and to give th
tud
.
working knowledge of the structu'r
. e s
ents a practical
body a a basis for study of h . e a~d function of the normal human
as for safe and intelligent
Yt~1ene, d1ete~ics, and all pathology as well
prac ice of nursmg.
UR I G EDUCATIO~ 183.-M:at .
.
This course enables the nurs t
er1~ ~1ed1ca. (3-0) Credit 3. II.
gently and to recognize the· . ~ ~ adm1mster prescribed drugs intelliprevention, actions and doi<:;ee
s. It includes the study of the source,
ment of over dosage.
•
rugs, as well as recognition and treat-

o:~

UR I_ G EDUCATIO 311.-Case Study (1
.
The obJect of this course is as f II
. T .
-0) Credit 1. I.
. o ows. o enable the student to study
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each patient as a whole. To aid the student in seeking information
about her patients in an organized and systematic way. To record such
information so that it has practical value to herself and others.
NURSI G EDUCATION 312.-Advanced ursing. (1-2) redit 2. II.
This course is a continuation of general nursing procedures requiring
more skill and greater effectiveness.
URS! G EDUCATIO r 321.-Drugs and Solutions.
(1-2)
redit
2. II.
To teach the student how to make and use solutions properly. To point
out the essential value of a thorough knowledge of solutions as to
strength and therapeutic effect.
NURSING' EDUCATION 322.-Surgical Nursing. (2-0) Credit 2. IL
The object is to give the student a good general knowledge of the chief
surgical diseases, their causes, ~ymptoms, pre-operative and post-operative treatment so that she may care for the patient intelligently and
be of the greatest possible help to the surgeon in promoting recovery.
URSING EDUCATION 324.- Obstetrical Nursing. (1-6) Credit 4. II.
It is the intention of the course to give the student working knowledge
of the medical care and nursing care of maternity patients from incipient Lage of preg-nanc:,, through partur.tion. Six months affiliation with
Jefferson Davis Hospital in theory and practice of obstetrics.
URSI G EDUCATION 332,-Advanced Ethics. (2-0) Credit 2. I.
To give advanced ethical procedure in nursing, and discuss advanced
ethical problems.
NURSING EDUCATIO
344.- Pediatrics and Infant Feeding. (1-6)
Credit 4. II.
Its objective is to help nurses understand something of the physical and
mental development of the normal children. To teach the care of sick
or well children and to plan proper diet for both.
NURSING EDUCATION 352.-Gynecology. (2-0) Credit 2. I.
The object is to give a minute knowledge of the anatomy of the female
pelvic organs, a study of the diseases of same, their cause , symptoms,
medical and surgical treatments, and nursing care.
"UR. L G EDUCATIO. r 372.-X:edica l ;ursi ng-. (2-0) CreC:it ~- II.
The study of general disease is made and special attention is given to
the causes, symptoms, prevention and treatments of common diseases.
Secondly, enables students to recognize their ymptoms and to see the
effects of treatment.
:, UTI.SING EDUCATION 432.-Emergency
ursing and J'ir.;t Aid.
(2-0) Credit 2. I.
This course is intended to help the nurse adapt her hospital methods to
emergency situations in accidents of various kinds. To teach quick
thinking, adaptability, resourcefulness, economy, speed and careful technique in emergencies.

I
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NURSING EDUCATION 412.-Surgical Specialties. (2-0) Credit 2. JJ.
To teach operating technique in orthopedics, gynecology and urology.
NURSING EDUCATION 421.-Nursing in Diseases of the Ear, Eye,
Nose and Throat. (1-0) Credit 1. II.
This course is a study of the sense, abnormalities, treatments and nursing care of diseases of these organs.
NURSING EDUCATION 422.-Medical Specialties. (2-0) Credit 2. II.
Objects: (1) To teach the principles underlying prevention and control
of communicable disease. (2) Through a study of causes and symptoms
a nurse may help in securing an early diagnosis of the case. (3) To relate more closely the methods of asepsis to general nursing care. ( 4)
To teach the method oi handling communicable diseases in the home and
and community. (5) To show the need of education of the public in preventive hygiene.
NURSI TG EDUCATION 451.-Psychiatric Nursing. (2-0) Credit 2. I.
The object of the course is to teach the student nurse that Mental
Changes occur in physically sick patients and the recognition of such
changes. To give the i:;tudent nurse an elementary but authentic knowledge of the mental mechanism that initiates conduct, with a view toward
increasing the nurse's own mental stability and to develop a keen interest in and a more sympathetic understanding of human nature.
NURSING' EDUCATION 432.-Survey of Nursing and Related Professional Problems. (2-0) Credit 2. I.
This branch of study gives consideration to the various fields of nursing open to the graduate nurse, the problems encountered and the
methods of meeting them.
NURSING EDUCATION 442.-Civic Sociology; Modern and Social
Health Movements. (2-0) Credit 2. II.
Th;s ccurse is des;gned especially for students in nursing education, and
will cover civic moYements, and problems with reference to health,
public housing, play and recreation, and Americanization.
ENGLISH.-, 1:e Division of A. & S.-English 113, 123, 213, 223.
NURSING EDUCATION 103.-Bacteriology for Nurses. (2-2) Credit
3. I.
A general course with special emphasis on Nursing needs.
NURSI1'!G EDUCATION 401.-Dcrmatology and Tuberculosis. (1-0)
Credit 1. I or II.
Nurs·n~ care of the more common skin diseases; prevention and nursing care of tuberculosis.
NURSING EDUCATIO
402.-Elementary Pathology. (1-2) Credit
2. I or II.
A course dealing with processes of degeneration and regeneration; preparation; examination, and record of results of laboratory tests.
UR ING EDUCATION 4X2.-Dietotherapy. (2-2) Credit 3. I or II.

. t
t ·eatment of diseases together
The underlying principles of the d ie ary r
with their application.
h'
f Nurs;ng Principles and
NURSING ED'UCATION 403 .- Teac mg o
.
Methods. (3-0) Credit 3. I or _II.t·fi
inciples underlying nurs.
.
·n b e given to the ~c1en
i c pr
.
Cons1derat1on w1
u
r d t this subject selection
ing technique, methods o_f teach~ng as aJpt~: 1:nning of lessons and
and organization of subJect ma ... ter, an
P
demonstrations.
t
(3 O) Credit
NURSI l G EDUCATION 513, 523.-Ward Managemen .
3 each semester.
ward administration.
The underlying principles and methods of

l
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ABBREVIATIONS : Ag.-Agriculture ; A. & S.-Arts and Sciences;
H. E. -Home Economics; M. A.-Mechanic Arts; N. £:-Nursing Education; I. A.-lndustrial Arts.
FRESHMEN
Name

Division

Addreu

Adams, Lyndell.. .................... - - - - - - A . & S ...............................Greenville, Texas
Ard, Soloman......................................................-A. & S ..................................E. Chicago, Ind.
Askey, Ruby Faye................................................ A. & S ............-.-......... Fort Worth, Texaa
Avery, Leonar...__ _ _ _ ... _ _..................... A. & S ........................................ Dallas, Texas
Baldridge, Arthur B........................ - - - - A . & 5 ..................- ............. Bay City, Texaa
Barrett, Annie L ................................................. H. E ........................................... Liberty, Texas
Barrett, Clara B ............- ................................. A. & S ....................................... Liberty, Texas
Batteau, Sutton ...................................................... A. &fi ........................... Fort Worth, Texas
Batts, Margaret...................................................... N. E........________ Dallas, Texaa
Batts, William ......................................................... A . & ~ ............................ Hammond, Texas
Bell, Pinkston ......................................................... M. A .t, ......... _ _ _ _ _ Houston, Texas
Bell, Velma M a - - - - - - - - - - H . E . _ _ _ _ _ _ __,.,ouston, Texas
Berry, Blanche Alice .....................·----A. & S ........................... Fort Worth, Te,:as
Berry, Thelma Mae ............................................. H. E ._ _ _ _ _ _ _Grayburg, Texaa
Beverly, Bernice................................................... A. & S - - - - - ~ a n Antonio, Texaa
Bird, Birches............................................................ A. & S. _ _ _ _ ............... Dallas, Texas
Black, Timothy..................................................... M. A, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Houston, Texas
Bolden, Georgia ...................................................... A. & S ........................................ Dallas, Texas
Booker, Leon ......................................................... A. & S ............·---~Paiestine, Texas
Brannon, Mae Ruth...................................-.-H. E ..._ _ _ __.Prairie View, Texas
Brittain, Lottie - - - - - - - - - - A . & 5 ............... - - - -.... Dallas, Texas
Brown, Lloyd........................................................Ag. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,ealy, Texas
Burns, Wes)ey......................................................... Ag ....__ _ _ _ _ _ Grapeland, Texas
Black, Sylvester......................................- .......... A. & S ......... - - - -........ Carthage, Texas
Bradley, Vaddie...............................- ................. A. & s____ ..................... Allen, Texas
Cal, Lucile...............................- ............................. A. & S .................................... Crockett, Texas
Carpener, Francis................................................ M. E .- - - - - - r a i r i e View, Texas
Carter, Sadie L .............................· - - - - A . & S
... Prairie View, Texas
Cleaver, Ella J ................................................... H. E.
rairie View, Texas
Coleman, James __________ Ag.
Cuero, Texas
Collins, Ogeal... .....................................................H. E.
Collins, Rudolph.........................- ...................... .A. & S.
Cunningham, Elbert.. .. _ _ _ _ _ _ .....Ag.
Davis, Julia D ..........................................................N. E .~-·

[

Mt. Pleasant,
.•._ .. El Paso,
Bryan,
Houston,

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texaa
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f:~:s~;:i::.·~::::::::::::·.·.·.·.·.::·.·.·.::·.:·.·::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::~~~ :·s····:::::::::~:::~::::::::::::::::::::::t:::: ;::::

d, Clarence.......
·······• ......................... Corsicana T
Edwards, Ele
··············•·..·-·················A. & S.....................
E
. ' exas
Eld
ase............................
H ,;;
............. . Chicago Ind

ii~:,r•c.L~~.~.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,~·::~::::,·:,~::::~~····~:::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::·.::::::::::::·:;:~:~~•

t::::

ore, CI
Benn1e·--····-·····.................................. _A·g A ................................... _Stoneham , Texas
E van
s,
enn................................
·······························•-Cold Springs Texas
Evans M bl A
··········•· ............. M A
'
Evere;t a e ····················································H-- E, ..................................... Roanoke, Texas
fergus~n S:nley................................................... A. & S ............................ Texas City, Texas
F· Id
L'
rzee..................................
H E ···········• ........................ Sherman, Texas

·l:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~!~:::: ; ::::

::::::· B~~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::: :
er, Thelma................................
A. & s············•....................Somerville, Texas
Fon t en t AJl·
················H . E ······•· .. ··• .................... somerville, Texas
O'
IC A.................................
F ontenot N 1·
················fi . E ................................. Beaumont Texas
' o ia...............................
F oster J 0 h M
······················· . ..................................... Beaumont ' T
•
n oses..........
Franklin, Annie E
·············· ..................... A. & S.............................
• exas
.
························· ···········••w••···· A & S
·············Dallas • Texas
F raz1er
Th I
F
'
e ma..............................
H. E ···························Prairie View, Texas
Waite r........................... ·····················A . ........................................... s·1
C ontenot,
.
J sbee
Texas
a1ns, Louise, E ....................................................H:~··•· ..··.. ······• ...-..................Raywood• Texas
Ca rne v· .
··················· C.
•
Cibso:• L iv1an A .. ····-···········································A:
Houston, Texas

.;··:s•·..···· ········•-............
2!::on~.'!~~::::::::::::::::::············::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: !··s.:.:·:·:::.:.:·:·:::.:.:.~::.:::::::::::::.c;:k~:~:~·
Crady

EH·

Lee...........................- ...- ...... A. & S

+::::

............. Galveston, Texas

Green: E. ~~·····M·;;···············•·..··············• ............ A. & s:.·.·.·.·:.·:.·.·.·:.·.·.·.·:.:·.·:.:·:·····:······:····Dallas, Texas
Green v· I E( h .) .......................................... H. E
Wichita Falls, Texas
• I10La t el········•• ............................ _ ....H. E.·······························Prairie v·iew, T exas
Gee Eth

ft~~~r~:;: : :.=::=.:::::·:::::=::.E.~;~~;~:::::~~~::::;: f::::

·f
d.............................
M A
·•-............ Navasota Texas
arn. ord,C Clar ence...........-..............
·········-··········· A . & S··············.. .......-............ H ouston ' Texas
Ha rr1son
L .
·············· .
•
Hawkins' race ou1se.................................... A. & s····· ..·······················Fort Worth, Texas
H
M' Sylvester..........................
A & s······························Fort Worth Texas
aws,
au rice
................... ·
···········..
M Pl
'
Henders
H ·····:···········•.................................... A. & S
·······-····· t. easant, Texas
Herald on,
A C arriet B······••.. ······••.. ·····•· ...-..... H. E ·········································· Da II as, Texas
H ·u o' . ·······...............................
M A ......--................... Fort Worth T

H

1

,

amon.............

···········•·.. ,,...

.

.......................

,

exaa

................ _Houston , Texas
H 1·11·1ard Al·
M ················-···························- M. A
Holl d' B ice ·············•·....................
H E ·-·..·-·········•.................... Dallas Texas
an ' ernice M.............................
Weima;, Texas
.........·--·-···•-•Washingt
D. C.
on,

:~:::.~:::::N: E·:·····-·······•-......................

Name

Division
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Hoskins, Williams ................................................M. A ......................... Oklahoma City, Okla.
Hoyt, Gussie M.............·-----······..····H. E .......... ----····-Longview, Texas
Hynson, Chleo ...................................................... M. A ........................................... Dallas, Texas
Hubbard, Jettie ...................................................... H. £. ______ .. Waxahachie, Texas
Jackson, Edward.........................·-··················.. ···~···..···----Fort Worth, Texas
Jackson, Elouise......................................... -........ A. & S.................................... Houston, Texas
Jackson, Jessie M................................................ N. E ....·-···--------Dallas, Texas
Jackson, John H. .................................................. I. A .... _......
Bellville, Texas
Jameson, Bessie................................................... A. & ~....................................... Clay, Texas
Jeffrey, Harley...................................................... M.1(. _____ ············Longview, Texas
Johnson, Audrey ................................................... A. & S................................. Richmond, Texas
Johnson, Lorenzo................................................ A. & S........................... San Antonio, Texas
Johnson, Marian ................................................... A. & S.............................. Fort Worth, Texas
Johnson, Thelmo .......-........................................ _Ag .....................................Cladewater, Texas
Jones, Edward Z ................................................... A. & S......................... ·-·····Calveston, Texas
Jones, Pauline......................................................... H. E ................. -----Amarillo, Texas
Kennedy, Willie Mae .......................................... A. & S.................................... Houston, Texas
Ki'.patrick, Carlie................................................ A. & S........................... Prairie View, Texas
Lee, John C. .......................................................~ A .......... _......................... _Houston, Texas
LeCendre, Emma ...................... ·-·········-············A· & S.......................................... Cuero, Texas
Lewis, lllma J ................................... :.~ .............. N. E·------·········.. Bryan, Texas
Lewis, Merkle......................................................... A. & S................................. Beaumont, Texas
Mann, Frank C...................................................... M. A ................... ____Houston. Texas
McCarver, Mathew.......................................... _Ag. · - - - - -......... Colorado, Texas
Martin, Butha ......................................................... A. & S.......................................... Bryan, Texas
Marshall, Annie .........................·-···~········ ...... A. & S.............................. Hempstead, Texas
Mason, Leona......................................................... H. '£ ......_______ Waller, Texas
Mason, Lucille..................................................... H. E.------····--·-··Bryan, Texas
Mason, Wilbert......................................................Ag. _______ .............. Bryan, Texas
Mayo, John Wesley..........................................Ag. _____ ..................-Seguin, Texas
McCrumby, Horrezelle ............. _____ A. &)l.............................. Fort Worth, Texas
McCullough, Annie Blake.............................. A.J!i S.............................. Fort Worth, Texas
McMillan, Arthur................................................ ~. A. ________ Houston, Texas
McRay, Fuller.........................................................Ag . _________Jasper, Texas
Mickens, Novella............................
H. E. ______ Prairie View, Texas
Moody, Richard.............................. ____ Ag.-.. -------Giddings, Texas
Moore, Lottie V __......_._. ______ A. & S...........................•.•... Beaumont, Texas
Morrison, Ruby Eva .......................................... H. £. _________ Dallas, Texas
Mosie, Mary F......................................................... H. £. _________Waller, Texas
Mosby, Lucile T ..........· - - - - - - ·....... H. £. __________Austin, Texas
M·o oring, Arthur................·-··-···-·······-··...........Ag. ________ Cameron, Texas
McKensie, Pinkie..._______ A. & S.........................- - - - - - - - - -
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Neal, Parlee Johnson....- ......·······-·-········•H. E ............................-Prairie View, Texas
Nelson, Zeopholus.........- ......- ...- ....- .... H. E .....~..··-·•-·.. ··•-Hempstead, Texas
Perkins, Lee.............................·--•-...... A,. & S.......................................... Dallas, Texas
Perrino, Grace Lavenia .....................- ........... A. & S ................................. Columbus, Texas
Phillips, Lawrence................·-···-··-•·..-··•Ag...._ ..._ ...... _ ........ _ .. __ cameron, Texas

Addres

Division
Dallas, Texas
....................... H. E · - - - - -····- .:.DeKalb, Texas
Upchurch, Ray...............................
.. ........... A. & S ................................ Jefferson, Texas
y
hn Ruby L..........................
....
H. E . - - - - T
Texas
Name

w::~., '

::::::_~_:::A.

Solli, ......................
& S................;::;:.;-::: Tm,
er Samuel..............................
A & S.................................
Texas
a
,
Houston,
Wall
John
M...................................................-... A.• & 5 _ _ _ .......·-····H
ton Texas
w..
Wilm«.........................A. &

W Ik

Pollard, William B....·-·--•-..-··•-.....-A. & S .......................................... Evanston, JII.
Porter, Hugh A..._..__··-••..··-•-..-A. & S ......................................... Dallas, Texas
Powers, Evelyn...............- ................................... A. & S.......................................... Dallas, Texas
Prater, GranL ..........._·-···-··•.........................-A. & S.............- ................. Galveston, Texas
Prince, ElizabetL-...........- .............._···-·•A. & S .............................. Fort Worth, Texas
Pulliam, Jessie Wi!ma.....__···..--.......... _H. E ...···~····-.... Oklahoma City, Okla.
Parker, Verna·-··········-···• ................. _ ............. A. & S.................................... Rosebud, Texas
Qualls, Thomas....- ........................................... A. & S................................. Alamoosa, Colo.
Ragsdale, Daisy B.............- .........····-···-··-... N. E .................................. Fort Worth, Texas
Ragston, Hattie...................................- ........- .... A. & S ............................. Hempstead, Texas
Redd, C. 8 ......................................- .............- .... A. & S................................. Beaumont, Texas
Reed, James M ....................................................... M. A ..................................... Beaumont, Texas
Richards, Loia F ................................................._N. E .........·-•-..........- .... Fort Worth, Texas
Roberts, Lucy M ...........................- .................... N. E ................- ...- ....- ........ Lyons, Texas
Robertson, Lonnie C..........................................M. A .......................- ........... Houaton, Texas
Routt, Ludell T...........- ........................................ A. & S....................................... Austin. Texas
Rutledge, lrving····-···················•• ....................-Ag .........- .............- ......... _ Victoria, Texas
Russaw, CarL............................- ...........................Ag .............- ......-........- ........_Cilmer, Texas
Sanders, Lauretta ................................................,\ . & S .......................................... Dallas, Texas
Sayles, Earnestine Helen. ....- ......................... N. E ........................................... Victoria, Texas
Stoglin, Theodore................................................ A. & S.......................................... Dallaa, Texas
Scott, E. Lloyd................- ................................... A. & S.................................... Houston, Texaa
Servance, Maggie................................................ A. & S....................................... Palmer, Texas
Simmons, Malissa D .............·····-···-·••..····•-H. E .................- ................. Texarkana, Texas
Sinclair, Evelyn.......................- ............................ N. E ...........................-San Antonio, Texas
Smith, Ethyel... ............... /...........................- ...... -A. & S.............................. Fort Worth, Texas
Smith, Gladya................- ... - ........ - ......... - ......... A. & S .............................. Fort Worth, Texas
Smith, Mance ......................................................... A. & S.............................. Fort Worth, Texas
Stewart, Margaret........................................- ..... A. & S.............................. Hempatead, T exaa
Stilwell, Edward. ......... - ...........- ..................... -A. & S.............................. Texarkana, Texaa
Stinson, Ophelia-........- ...- ...........................-H. E ...................- ........................ Dallas, Texas
Shepard, Madey.......................- ..............- ...... A. & S.............................. Fort Worth, Texas
Toylo,. F,•"••--········-··-·-•.... A. & S......................... _.Dollo,. Tou,
Thibodo,"'• A•d••Y•-• ..- -........ A, & S............................ -.D•lla,. To,o,

s...................v::,:.,.: y,..,

,b •••••.

Williams, Bessie .B
.........................-N. E. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Gilmer, Texas
Williams, Dazerme.................
....... - .......... Ag. _________ r . Chicago, Ind.

J h H
~

................

S

............. E

Williams, o
............
......................... A. & .......................
Richmond, Texas
Williams, Madison......................
A . & S.................................
d Texas
M .
Willis, Be rnice
ane....................... ............... A . & S.............................. Hempstea
N
ta , Texas
-... H. E._____ ......... avaso
Wilson, Alice E ..............................................
..............
Austin,, Texas
Wilson, Jessie .........................................::.............. A. & S................................. R:·:e Bud, Texas
Wi:son,
Thomas E.....................
N. E.________
E Chicago, Ind.
W
ormely, Ida J.........................................- A . & S.....................................Cal
t Texas
ver,
Walker, William H ............................................. A. & S.......................................
d Texas
.
........................... _ H. £.________ Hemps tea d, Texas
Wallace, Naomi........................
.
...................... A.g. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . empstea
Williams, Juanita..........................
tead , Texas
Y
Colquitt.............................. _______ A - - - - - Hemps
•
ancy,
__
........-.. g.
Yancy, J. C............................
SOPHOMORES
S•1nnyside, Texas
H &
E.-......
~···-'-----T-exarkana,
Texas
Alexander, Curtis M.................·-·-··········-....A:
S...........................
_ Marshall, Texaa
Anderson, Merle L
A & S.....................___Yoakum, Texas
Anderson, Votie..........................................
H. E.
Huntsville, Texas
A
llen T ~na...................
............. A • & s.......... ____
D II
Texas
'
B
ette
Rosa L ..................................-··-·····_,..,.
A & S......-----········· a as, T as
enn
•
............................. .
I wa Colony, ex
Biggins, La Fa~·····-.. ·····......... ........................A. & 5 ........................... o Brenham, Texas
Bradley, Georgia F......................
A & 5,_ _ _ _ _-:-_
th Texas
B
Eldee Miller.....- .................................. H. E ______ Fort Wor • T
rown,
____.. _______ . .
Bryan, exas
Bryant, Leola
______ . & S•-----·····N:~asota, Texaa
Barrowa, Bryan.....- ......._
_ _ _ _ f-l. E._______ ouston, Texas
Bradley, Ten~··················
. & S,______ Denison, Texas
Catchings, LLmcol
·1
.............. _..... A. & S......... - - - - - - Brazori·a , Texas
Coleman, uci e..............
.............. H. E. _______ · Bryan, Texas
Cooper, Julia E........................................
H. £. ________.._ Bryan, Texas
Crockett, Etalcahah ............................................ H. E., _ _ _ _ _ _ _--;-:ouston,
Cos
Crockett,
Debor .
............................H.
sey, Gladys..........................
M E.
A. _ _ _ _ _ p r airie View,
C
leaver, Arthur...............................····-··-·--..... A · & 5 ..- ........... _.......... Galveston,
d
Dean, Olivia..... ·-··············.............A.· & S - - - - Hempstea
Temple,,
Davis, Clarence Mayo
A. & S .. - - - - - - - Davis, Leola

TMbod,•••• N,a,. _ _ • ..- · - - . .· £·-·----D•II••• T "••
Thomo,. AH., Alb,rto......... _ _ A. & S................. _Foo, w . , , . T,..,
0
Thomo,. Cho,. Y......- ..........- .....M.
•-Nogolo,.
To,a,

A. ....___

I

Texas

Texas
Texaa
Texaa
Texaa
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Davis, Th eo d ore........................................ _·-· A & S
B
Davis, Rub
... ·
................................. eaumont, T exas
y ....................................................... A & S
G I
Texas
Desroe, Ira C
·
................................. a veston,
Dial Ve
.................................... - ................. A . & S.......................................... Marlin, Texas
D· ' sra .................................................................. H. E ....... _ _ _ _ _ _ Palestine Texas
ixon, avella.........................
H E
•
Edwards, Velm
.......... · · - - - - - -..........- ... Dallas, Texas
Evans, Milton B a ................................................... A. & S........................... San Antonio, Texas
E
......................................................Ag ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bryan, Texas
verson, Ethel........................
H E
F
Fedford M
J
..
........ • ................ _ .._ ...._ ort Worth, Texas
' yrt E.
e ......................................................A. & S....................................... B e II v,·11 e, Texas
Finley, Elease
Foreman B ·
.
.................................... H. E ........· - -- ....._Jacksonville, Texas
, enJamm............................................. A. & S
Gal
Frazier, Dor ·
.................................
veston, Texas
r,s....................... ............................... H · E ............._____ T exarkana Texas
c· ·
R
c::;:an °f"rs.............................- ..................... Ag ......... _ _ _ _ _ Fort Worth.' Texas
odu................ ·······················-····..... A. & S.......................................... Da II as, T exas
Harrison, ' Amand
H
·
B .
a
..................................... H. E ......................- ......San Antonio Texas
~rrison, omta Golda.................................... A. & S
'
Hillard, Jewell M
.............................. Fort Worth, Texas
Hyson, Ada M ae ............................................. H. E ·- - - -.................. Bay c·1ty, Texas
Hollimon, Jame..................................................... H. E .........._ _ _ _ ............... Waco, Texas
......................................A. & S.............................. H en d erson Texas
· Ms
H oyt , G uss1e
.................................................. H E
.
•
Hatchett Ja
.... · •-.........- -............ Longview, Texas
'
mes................................................ -A. & S
B
Johnson, Geneva E
................................... - .... ryan, Texas
..............................................H. E
L fk·
T
Johnson Hel
M ·
....-.......................... u m, exas
'
en
ane
.......................................
H.
E
F
t
W
h
T
............................... or
ort ,
exas
) o h nson Ma ·
'
urine................................................ A. & S
D II
T
Johnson, Varrie M
.......................................... a as, exas
Jones, Sadie
........ - ................. H. E ..- -...... Longview, Texas
Jones, Andr::........................................................ A. & S........................... Prairie View, Texas
Kane, Gre
..................................... Ag ........................... _ _ _ Caldwell, Texas
ta ........................................................_.A. & S
E .
Kelly Lela A
.......................................... nms, Texas
Kilpa~rick L ... '":..................................................... A. & S........................... Mt. Pleasant, Texas
. . View,
.
King, Dari' OUISC-·--·- - - - A · & s........................ p ra1rie
Texas
us................................
A &
Kirby, Johnn
....... ·
.......................................... Temple, Texas
ye ...................................................... A. & S
H
..awson M tt·
.............................. empstead, Texas
,
a 1 e _ · · - - - - - - - - . H. E
Love, Howard.
...· - · · · · -.............__Waco. Texas
Mc Cowan, Scottie...........-.-..................- ....... ::~. :· S ..._ ...... _•-• ....- ........ Bryan,
Marshall, Del hi
.................................... De Kalb,
McCowan, M: ~e ..........................................-8. E.-...· - - · · · - - · -Temple,
gg1e................- ...................... -A. & S
S
.
Marshall, D. M
.............................. omerv,lle,
McGuire, Lera
Ag ..... _____ ..._._Granger,
.
........................................... A . & S
N
..................................... ewton,
M 11ler, Alfred T ..............................
MA
F
Miller, Annie Le
..............-... · · .............................. ort Worth,
e................................... _._HE
N
- · · .................. - ..... acogdoches,
Moore, Luke R ......................................................
A. & S
F
· ........................... ort Worth,

e·:i°i::..........._.

....

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas

Name
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Monroe, William C. ..................................- .... -A. & S .................................. Houston, Texas
Noble, Eleanor Mae ............................................. A. & S .................................Galveston, Texas
Neal, Eva Mae..- .............................. - ................. H. E_ .............................................Bryan, Texas
Oliphant, Mary L ............................ - .............-A. & S ................................. Huntsville, Texas
Owens, Sarah.........................................................H. E, ...............................................Waller, Texas
Owens, Claudia ...................................................... H. E. ............................................ Waller, Texas
Paige, Booker T .............................. - ................ Ag.......................................... Roganville, Texas
Patton, Arlington ................................................ A. & S .......................................... Goliad, Texas
Penson, Ercelle ...................................................... H. £.............................................Lufkin, Texas
Pointer, Edward----·········..·····...............A. & S ........................... Wichita Falls, Texas
Plummer, Agnes Louise ...................- ........... H. E.................................San Antonio, Texas
Powell, Gentry...................................................... Ag................................................ Bastrop, Texas
Price, Jewell C ...................................... ·-··········..A· & S .......................................... Taylor, Texas
Portis, Martha ......................................................... H. E. ............................................ Calvert, Texas
Powell, Eula Mae ................................................ H. E. ...................................... Beaumont, Texas
Redd, Leantha J ................................................... M. A .................................... Beaumont, Texas
Richards, Herbert.. ........................................... Ag ....................................... Hempstead, Texas
Richard•, Zenobia ................................................H. £ .....................................Beaumont, Texas
Robinson, Margaret ......................................... A . & S .............................. Lake Charles, La.
Robins, Hal.. ........................... _ ............................ A. & S .................................... Bay City, Texaa
Scott, Eddie William .......................................... A. & S ........................... Prairie View, Texas
Scott, Consuela ...................................................... H. E ................... - .....- .... Hempstead, Texa•
Scott, Hazel.. .......................................................... A. & S ................................. Huntsville, Texas
Sias, Myrtle ............................................................... H. E ..................................... Beaumont, Texas
Smith, Dan............................................................... M. A .................................. Hempstead, Texas
Smith, W. H. ........................................................... Ag....................................... Texarkana, Texas
Soders, James O ................................................... A . & S.......................................... Marlin, Texas
Sprott, Loraine...................................................... A . & S ................................. Beaumont, Texas
Sterling, Leroy...................................................... A. & S........................ - ..... Galveston, Texas
Steverson, Beatrice............................................. A. & S .......................................... Dallas, Texas
Tamplin, Doris...................................................... Ag.................................... Prairie View, Texas
Terrell. Inez D ................................- ... - ... - ... H. E. ....................... - .....San Antonio, Texas
Turner, Leona ...................................................... A. & S....................................Wiergate, Texas
Thomas, Mae D...................................................... A. & S........................ Wichita Fall•, Texas
Wade, Joe Fred...................................................... Ag................................................ Douglas, Texas
Walker, Loretta .................................................. A. & S..............................Texarkana, Texas
Walton, Odi .....................................................- ....Ag .....- ...................... - .................. Bryan, Texas
Washington, Addie B.........................- ........... A. & S .................. - .....San Antonio, Texas
Walton, Gladys ...................................................... H. £. ............................................... Bryan, Texas
Wedgeworth, Clyde.......................................... Ag................................................... ltasca, Texas
William•, Marahall..........- ....... - - - - - M . A ...................._ ................- .... Bryan, Texas
Wright, Thomas........................................... - ..... Ag .................................................Gilmer, Texas
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Archie, Nathaniel.. .........................................Ag....................................... Hempstead, Texas
Abernathy, Montraville...............·-·····-·····•A. & S.............•·-··········-·····Denver, Colo.
Acrey, Howard .....................•.•....................·-···M. A .............................. Nacogdoches, Texas
Averyhardt, Sarah......................................... -A. & S......................••................Waco, Texas
Bowles, Sylvia J .................................................A. & S..............................•.... Victoria, Texas
Beachum, Preston ................................................ M. A ................· - - - - ···Hubbard, Texas
Bell, Eunita L. ..............•........................•...........•. H. E .....................................•.Houston, Texas
Bivins, Frances...................................................... H. E ...................................... Houston, Texas
Bryant, Thelma Y. .................. ______ H. E ........................................ Houston, Texas
Brown, Mildred K ............................·-·······-······H· E .......•............................... Houston, Texas
Britt, Ethel... ............................................................H. E .................................. Waxahachie, Texas
Calhoun, Hazel R. (Mrs.) .............................. H. E ........................................ Houston, Texas
Carpenter, C. E. (Mrs.) ................................. H. E .............................. Prairie View, Texas
Colter, Lavalia Marcelle........•...........•..........A. & S......•.... ·-···········prairie View, Texas
Curtis, Henrietta .......................................... _.A. & S.......................................... Dallas, Texas
Calhoun, Artis, ......................................................A. & S....................................Houston, Texas
Collins, Mar;,. ··········································--·H. E .....................................•.Houston, Texas
Cummings, Mildred ......•................·-··············.. H. E ........................................ Houston, Texas
Dailey, William H ...................••....................... A. & S.................................... Houston, Texas

Address
Division
Name
Johnson, James L, _ _ _ _ _ _ _......--A. & S .................................... Denison, Texas
Kelley, Eva M..............................·-·········--A. & S .................................... Wharton, Texas
Kennedy, Helen E
_ _ _ _,H. E. .................•.......... ·-·················Rusk, Texas
Kinchion, Ollie...........•.......•..••........•................A. & S .......................•................. Belton, Texas
Kirby, Mary.... ----······························A. & S .............................. Hempstead, Texas
Kirkwood, Sarah A •...............•.......................-A. & S .............................. Colmesneil, Texas
Kirby. Carrie ......................................................... H. E. ........•.........................Hempstead, Texas
Lee, Dale......... ----············.... - .....- ..... A. & S .............................. Fort Worth, Texas
Lee, Margaret...................................................... A . & S ........................ ·-·····Beaumont, Texas
Lee. Vernice E. ..................................................... H . E ........................................ Houston, Texas
McBroom, Juanita .....•.............................•.......... H . E. ............................ Nacogdoches, Texas
McGriff, Vida .....................................................A. & S ...................................• Houston, Texas
Mebane, Floyd............................................... Ag..................................... Fort Worth, Texas
Mosley, Ethel M....................•............................. A. & S ..................................... Houston, Texas
Mouton, Helen....................................................N. E. ....•......................................... Lafayette, La.
Norton, Eugene.........•............ ·-················..... A. & S ..................................... Houston, Texas
Nichols, Marie ...................................•.....•.......... A . & S .................................Galveston, Texas
Pickett, Octavia...---·····..···..······•.......... N. E. ............................................... Dallas, Texas
Pryor, Beatrice.........................................•........... N. E. ......................................Sunnyside, Texas
Pryor DeArtis............................................•...•...... A. & S ................................... _ .... Dallas, Texas
0
::~~

g:;;:::n·T:~::'..~=:::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::=:::::~·~···s:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::~l::::·. ; ::::
Dansby, Bennie........................................- .•....... Ag................................................ Kilgore, Texas
Davis, Clifford C ...............· - - -- - - ~· & S..........................................Taylor, Texas
Echols, Jack..·-····················································Ag......................................•....•..... Mexia, Texas
Ellis, Wilson, D - - - - - - - - - · · · -- A. & S-- - - - · ·······Crockett, Texas
Flewellen, Ruby A ......................................... A . & S....................................Brenham, Texas
Frazier, Estill................................................... A. & S...........•••...•....•....•..... Silsbee, Texas
Garrett, Davi.u..----··············................ A . & S .................................. Houston, Texas
Gibson, L o r - - - - - - - - - - - - J - \ & S.....•....•.....••...........Oakwood, Texas
Glosson, Maurine .....................·----···.A. & S----···San Antonio, Texas
Hardin, Exa.....•...........•........................................ A . & S .................................... Houston, Texas
Harrison, Edwin S ................................•.........• A. & S .................................•. Houston, Texas
Hayes, Mary LuciJ.,_________ H. E ...................•......... ·-·····Wharton, Texas
Hall, Lena M ..................... ·----············H. E .•...•.•.......................... Sunnyside, Texas
Hawthorne, Daisy (Mrs.)-----····A· & S.........................•......... Houston, Texas
Hudson, Mae Dee .....•.......................•...•...- .• A. & S ...........•..•......- .... Fort Worth, Texas
Henderson, William.................·-············.. ···A. & S....................•..... San Antonio, Texas
Houston, Noble ......................·-··················-···· M. A .......•.........- ............•..... Sherman Texas
Johnson, Davis P ...................... _ ....................... Ag .......................•....................... Calvert,• T exaa
Jack,on, John M. •········..········•····-·•--·-Ag........................................ Paleatine, Texas

I IS

;:e::':~.~:::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::1~·;··s::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::·H·:~:t::: ;::::

Ricks, Tommye................................... ____ A. & S .........................................Taylor, Texas
Roberts, Rose Marie ......................................... H . E. ......................................... Houston, Texas
Ross, CarL. .............................................................. A g ..........................................Huntsville, Texas

~~I:~·

S~:~·~:~:~: : : : : : :~:=: : : : : : : : : : :~: :::; : ~ . ;::.:::.:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· _-.·_-.·.:~.-.:·.·.·_-.·.:·.·.·.:.:.~::10;::: ~::::

Shankle, Ferdinan0-____ _ _ _ _ Ag.............................. ·-···········Weirgate,
Singletary, Willie L. ..................................•..... Ag................................•.................Seguin,
Sinyard, Joy B.....•...............• _ _ _ _ _ _ H. E. ..................... _..____ Bryan,
Smith, George Hulen ................. ·-·················A. & S .................................... Houston,
Smith, Raymond J ................................................ M. A .................................... Brenham,
Stewart, Nannie..........................•...........•.....•... A. & S ........................................Waco,
Sykes, Naomi. ..........•...........•......•...· - - -····A. & S ................. ____ Houston,
Taylor, Jual... .......................................•.........•..... A. & S ...................•....•. ·-···Houston,
Taylor, Gertrude ............................................... N. E. .....•.. _____ Texarkana,
Taylor, Myrtle Fae........................................... N. E. ...............................•...•.....•..... Buda,
Terry, Grady............................,_ _ _ _ _ Ag _______ ..... Crockett,
Thompson, Virginia .. ________ A. & S ..... ______ Houston,
Turner, Callie Mae_________ N. E.............................................. Mexia,

Texas

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas

Texas

Thomas, John Henry...· - - - - -·-···· M. A·-·· ..·········-····-Fort Worth, Texas
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st
Valien, Pre on ......................................................A. & S................................. Beaumont, Texas
:ortham, Gladys ...............................................A. & S.................................... Navasota, Texas

w:~:

0

e:o~~~~:i~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1·g::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.~::::::::::::::i·;!:::~• ;::::

:~~:::, D;::e:~·~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1: ;··s::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::.~.:~c:sl~ear~:
W~stbrooks, Pearline....................................... H. E..........................................Benchley,
Wilburn, Julius ...................................................... A. & S.............................. Chapel Hill,
Wooley, Elmer......................................................Ag....................................... Normangee,
Young, Consuela ............. _______ A. & s............. ____
W
............ aco,

~====

Texas
Texas
Texas
T
exas

SENIORS
Adams, J . J ............................................................. Ag................................................... Cuero, Texas
:lexander, Zelemor..........................................H. E ........................................Lampasas, Texas
Bar~lette, Maddie L ........................................... A. & S..........................................Waco, Texas
Caev,l, Rutha M...................................................... A · & s..............................Ja mes town, T exas
C shaw, Luella .....................................................·A · & S....................................... Benc hi y, Texas
CIebrum, Clarence................................................ A · & S.................................... H ous t on, T exas
CI ark, Aslee....................................... .. _ _ A · & s........................... Nacog d oc h es, T exas
CI ement, Thestal... ............................................. Ag...................................................... Paris, Texas
C e~ela nd , Amanda Jewell ........................... A. & S................................. Beaumont, Texas
C ollms,
. E. E........................................................... ... Ag.......................................... D enver, c o I ora d o
~:{~::~~~:o::h::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~·g·i:·.·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~.~;:~:i. ; : : : :
E
N. E ........................................... Houston, Texas
ason, Commodore.........................................
Gullette
Se!
.... Ag............................................. O a kl an d • T exas
Grayso~. H::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::A. & S................................... .Houston, Texas
Griffin, Emma,______
A. & S.................................... Houston, Texas

~~-=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:~.;:~::::• ~::::

~inton, Paul.. ....................................·-·······..........
enry, Arnett H............................................... Ag
St
h
Texas
Herndon, Eula Lee..........................................::: .......................................... one am,
Ho an B
N. E................................................ Regan, Texas
H g ' S ooker................................................... - A · & S.................................... Bren h am T exas
Hogan, ammie................................... _............. ... A · & S.................................... Bren h am • T exas
ouston, Haskell... .............................................M A....____
B c· 'T
Harris, Geneva A
.
.................... ay ,ty, exas
L
M
........................................- ..... A. & S.................................... Houston Texas
atson, Allee
able ......................................................-N · E ......................................_..... T ay Ior,• Texas
James,
W...................................................... H E
S
· T
Mark, John B
. ............................................. egum, exas
·······
.......................................
_
.......
Ag
N·
Martin, Amand
................................................... 1gton, T exas
M B
-,- I
a.................................... - ......... H. E .............................................. Dallas Texas
M:M~ri~::~:~~ ..................................·-···..····-····H. E.. ..............................................Mexia•, T exaa
•
a................................................-A. & S.................................... Houston, Texas
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Address
Division
Name
Morgan, Janice ...................................................... H. £ ....................................... Columbus, Texas
Mosby, Carrie Mae............................................. H. E. ................................ Prairie View, Texas
McCullough, Arthur.......................................... Ag ............................................. Houston, Texas
Powdrill, James V ............................................... Ag.................................... Nacogdoches, Texas
Preston, Dorothy................................................ A. & S.......................................... Tyler, Texas
Prophet, Victoria T .......................................... A. & S................................. Cedar Bay, Texas
Parks Velma ............................................................ A. & S.......................................... Denver, Colo.
Paley, Lillie...........................................................,,..~ ........................................... Houston, Texas
Richards, Bessye ................................................... H. E ............................... Prairie View, Texas
Richards, Willye................................................... H. E ............................... Prairie View, Texas
Riley Walter............................................................ A. & S.................................... Hockley, Texas
Robinson, Fannye................................................ A. & S................................. Lake Charles, La.
Roli gan, Wilma ...................................................... A. & S.............................. Fort Worth, Texas
Rollins, Earl............................................... - .......... M. A .................................... New Orleans, La.
Sanders, Doris...................................................... A. & S.................................... Houston, Texas
Smith, Vernice...................................................... A. & S......................_ ................. Marlin, Texas
:fhomas, Anita ...................................................... A. & S.................................... Houston, Texas
Thoma•, Charles ................................................ A. & S.................................... Houston, Texas
Thomas, Cline...................................................... Ag ................................................ Seguin, Texas
Thompson, Katie L............................................. N. E. ...............................................Bryan, Texas
Warren, Vernell E. ............................................ A. & S.................................... Houston, Texas
Washington, R. E....................... _____ Ag...............................- ................. Mexia, Texas
Wells, Mattie Etta Mae.................................... A. & S.............................. Hempstead, Texas
Wells, Wallace L................................................... A. & S.......................................... Denver, Colo.
,vheeler, Brenette................................................ N. E .............................. Colo. Springs, Colo.
White, Demosthenes.......................................... Ag ............................................. Crockett, Texas
Williams, Hattie M............................................. N. £ ..........................................Alexandria, La.
Williams, Oscar M......................................... -A. & S.............................. Fort Worth, Texas
Windon, Frank.....__________ A. & S.................................Calveston, Texas
Winkler, Beatrice.............................................. H.....E ........................................... Houston, Texas
Winstrn, Erna L. M .................,____ ...... A. & S................................................ Selma, La.
Williams, Cacl. .........................,______ Ag .............................................Palestine, Texas
Williams, Jesse A .....· - - - - - - · - - Ag............................................. Houston, Texi
UNCLASSIFIED AND SPECIALS
Acrey, Howard...................................................... Brickmasonry......... Nacogdoches,
Ashford, Malcolm ................................................ Carpentry, ........................ Corsicana,
Anderson, Leola ................................................... A. & S........................... Prairie View,
Aldridge, Joe.........................................................Tailoring........................... Star Route,
Adams, John C...................................................... Carpentry.................... Fort Worth,
Batta, Tenneasee..................................................Tailoring..........- ................... Calvert,
Baty, Thomas........................................................ Auto Mechanics..................... Mexia,

Texas
Texas

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
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Bell, Erneat.. _ _ _ _ _ _______Carpentry..............................Houaton, T exa•
Caraway, Finas.....- ............. - ...- ...- ...- ..........Tailoring ........................ - ....T enaha,
Cashaw, William ................................ _ _ _...,A uto Mechanics............... Benchly,
Cavitt, William _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Carpentry .............._ ...................Bryan,
Clopton, Clemmie......... ________Carpentry............- ................. Kerens,

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas

Coffey, Jackson Holt.........................- ....-·-Tailoring ........................... McKinney, Texas
Cook, Thomas Lee.......... _ _ _ _ _ _......,hoe Making........................Bastrop, Texas
Dotson, Edgar.........................................................Tailoring.............................. Cleburne, Texas
Grant, John W ..................................- ....·-·-....Shoe Making............ - ... Houston, Texas
Hawthorne, Arzitta ..............................- ....-_Carpentry.................. Prairie View, Texas
Hines, Charlie............... _ _ _ _ _ _ __,Me chanic Arta ........................Waco, Texas
Holford, Charles........................ _ _ _ _ _ Carpentry........................ Gainesville, Texas
Hawthorne, Nealy................ ______ ... Printing.............................. Beaumont, Texas
Horton, Leroy...................................................... Carpentry........................ New Orleans, La.
Jacquet, I. L ......................................................- ... Mechanic Arts ...... Prairie View, Texas
Jones, Emma O ......................................................Typ ing.................................... Jefferaon, Texas
King, Leom...__ _ _ _ _ _.._____Tailoring.................................... Dallas, Texas
Milligan, James...................................................... Carpe n try ........................... Sherman,
Morris, Otis...............................................................Carpentry.................................... Bryan,
Martin, Jerry Lee ......................._____ Printing....................................... Bryan,
Mathews, Charley....................... _ _ _ _ Carpentry.......................... Timpson,
Moore, Andrew......................................................Tailorin g .............................. Brenham,
Moody, Arthur......................................................Shoemaking........................... Hearne,
Nellum, Wiley ......................................................... Carpentry........................ Corsicana,
Petty, Grayson R .............................................. Carpentry..................... Fort Worth,
Prudhomme, Raymond ....................................Tailorin g ..........................Beaumont,
Porter, Thaddeus ............................................. _Carpe ntry.............................. Houston,
Roberts, Lloyd...................................................... A griculture .............. Prairie View,
Sadberry, Horatio E .......................................... Brick Masonry........................Gause,
Slaughter, Tyree ...............................- .................Tailorin g .................................... Dallas,
Smaull, Henry _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Carpentry................................. Taylor,

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas

Taylor, Fred ............................................................Carpentry.............................. Marshall,
Teal, Layton ............................................................ Plumbin g ............................. Crockett,
Washington, Henry.............................................Auto Mechanics .................. Bastrop,
Williams, Willie ~ - - -............................. Auto Mechanics............ Beaumont,
Williams, Leander........................... _ _ ___,A.uto Mechanics ............... Palestine,
Williams, James...................................................Auto Mechanics............... Palestine,
Williama, Henry...................................................Ta iloring...............Weat Columbia,
Yatea, Huriel.. ...............................- .................... Auto Mechanica ............... Denison,

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
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31
-14
47

AdnliSf:ion Requirements •······"'··"··"'·································"'··········"······ ·
Agricul t ural Club .................................................................................. ..
Agricuilure, Division of ......................................................................... .
.
Agronomy ·•········································•···········•·················•·················•···•
Alpha Pi Mu Honorary Society ..............................................................

51

.... 44

Alumni Association ................................................................................. ·
·
Animal Husbandry ...................................................................................
.. ....
Annual Prizeg ......................................................................................................... ..
Arts and ciences Division ........................................................................... ..
Assignments ..........................................................................................
········
Attendance and AhRence ............................................
.. ................................................... .

46
51
5
4
53

Athletics ...................................................................................................
Awards ···························•···················......................................................

37

~7
44
45

B
Beta Pi Chi .................................................................................... ......
Bi()\ogy ................................................................................................
Board .......................................................................................................

44
25, 71
..
35
·•

C

..
Cadets •············· ...................................... -•········································"
•
Calendar · •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••U••••OO•••• •••• •••• •••• ••oo••••••• ••• •• ••• H••·•••• ••••• ••••• •• ••
.....
Certificate Fees ......................................................................................
Certificates .....................................................................................................
Class Attendance .......................................................................................
Classific!ltions .............................................................................................
Committees ..........................................................................................
Condition Examinations ........ .' ..................................................................................................

·-

Course Numbers ...................................................................................... ·

D

G7
(i

36
42
37
37
16

39
7
4

36
.10

~::~::·~: :: := ::: ~:=::: :: " """ ·: ::::.::::=:: ______ •36
Diploma Fees
~~:~:::; Courses ..................................... ....-...............................

45
37

=

_ ...
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I DEX (Continued)

INDEX ( Continued)

E
Education, Deparcment of ...................................................................................................... Electric Repair Shop ..................................................................................................................
English, Department of ............................................................................................................
Equipment ............................................................................................................................................
Bxpenses ..............................................................................................................................................

p
58
28
61
23
35

Physical Education Requirements ........................................................................ ····
Publication, Student ..................................................................................... .

Sigma

Foreign Languages, Department of ................................................................................ 63

u Debating Society ......................................................................................... ···

Uniforms

H

31

45

..............................................................................................................................

35

y

Home Economics, DiYisi'On of ................................................................................................ 79
Honors ..................................................................................................................................................... ,11

Y. M. C. A .
Y. W. C. A .

I
Ice Plant .................................................................................................................................................. 29
Important Direci.ons
5

L
..................................................................................................................... 36

M
· ........................................................................................................................ 54

·········•·······················.. ·············· ... ····················································--······ 35
Mathematics, Deparlment of ........................................................................................... G5
Matriculation Fee ..
.............................................................................................................. 35

Mechanic Arts, Division of ...
....................................................................................... 8-1
Military cience, Department of . ................................................................................ 67
Minors
................................................................................................................... 5.1
Music, Department of
................................................................ ~·············· .............. G7

N
............................................................................... 9,
0
..

39

Undergraduate Class Attendance and Absence ..................................................... 37

Graduating Honors ........................................................................................................................ 41

Order of Registral:on

36

u

G

urs'ng Education, Division of

45

s

F

Majors
Maintenance

69

R
i.lefunds ................................................................................................................
Reports of Grades .................................................................................................... ·
Requirements for Admission ..................................................................................... ···

Ex-Student Association .......................................................·-················································ 46
Extra Examination Fee ............................................................................................................ 36

Late Matriculation
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{

.......................................................................................................-............
.....................................................................................................................

44
44

